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The New Edison
Storage Battery
is the biggest thing in the world
of electricity today because it
is radically different from any
storage battery ever built. It
occupies a quarter the space
of the lead battery and weighs
just about half, per capacity.
Or an Edison Battery of the
same weight will give double
the capacity of the lead battery.

TIiE Edison is a radical departure in
storage battery construction. There is
no lead nor sulphuric acid-the plates

are nickel and iron in an electrolyte of caustic
potash, in a container of welded, nickeled steel.
There is no sulphation, no deterioration, no
internal or automatic discharge. On the other
hand, there is an actual increase in capacity,
after the first few discharges, and this increased
capacity is maintained throughout the life of
the battery-and the life of the Edison is five
times that of the lead battery.

Two of the foremost manufacturers of
electric vehicles, the Anderson Carriage Com-
pany making the Detroit Electric, and S. R.
Bailey & Company, making the Bailey Electric,
are already equipping their entire output with
the Edison and making it the big argument for
the superiority of their cars.

Forget that there ever was a lead battery.
The New Edison Storage Battery is the battery
for your work no matter what your require-
ments are. Write us today for complete infor-
mation.

THE EDISON STORAGE BATTERY CO.
117 Lakeside Ave., ORANGE, N. J.

!
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POPULAlt ELECTIZICI'1'Y

A Great Book for Boys
for a 2c Stamp

THE inclination of the average twentieth century boy is for some-
thing practical as a plaything. His ideal is to excel his com-

panions, to merit the distinction of "doing things" himself. A
marked talent in a boy or even genius may show itself at an early
age. Give your boy a chance to develop his talent, and prove it.
The Experimental Electrical Toys, as
shown on this page are thoroughly
practical, and many interesting ex-
periments may be made with the
several outfits.

Boys! Do it Yourselves 1'lanetO
The Electric Shop, on Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
are prepared to furnish the following Outfits, or
the materials for making them. $ Q

MAGNETO TESTING OUTFIT
ASSEMBLED

No. 10 EACH $5.50
Will light lamp } C. P. Test through 10,000 Ohms.

Finished in bright red and nickel. " r
CURRENT TRANSFORMER

UNASSEMBLED
No. 20 EACH $6.00 ---'
350 WATT -10-20 VOLT

15 pieces are furnished with this outfit. No machines
are necessary-only hand tools. Blue prints and book +¡_
furnished with each set. J 't

MAGNETO MEDICAL GENERATOR '[
ASSEMBLED n© '

No. 30 EACH $2.50 ; IIov.lThe Generator is one of the very best tyres of Dynamo +"vimElectric Machines made. Nothinga t bring as much .
liveliness into an evening party as the introduction of one
of these generators.

MAGNETO GENERATOR OUTFIT
UNASSEMBLED

No. 40 EACH $2.50
May be built into five types of machines. After the

average young person has changed this machine into the
several different types he will have a very good idea of Dynamo Electric Machines in general
and be in a position to experiment with the more expensive machines.

MAGNET OUTFIT
UNASSEMBLED

No. 50 EACH $2.50'
This outfit will be found especially interesting to the high school student studying Mag-

netism, Coil Winding and Electricity.
The prices quoted are f. o. b. Chicago. Any of these outfits will be sent you on receipt of

price. The booklet will be enclosed with each outfit or will be sent on receipt of a two -cent
stamp to cover postage. It is full of information and of interest to any live boy.

Cor. Michigan and ChicagoElectric Jackson Boulevards
MAIL ORDER DEPT.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



POPULAR ELECTRICITY

Marketing Your Goods
is fully as difficult as making them. May-
be more so.

Advertising is modem marketing ma-
chinery.

You can buy this machinery-can you
operate it ?

Have you analyzed your selling prob-
lem?

Do you know where a demand exists
for your goods-the geography of distri-
bution?

Do you know how to reach, at lowest
cost, your possible customers-mediums
of advertising?

Do you know how to prove the fitness
of your goods to supply existing demand,
how to describe them so as to create
demand-effective copy?

If these questions suggest the need of
outside help, get in touch with us.

WM. D. McJUNKIN
Advertising Agency

167 Dearborn Street, Chicago

With Working Models te Pract'ce on While You
Study. k is the Only Way to Master

the Subject by ¡Mall
They

Actunlly
k FREE

Engine Model
and Models of Other
Parts of the Automo-

bile given free with
DYKE'S HOME STUDY
COURSE OF AUTOMO-
BILE ENGINEERING

May we send you photos end testimonials of
young seo the are now driving car. and proprietors of repair
shops.

We Will Aseist You in Getting Started
Special Price Right Now for Complete Course

Li ItNNZ - NM - = EN MN WI MI  1E C7O Mla
MI FILL IN, TEAR OFF, AND MAIL TODAY

-Dyke's Correspondence School of Motoring al
mg 3847 Washington Ave., Dept. P, St. Louis, Mo. ...

Kindly seed me a Catalogue at once by mall FREE, In plain
wrapper.

gi Name II
MI

II.MIStreet. .. . IN
MICity State
III

E a Cross Out the Profession You Preferal INin I want to become anO experienced Chauffeur O Repairman O Salesman 1. Agent, Salesman, Repairman for Gasoline Engine Ill
for Stattamary, Auto and Boat Work.

III O I intend baying a car O I own a tar ggi
IM

MIA. 1. Dyke originated the first Auto Supply Company In America. gi
 Published the first book on Autos and built the fifth successful Autoraaaeiaaaaaaaaaaaaaaar

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

BOUND
VOLUJV%E2 II

Popular Electricity
Magazine

May '09 to April '10 (Inclusive)

An important fund of authentic, inter-
esting information on a thousand and one
electrical subjects. Invaluable for reading
or reference to all interested in electricity.

Includes the following complete serials:

Electric Light and Power for Country
Homes. - - Louis A. Pratt.

Construction and Operation of Spark
Coils - - - V. H. Laughter

How to do Electroplating 1. R. Wilson
A Simple Wireless Telephone Set

A. B. Cole

Also:

Elementary Electricity, Chapters 13.24
Prof. E. J. Houston

Where Electricity Stands in the Prac-
tice of Medicine. Parts I -IV

Dr. Noble M. Eberhart
An Electrical Laboratory for Twenty -

Five Dollars. Parts I -IV.
David P. Morrison

With hundreds of special articles, news
notes, descriptions, comments-embellished
with more than a thousand illustrations-
making a complete summary of the elec-
trical progress of the year.

Well bound in stout boards, handsome
blue silk covers; title gold -stamped on back.

Price-postpaid anywhere-$Q./5
The demand for Bound Volume I was

four times as great as our supply. As the
supply of Volume II is also limited, early
orders are advisable. No more when these
are gone.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
PUBLISHING COMPANY
Commercial Building, CHICAGO, ILL.



POPULAR ELECTRICITY

CYCLOPECII CYCLOP

oJ 1
AP' LIED APPLIED

FOR YOU Whether student or
expert, this complete

Cyclopedia of

Applied Electricity
will be found useful as a guide and reference work

This cyclopedia comprises six big volumes-bound in half morocco-
contains 2,896 pages, 7 x 10 inches-printed on special paper, in large,

clear type, -2,000 full page plates, diagrams, formulas, etc.
It is written by thirty expert Electrical Engineers-the biggest men in the

profession.
THE REFERENCE VALUE IS GUARANTEED by the fact that it is compiled from the text-

books used in the correspondence courses of the American School of Correspondence.
These practical lessons are arranged for quick and ready reference.

Will Yon Examine These Books Free of Charge ?
If you are interested in Electricity, we know these books are just what you want.

To convince you of this, we will send a complete set to you by prepaid express;
keep them five days; examine them thoroughly and carefully; test them; apply

the knowledge they contain to your every -day work. If you decide to keep
them, send us $2.00 after five days and $2.00 a month until you have paid the

special price of $18.80. The regular list price is $36.00. Just fill in the
coupon below and mail it to us. The books will be sent you at once.

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS TREATED IN DETAIL
Electric. Wiring-Elertrle Telegraph-Wireless Telegraphy-Telnntogreph-Theory, CalenlalLm.

Design and Construction of Generators and Motors-Type+ of Dynamo. and Motors-Elevators
Direct Current Motors-Direet.Driven Machine Shop Tools-Eleetrie Lighting-Electric Railways-

Alternating Current Motors-Single Phase Electric Railway-hi anagement of Dynamos and Mai ors-
Power Statione-Central Station Engineering-Storage Batteries-Power Transmission-Alternating

Current Machinery-Telephony-Automntle Telephone-Wireless Telephony-Telegraphone, etc.

For a short time we will include. as a monthly supplement, for one year. the TECHNICAL
WORLD MAGAZINE. This is a regular $1.50 monthly, full of Twentieth Century Scien-
dóc facts, written in popular form. Also contains the latest discussions on timely topics in
Invention, discovery, industry. etc.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Y P.
to

A. S. of C.
Please send

me Cyclopedia

0 of Applied Elec.` tricity for five days'
free examination.

`tr
Also T.W. for one year.

I will send $2 within five
days and $2 a month 'until I

have paid $18.80 ; otherwise I
will notify you and hold the

417 hooks subject to your order. Title
not to pass until fully paid.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser..



POPULAR ELECTRICITY

A School Within Itself

PRACYICAL

ELECTRICITY
tvouna u er

LLEYELAFD ARAJITURE
WORKS

C[tapter
1-Wiring.

III Electnc Batteries, Electro Plating.
III-Magnetism.
IV-The Magnetic Circuit.]
V-Magnetic Traction.

VI-Magnetic Leakage.
VII -Energy in Electric Circuit.

VIII-Calculation of Size of Wire for
Magnetizing Coils.

IX-Calculation of EMF's in Electric
Machines.

X-Counter EMF.
XI-Hysteresis and Eddy Currents.

A Dictionary of over 1500 Electrical Words. Terms and Phrases, giving a brief meaning of all
which are in common use.

12.00 PER COPY-FIFTH EDITION -24,000 COPIES SOLD
The offer we make of refunding money if book is not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL ONE in connection with the sale of a

book. But we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be what thousands of others have been. Money would not bay it if it could not beduplicated. We could print testimonials by the hundreds. It is best to order and be your own judge of its merits.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 4130 Si. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. AMERICA'S GREA EST REP Á nWORKSR'<`'

There are XX chapters in all, XIX carrying you from tilt.
fundamental principles of electricity on through the various
branches to a point where the careful student comprehends

the complete designing, care and operation of a dynamo or motors and I chapter on
electric automobiles, outlining their construction, care and operation, and all about
storage batteries and how to handle them. Each subject is carefully written and to
the point. After a student studies a subject, he is questioned on that subject in such
a manner as to bring clearly to his mind the points he needs to know regarding same.
A DICTIONARY in back of book will enable him to learn the meaning of any eh.,
trical word, term or phrase used in this book, as well as hundreds of others in common
use. All required tables necessary in the s udy are in it.

TABLE OF SUBJECTS:
Chapter

XII-Armature Reaction.
XIII-Sparking.
XIV-Winding of Dynamos and Motors
XV-Proper Method of connecting

Dynamos and Motors-Self
Excitation.

XVI-Diseasesof Dynamos and Motors.
their symptoms and how to
Cure Them.

XVII-Arc and Incandescent Lamps.
XVIII-Measuring Instruments.

XIX-Alternating Current.
XX-Automobiles.

sor Chauffeurs and Repair Mon. ~complete NONE STUDY
course prepares you in six weeks right in your own home. Big
demand for trained men, work is pleasant, pay good. Our school
la directed by Experienced Mechanics and Instructors. Write
today for free illustrated book.

KANSAS CITY AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
Dept. B. K City, Mo.

THE
KEY r0
>U CC ESS

MEMORY
the BASIS

of All
KNOWLEDGE

on are no greater intellectually than your
memory. Send today for my free book 'How to

Remember"-Faces. Names. Studies-Develops Will,
Concentration, Self -Confidence. Conversation, Public

Speaking. Increases income. Sent absolutely free-Address
ICEBOX MEMORY SCHOOL, 059 AUDITORIUM BLDG.. CHICAGO

Camera and Complete Outfit
Takes pictures r}xr}. A little gem.
Sure to please. Leatherette covered
camera and complete outfit of plates,
Paper, chemicals, etc., with complete
instructions so any boy or girl can
take GOOD PICTURES of land-
scapes, buildings, friends, etc. All

sent for only 25c (silver) or 3 for 6oc.
ELECTRIC FUNMAKERS, Dept. 8, Kewanee, III.

Newyork Electrical School
Offers to men and boys a theoretical
and practical course in applied elec-
tricity without limit as to time.

Instruction individual, day and night
school, equipment complete and up-
to-date. Student learns by doing,
and by practical application are
fitted to enter all fields of electrical
industry fully qualified. School open
all year. Write for free prospectus.

40 West Seventeenth Street NEW YORK

LEARN TO BE A WATCHMAKER
Bradley Polytechnic Institute

Horological Department
Peoria, Illinois

Largest sod Best Watch School la America
W e teach Watch Work, Jewelry. Engrav-
ing, Clock Work, Optics. Tuition rea-
sonable. Board and rooms near school a t
moderate rates. Send for Catalog of
Information.
BRADLEY, IL - Peoria, Ill.

MORSE and WIRELESS
At My Practical School. Demand for oper-
ators from Railroads and Wireless Cti s greater
than supply. Graduates assisted. We occupy
our own large modern building. R. R. train wire
and complete wireless station. Endo
Railroad and Western Union Officials
Teachers are practical experts. Living expenses
earned. Easy payments.Correspondence courses
If desired. Catalogs Free. GEORGE N. DODGE,
Pres., Dodge's Instltete, 81.1 Street, Valparaiso,
Indiana. Established 1974.

Talagrimphy Self -Taught
By Theo. A. Edison -

Is a complete manual of instruction on telegraphy in all its
branches, arranged in easy lessons. Includes simple experi-
ments in electricity and magnetism with which operators
should be familiar.
770 pages-illustrated. Embossed cloth covers.
Price-post paid-gr.00. FREE for two paid yearly sub-
scriptions to POPULAR ELECTRICITY.

POPULtR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., 100 Lake Street Chicago

PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL
EDUCATION

¶ We teach by practical work and scientific methods under
practical working conditions. An branches of Electrical
Science and Engineering.
¶ Students can enter at any time for the full or special
courses.
¶ No matter what your education, we start you at the very
point you are competent to begin. By our system of Indi-
vidual Instruction you can complete our course as quick as
your ability warrants.
¶ We guarantee positions. Many of our students have
started to earning from E&Soo a year and up immediately
upon completion of the course.
¶ Full particulars, handsome illustrated catalog and terms
free upon request.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
1025 Winnebago Street MILWAUKEE, WIS.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



POPULAR ELECTRICITY

OUR NEW
ILLUSTRATED

BOOK CATALOG
JUST OUT

Will Interest You

Tells you all about just the
books you need to increase

your knowledge of Electricity,
assist you in your studies and
experiments and advance you
in Electrical Work. Send 2c.
stamp for a copy with partic-
ulars regarding our

SPECIAL OFFER

"An Electrical library "

FREE!
Tear Off and Mail Coupon Today

Popular Electricity Publishing Co.
COMMERCIAL SLOG., CHICAGO

Gentlemen:-Enclosed find ac. stamp. Please send
me your Illustrated Book Catalog with full particulars
regarding your special offer, "An Electrical [Library
Free."

Name

Address

Town

State

14,000 POSITIONS
As Railway Mail Clerks, Postoffice

Clerks, City Mail Carriers, and Clerks
at Washington, D. C.. will be open this

year to city and country residents alike.
No political influence necessary. Com-

mon sense eduCation sufficient and salaries
range from

.e0022} o$1800220frar
for LI FE

No "Layoffs" without pay, because of strikes. financial flurries or
the whims of some petty boss. Excellent opportunitiesior
quick advancement to higher Government Positions.
If you wantfmmediate appointment, send TO-
DAY for our schedule of dates and locations
of Sep. and Nov.examinations near you r
home. Any delay means the lore,
ofjust so much time in pre'
paring yourself ice ex-
amination.
We Prepare
Candidate.
Free

SEND
THIS

COUPON
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

Dept. A125, Rochester, N. Y.

This coupon, filled out as directed, en-
titles the sender to a free copy of our book,

'Government Positions and How to Obtain Them,"
and to consideration for Free Coaching for the exami-

nation here checked.

....Railway Mail Clerk 11000 to 51400

... Postoffire Clerk (8000 to $1200...Poetoslre Carrier to 81200
Wall Carrier $000 to 5900..R are

....Bookkeeper 5900 to $1800

Name

...Cl otoma Potltkne 8000 to 11000
..Internal Revenue WOO to $1800

...Stenographer $800 to 11500

...Clerk in the Depart- 8100 to $18oó
Dentist Washington

Address

ere's 0-603CMOB

EARN $25 TO $50 WEEKLY
In Automobile Business
Chauffeurs, Automobile Salesmen, Demonstra-
tors and Repairmen are in big demand every-
where. The field is new, work pleasant, and
anyone can learn. We teach you in 10 weeks of
study during spare time to become thoroughly
efficient. Our course of instruction by mail is
simple, practical, and very interesting. Besides,
we assist you to secure a good position.

First Lessen Seat free-Wrna Now
Don't mks this offer. Send us a postal today.

Empire Auto. Institute, 655 Empire;1lth.
The Original Automobile School Rochester, N. Y.

Chauffeurs and competent men supplied
owners and garages

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ideas and views-possibly
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buyer-the consumer.
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POPULAR ELECTRICITY

ALTERNATING
CURRENTS

TRANSMISSION OF
ELECTRICITY

AND POWER;;:.

The Greatest Electrical
Library in the World

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International
Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its originalprep-
aration. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing
home -study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that
so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical
Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading univer-
sities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering
every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great
advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an
authoritative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly
understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher
mathematics, they -can be used by all classes of electricians that
are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical
Library 'contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in
three -fourths red morocco,
stamped and numbered in
gold. The books are printed
on a high-grade book paper,
and the type is large and
easy to read. Each volume
is 6 by 9 inches in size. If
you wish to know more
about the most practical
electrical library in the
world, send the coupon
NOW.

International Textbook Co. :
Box 1102, Seraatoa, Fa.

Please send, without further obligation to me,
full particulars in regard to your Library of Tech -

nology, with special ratareace to the Electrical
Library.

Name

St. m xa - - -
Cite

_
Stag*

For our M .itual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when wrlMng to Advertisers.
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OCTOBER NUM -

CONSUMERS GUIDE

Every Advertiser, Manufacturer, Job-
ber, Dealer, Central Station and Consumer
should become interested in the October
issue

The demand from hundreds of thousands
of buyers of Electrical Devices for information
has compelled this publication to exploit in its
October issue the marvelous development of
Electrical Appliances to the man who buys-
the consumer.

Never in the history of a class publication
such as Popular Electricity, has such an under-
taking been attempted which will be of direct
benefit to the manufacturer and buyer.

No increase in Advertising Rates
Copy suitable for the issue prepared

by our copy dept.

For our Mutual .kdcantage mention Popular Electricity W)o`n writing, tu Advertisers.
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BER WILL BE THE

USE IT READ IT

It will be brim full of interesting and useful
devices which are now practically unknown to
the public-devices which mean to our readers
the creating of economies, and the solving of
mechanical problems, and commercial and labor
saving ideas.

Its Advertising and Editorial pages will be
an Encyclopedia of Electrical Information-the
Reading section will tell you in an entertaining
and interesting manner the methods used and
how adopted, and why-and ultimate saving.
The advertiser will tell you of his product in a
simple manner, and the merits of his device,
its practical use and why you should buy.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
100 Lake Street

Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advert or..
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IF you didn't get anything more out of your
college life than just the knowledge you

received from books you'd be well paid for
all the time and money it cost you.

But that's the smallest part. The big thing was
the mental training: power to think, .to concentrate.
Your brains are just like your muscles. They need exer-
cise; must have it. Give them exercise and they will do
for you whatever you will. On the other hand, if you
neglect or fail to use them they become atrophied: dead.

Put your perfectly well arm in splints or a plaster cast and
leave it a comparatively short time-you lose the use of it. Same
with your brains. Use: life. Disuse: death. You can't afford to be
without a well trained mind-not in this day and age. You're going
to deal with men who have trained minds or you're not-depends
on what kind of a mind you've got, trained or untrained.

It's not too late to put your brains into training. Our home
study courses offer over two hundred subjects. It would be
strange if from this number, you could not select a course of study

that would do for your brains
just what is required to help you
realize your ambition.

Cut Here
THE PEOPLES UNIVERSITY,

P. O. Box 1373, University City,
St. Louis, Mo.

Please send me, without obligation on my part, full
information about how I can take up the study of the
Course I have marked below.
Music
Art
Short Story Writing
Teachers' Certificates
Iournalism
Kindergarten
Domestic Science
Civil Service Preparation
Dressmaking
Auto Engineering
Photography

Stenography
Typewriting
Bookkeeping
General Commercial
Penmanship
Agricu It ure
Horticulture
Veterinary Science
Floriculture
Poultry Culture
Bee Keeping

Name

St. & No

City 'talc

If you'll tell us exactly what
you wish to do we'll assist in
selecting a course of study that
will help you do it.

Mark the coupon, cut it out and
mail today: your first step.

The Peoples University,
P. O. Box t;¡_j

University City, St. Louis, Mo.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE LATEST BOOK
ON

ELECTRIC WIRING

ELECTRIC

WIRING
B Y

JOSEPH G. BRANCH

is yours. $1.00
down. $i.00 in
3o days. The
only elemen-
tary, practical
book complete-
ly covering the
subject of Elec-
tric Wiring with
Wireless In-
stallations and
all Underwrit-
ers'require-
ments.

Electric Wir-
ing is the very lat-
est book by Joseph
G. Branch. Deals
entirely with the
latest methods of
Electric Wiring in
all branches - ex-
plaining the prin-

ciples of wiring in which clear, simple terms that any-
body can do their own work.

Ask how it can be secured free with our Course in
Practical Electricity.

THE BRANCH PUBLISHING CO.
46 Van Buren Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Will Carleton's
MAGAZINE

EVERY WHERE
Contains each month the latest Poems, Sketches,
Editorials, and Literary Talks of Will Carleton.
Each one brimful of the same qualities that have
made him world-famous.
Contains each month poems by the greatest
woman -poet, Margaret E. Sangster. Also come
of the best work of other distinguished poets.
Contains best of additional literature by popular
authors.
Contains ten complete Departments each ably
and interesting edited. Handsomely Illustrated,] and finely printed in clear type .on super
calendered paper.

Price $1.00 per Year. Ten cents a Copy

Special-To any one mentioning in his or her letter this
advertisement, we will send Will Carleton's Magazine for Six
Months, on receipt of Twenty Five Cents. Address,

EVERY WHERE PUB. CO.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

A COMPLETE

Electrical Workers' library
By HENRY C. HORSTMANN and VICTOR H. TOUSLEY

Positively up-to-date and written
for the men who do the work

We defy any publisher in the world to produce a more practical
collection of books for the electrical worker than this series.
The immense sale of these popular books since date of publi-
cation has been greater than any electrical books ever sold to
working electricians.

The Reason?
They are practical and do
not confuse the worker.
They also have the high-
est endorsement of the
International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers.

To substantiate this
claim we offer the sum
of One Hundred Dollars
to any publisher who will
produce a sworn state-
ment showing a greater
sale of any similar book or
books treating on
the subject mat-
ter that these do,
for the length of
time they have
been on the mar-
ket.

As to our repu-
tation for keep-
ing business
promises, we will
refer you to any
bank or business
house in Chicago.

For the next
ninety days we
are making a
special introduc-
tory offer of the
complete set of
four volumes
neatly cased
(regular price
$6.00).

Our special
I ntroductory
price to elec-
trical workers $5.00,
prepaid to any address upon
receipt of price. To all persons
ordering this set by return mail, we
will present, free of charge, our Handy Electrical Dictionary
for the Vest Pocket, bound in red Russia Leather gold edges,
indexed, 224 pages, illustrated. If the books ordered are not
found entirely satisfactory in every way, they may be returned
and your money will be cheerfully refunded. To electrical
workers already having any of the below enumerated volumes,
we will supply single copies of any one or more books at $1.50
each, postpaid to any address in the world.

Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables ';ó dHáeram=

Modern Electrical Construction
340 pages

Send for
des -
triadic
booklet
which
Ores
 partial
list or
Contents

173 diagrams

Modern Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions 2óó ar s :ma

Practical Armature and Magnet Winding 128 ám.
Each volume is substantially bound in full Persian Seal Grain

Morocco Leather, stamped on the outside covers in genuine
gold leaf, round cornets, red edges, pocket size, printed on
super-calendered book paper.

Address all Orders to the Publishers

Frederick J. Drake & Company
222-1325 Michigan CHICAGO,U. S. A.Avenue

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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EXCLUSIVELY IN "THE STRAND"

A. CONAN DOYLE
A new series of stories by this brilliant
Author have been secured for the

STRAND MAGAZINE
The SEPTEMBER NUMBER of THE
STRAND MAGAZINE will contain

"The Terror of Blue John Gap." By A. CONAN DOYLE
And, in addition, Articles and Fiction by many popular authors, including

W. W. Jacobs
Charles Garvice

Etc.,
Price 15 Cents

Morley Roberts
P. G. Wodehouse

Etc.
Of all Newsdealers

l'or our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electrcty when writing. to Advertisers.
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RUNABOUT
This classy and speedy runabout may be

changed in less than 5 minutes-by the addi-
tion of rear seats-

FAMILY CAR
Into a comfortable family touring car-or by

the addition of a wagon box into a roomy
delivery car.

DELIVERY CAR

-SCHACHT
Thousands of people arc glut to pay 8850 for an automobile

merely for pleasure. Thousands of other; have realized that
an automobile will pay big dividend in their business-in
hauling or delivering cheaply and quickly-and are glad to put
$850 into one as a good busbies* investment.

The Schacht Invincible Is a new departure in Automobile
building-this one Schacht car offers not only a speedy, power-
ful, classy runabout, but in five minutes it may be turned. into
a comfortable family touring car or a roomy delivery car.

The 1910 Model Schacht Invincible
Is really

Three Cars in One
Runabout ^
Family Car v(
Delivery Car l

All for the Price of One Car
This Sabo lit Model offers you the It:uittiuot, most servieeahte

little car ever put on the market.
In our Schacht Model R we offer a light speedy, runabout

with detachable rumble seat for $750-this is remarkably high
class car at an extremely low price.

For further information, address

The Schacht Motor Car Co.
Spring St., Cincinnati,

SMALL, RELIABLE, INEXPENSIVE
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS

Every suburban home, farm, factory,
hotel, etc., not reached by a public light-
ing station can now have, at a small ex-
pense, all the advantages of electricity
which are enjoyed by city inhabitants.
. This Company has designed small elec-

tric lighting plants, that are inexpensive,
require small space, ran be set up and
operated by anyone and give an abso-
lutely dependable and continuous service,
-day or night.

These plants consist of a small gas en-
gine, dynamo, storage battery and switch-
board. It is only necessary to run the
engine a few hours occasionally to charge
the battery.

The storage battery used is the
"ebloribe Accumulator"

This battery is a very important part of the plant,
since it furnishes the current when the engine is not
running. It is the same battery used by the large
electric lighting companies, railways, telephone and
telegraph companies, etc.-the most widely used
of all storage batteries.

Complete plants can he furnished for $325 and up. Write today to any of our Sales Offices for our book-"How to Have
Your Own atiri( Lighting !'lard "

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTLRYCO.
1889 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1910

Nets York Boston Chicano St. Foul. ti.., 1.n.t .Manta nen,er aetrolt Ban Francisco Toronto

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Per Day
And STEADY WORK, if you learn one

of these skilled trades:

Electrical, Plumbing,
Mechanical and
Structural Drawing,
Bricklaying L L, COOKE, Director

by our thorough, practical methods. No other field offers such good wages and unusual
opportunities for advancement. Hundreds of our graduates are now earning highest
salaries at these trades. Many are successfully established in business for themselves.
There are good openings waiting for thousands of others. Will you be one of them?

The scale of wages for Electricians, Plumbers and Brick-
layers in Chicago is $5.50 a day for eight hours' work.
Competent Draftsmen earn $25.00 to $60.00 per week.

It takes but a short time to learn by our rapid, practical methods. After graduating
from our School you can always secure a position in any part of the country and earn highest
wages. We teach by tools and actual work instead of books. We assist graduate§ to the best
positions. We are now completely installed
in large $100,000 School Building, (see illus-
tration) where we have unequaled facilities for
instruction. Our teachers are all practical
experts.- Our rates are low and may be paid
in installments when desired. Living expenses
are very small. You are never too old to
learn a good trade. Come to Chicago, the
busiest city in the world.

Write usfor catalog, mentioning your age,
present occupation and the trade you are most
interested in.

The National Painters' Association of Chicago
have appointed Mr. L. L. Cooke Director of their
Painting and Decorating School. Those wishing
particulars of this instruction should address him
direct.

L. L. COOKE, Director We occupy this entire building

COYNE NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS
"oldest and Largest 41 Illinois Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOISInstitution of the kind."'

Contractors desiring to secure men in these trades should correspond with our Employment Bureau

For our Mutual Advantage mention i'opolar Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Edison Cast Concrete House
By W. H. MEADOWCROFT

For many years past Mr. Edison has been
much interested in the betterment of homes
for workingmen and their families, realizing
the. onerous and unsanitary conditions under
which vast numbers of them are at present
compelled to live, with apparently little out-
look for permanent improvement.

After some meditation on the subject, he
began to think up a plan which would pro-
vide for families of small income a class of
homes that should not only be substantial
and thoroughly sanitary, but at the same
time handsome and conducive to sell -respect,
and, last but not least, suited to a modest
pocket book, either for rental or owner-
ship.

The outcome was the conception of a
concrete *house to be cast in moulds so as
to form one inseparable piece from cellar
floor to tip of chimney. To crystallize his
ideas and bring them into practical shape,
Mr. Edison consulted architects, and also
put a force of engineers, draughtsmen, pat-
tern makers, mechanics, sculptors, and con-
crete experts at work to carry out the in-
vestigations he had made. After about
eight years of thought and experiment all
this has resulted in the evolution of plans
for a sample type of house of which the
model is shown in the frontispiece.

This model represents the character of
the house which Mr. Edison will construct
of concrete. He believes it can be built by
machinery, in lots of ioo or more at one
location, for a price which will be so low that
it can be purchased or rented by families
whose total income is not more than $550
per annum. It is an attempt to solve the
housing question by a practical application

No. 5

of science, and the latest advancement in
cement and mechanical engineering. With
this idea in mind he has conducted a large
number of experiments. These experiments
have proven that it is possible to cast a house
complete in six hours by pouring a very wet
mixture of gravel, sand and cement into
iron moulds having the form of a house, and
after the removal of the forms or moulds,
leave standing a complete house with a fine
surface, plain or ornamental, all in one solid
piece, including the cellar, partitions, floors,
roof, stairs, mantels, veranda-in fact every-
thing except the windows and doors, which
are of wood and the only parts of the house
that are combustible.

The house is to be heated by boiler and
radiators in the usual manner; the plumbing
to be open and jointed by electric welding.

The experimental house has the parti-
tions arranged to give, besides the cellar,
two rooms on the first story (one to be used
as a living room and the other for a kitchen);
the second story to have two rooms and
bath; the roof story to have two rooms.
When large numbers of houses are made, the
partitions can be changed to make more
rooms. Once the house is cast, however,
no changes can be made-nothing but dyna-
mite could be used to remove the partitions
without great expense.

Well -made concrete, employing a high
grade of Portland cement, is the most lasting
material known.

In Italy, at the present time, there exist
concrete structures made of old Roman
cement, constructed more than a thousand
years ago, and which are still in a good
state of preservation.
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Concrete will last as long as granite, and
is far more resistant to fire than any known
stone.

The iron moulds for the full size house are,
at the present time; about 6o per cent com-
pleted, and 'it may be possible, that before
the coming fall they will be finished and the
first house cast. If successful, Mr. Edison
will use the forms to cast a few sample
houses, to prove how, with a few simple
additions to the iron forms, a great many
variations in the type of houses can be made.
For instance, by changing or subtracting
iron sections, the house can be made smaller
and cheaper. By adding sections, the num-
ber of stories can be increased, or the house
can be widened or lengthened. By a few
additional forms, thé whole appearance of
the veranda can be changed. A contract-
ing company having the smallest unit possi-
ble to permit of cheap and rapid production,
must have six sets of moulds with the other
necessary machinery. From these iron sec-
tions, almost any variation in the size, ap-
pearance and ornamentation of a row of
houses can be made. The concrete could
be tinted with any color, but the general
type would be the same. The units might
be divided and thereby three complete
moulds for one type of house and three sets
for an entirely different type, would be se-
cured.

This scheme of constructing houses cheap-
ly and in quantities does not permit of the
building of one house at atime, for the reason
that the moulds are, heavy and costly to
move from one place to another. The ma-
chinery necessary to handle the materials
as well as for the erection of the iron moulds
is also large and expensive. .

The hardening of the cement requires
four days. While one house is hardening,
the men would either have to remain idle
or be laid off during this period, and this
would not be practicable; whereas, if the
full minimum unit of six sets of moulds and
machinery were in operation, the thirty-
seven men necessary could be employed con-
tinuously erecting, pouring, and removing
forms from one lot to another, at a minimum
of expense.

Mr. Edison believes that houses of the
type shown in the model can be built for
$1,20o each, in any community where ma-
terial excavated from the cellar is sand and
gravel, so that it can be used. If the sand
and gravel must be obtained elsewhere, the

cost will be much more. A change in the
forms may be made so that a house can be
built that will look just as well, but smaller,
at less cost. On the other hand, by addi-
tion to the forms, houses costing $2,0oo or
$3,000 or more, can be built.

To give a rough idea of the cost, Mr.
Edison estimates that six sets of iron forms
for the louse he is to build will cost about
$25,000 per set-a total cost of $15o,000.
The cranes, traction steam shovel, conveying
and hoisting machinery, he estimates will
cost $25,000 additional, making a total
investment of $175,000. With this ma-
chinery 12 houses per month can be made
every month in the year, with the aid of
one foreman, one engineer, and 35 laborers.
This gives 144 houses per year for the unit.
If he can prove this, then the labor cost per
house will not exceed $15o.

Allowing six per cent interest and four
per cent for breakage on the cost of the
forms, and six per cent interest with fifteen
per cent depreciation on machinery, the
yearly expense will be about $20,000.
Dividing this into 144, the number of houses
built in the year, gives approximately $14o
per house, for cost of moulds and machinery.
Two hundred and twenty barrels of cement
will be mixed with the sand and gravel
excavated from the cellar, and will provide
sufficient material to build the house. Al-
lowing $1.40 per barrel for cement, adds a
further sum of $310. The reinforcing steel
rods cost $125; and the heating system and
bath $150. These items total $875. This
leaves a margin of $325 between that sum
and $1,200 to provide for doors, windows,
painting, etc., and. the correction of any
possidle defects.

If the houses are smaller and 225 can be
built in the year for the same investment and
labor, it will be easy, from the above data,
to approximate the cost per house; the same
is true with larger size houses.

These houses will be waterproof and damp-
proof. The roofs, after the forms are re-
moved, are to be painted with a paint made
of cement tinted with red oxide of iron, which
hardens and never deteriorates. Cement
can be tinted to any color, or any shade of
that color, and the inside or outside can be
painted, and is permanent. The cost of
the paint for the whole house, inside and
out, including roof, will be very small.

Should the experiment succeed, Mr.
Edison will furnish all plans and give full
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license to reputable. building corporations
without cost, as he is not making these ex-
periments for money.

Mr. Edison thinks the age of concrete
has started, and believes he can prove that
the most beautiful houses that our archi-
tects can conceive may be cast in one opera-
tion in iron forms at a cost, which by corn-

parison with the present methods, will be
surprising.

When this can be done even the poorest
man among us will be enabled to own a
home of his own-a home that will last for
centuries with no cost for insurance or re-
pairs, and be as exchangeable for other
property as a United States bond.

The Human Heritage
By E. M. SMITH

TEARS are but mo-
ments in eternity, and
a century is a short
time to the dead or
sleeping, yet at the
preseht rate of dis-
covery and invention
unbelievable changes
in the life and cus-
toms of men will in

that time have been
made. What bodily changes took place
after that day when two of us mutually
agreed to submit to the experiment of brain
inoculation with the new drug Nervine is not
a matter that concerns us now; we only know
that we were able to look into the future from
a vantage point never before gained. Our
trains resumed their normal functions one
hundred years later while our bodies re-
mained invisible. We became spirits of
another age; moving, seeing, thinking in the
far away future.

Waking from so long a stupor we are dazed
and all is blank until we grow accustomed
to our surroundings. We are far away in
space but everything appears as we always
thought it would. Land and water is dis-
tinguishable from our great height above.
Gradually cities and rivers can be seen but
we shortly discover that our view is disturbed
by a horde of objects in the air. We natu-
rally conclude that some strange bird has
developed since our time, but our conclusions
are soon corrected, for even at our distance
we soon perceive that the flying creatures are
entirely mechanical. They appear to have
limitations as to the heights above the earth
to which they can attain. We therefore
hurriedly drop to their plane for we are con-
trolled with the pernicious curiosity of our
day.

The inhabitants of the air are now all
about us. They are a new craft to our. eyes.
Never have we seen their like before. They
are built on entirely novel lines with extreme
variance in shapes. Some are long and
rakish as for speed, while others are com-
modious and extremely massive. They all
skurry hither and thither, shooting upward,
dropping downward, racing straight away or
curving gracefully, leisurely through the air.
Flying is evidently now the ordinary pastime.
The whole world must have become as
thoroughly accustomed to flying as we were
to the motor car.

Invisibly we board one of the largest. It
is a palace, it contains many decks, is wide,
comfortable and extremely stable. There
is absolutely no motion, no rolling, not even
slight careening as it turns upon its course.
There is no vibration. What is its power?
Surely not steam for there is no smoke. Our
desire to know so overpowers us that we can
not spare the time to see the people nor
examine the luxuries of the great craft.

Into the bowels of the ship we hasten. We
search in vain for an engine room or even
a dynamo room, but we do find a compart-
ment amidship just under the upper deck
of which spins a horizontal wheel. Its
construction is the very lightest possible.
It is made of material resembling platinum
and consists of hub, spokes and rim. Its
diameter equals the widest dimensions of
the vessel. Its axis is vertical and the power
somewhere above. This wheel is rigidly
supported by beams extending to every
quarter of the ship. Our first discovery
shows us that the gyroscope has yielded a
secret of which our 1910 monorail inventors
have absolutely no knowledge. It over-
comes gravity in addition to assuring sta-
bility. Above this silent spinning wheel we
look for the force which propels it. We
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find on the upper deck a small house con-
taining the only machinery the craft contains.
At a glance the secret is laid bare-Elec-
tricity-the marvelous force of which we
made such use yet knew so little. Our descen-
dants havewrested fromNature'sstore greater,
vaster and more useful knowledge. They
have snatched the unseen power from the
air without the use of generator or other
mechanical device. They have learned that
free in the air are positive and negative ele-
ments. The only requisites to control being
some simple device to attract the two in
proper quantities. This they do by pushing
upward a slender pole of cunning workman-
ship. The material of the pole with its
shining needle point whispers a siren song
to the warring elements which with the
humility of a stricken lion give their power
into man's keeping to be used in whatever
strength and volume he chooses.

Every craft is equipped with the collecting
pole as it is called, the machinery, at its
base, receiving its power direct and thereby
impelling the great horizontal wheel. Small-
er wheels are found fore and aft which
enable the craft to rise or drop at will of the
navigator. A long slender rudder gives
direction. The steering wheel has been
abandoned. In its place electric buttons
operate the rudder and all mechanisms.

For a few moments we stand in awe of
this monster of the air whose very existence
depends upon a slender pole which, while
glistening and peaceful, fórces from the limit-
less space above a dynamic power greater
than the development of many engines of
our day. We tremble when we glance
below. Far above the solid earth we float.
The distance is appalling and momentarily
we shudder at the possibility of suddenly
being projected through space. We think
ourselves human like the many happy, light-
hearted aboard and look with horror at the
great distance.

Our ship doesn't turn turtle nor do we see
other similar craft meeting with any acci-
dents whatever. A very remarkable feature
of this mastery of the air is the fact that there
are no collisions, though the flying wonders
travel at incredible speed. They pass and
repass each other, darting above or below
or sidewise at will, traversing a pathless
universe. Our minds can not comprehend
the marvel of such infallible navigation.
Our first experience with impending dis-
aster left us breathless and inert with fear.

Our mammoth craft is headed directly
toward a sister ship. On and on they come,
making collision inevitable. Yet they pass
in safety. We do not appear to change our
direction in the least, neither does the other
craft, yet we do not collide. At the same
time smaller ships slip by above and below
us. What can the secret be? Another in-
comprehensible wonder to our narrow un-
developed minds. Yet so simple. Our suc-
cessors calmly utilize a physical law of
electricity that like repels like. Laws of aerial
navigation therefore prescribe that each
craft shall cause to radiate from itself a
repelling force which acting upon other
bodies makes collision impossible. This
repelling force is constant and under no
condition can two aerial crafts come closer
to each other than a prescribed distance.
Consequently there can be no traffic in the
air between vessels.

As we near our goal we see the Great
Lakes and are glad to come back home.
We choose Chicago, but are astounded at
its cleanliness. No heavy pall of smoke
overhangs it. In fact the air is so clean that
for a time we think the great metropolis has
ceased its manufacturing industry. In our
day the stock yards vomited smoke enough
to affect the entire adjoining country, but
now the air is as sweet as.a clover field in
haying time. We no longer wonder at the
cause. We know it is the all-powerful, in-
visible electric current, and as we draw closer
to the city we recognize the slender poles
tipped with their sparkling points.

Trains shoot about the country as of old,
but they use one rail only. Their speed is
much greater than trains of our day though
the passenger traffic appears much lighter.
Nearly all the trains we see are freights.
People evidently prefer aerial travel.

We hover close to the ground witnessing
the marvels of this new world. Changes are
so pronounced that we see little of the old
regime. We of today had but suggested.
Our successors are the masters. Streets and
buildings and means of locomotion there
are, but, oh so changed. Pavements are of
indestructible concrete reinforced with metal
new to us-traffic is under strange regula-
tions and the vehicles are all of modern type
-the air is full of traffic and the maelstrom
of humanity in the great canons of streets
is a dizzying sight, for the buildings rise on
all sides so far overhead as to appear to fade
away into the vanishing distance.
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All streets are on a level with basements
which extend out to the curbs. Above are
the sidewalks, the outer portions of which are
traveling platforms moving at a rate of
about three miles per hour, traveling in
opposite directions on the two sides of each
street, crossing on girders and passing over
or under each other at varying heights.
Pedestrians are safe from street crossing
accidents and can travel leisurely or at
considerable speed on the moving plat-
forms. There are no street cars, but an
aerial line of transportation is maintained.
At convenient
points land-
ing stages are
built above
the sidewalks
and reached
by moving
steps. In the
streets below,
vehicles cor-
responding to
our autos but
far more
commodious
speed along,
being pro-
tected fro m
accident b y
adaptation of
some physi-
cal law simi-
lar to the re-
pelling force
of the aerial
ship. We do
not have time
to enquire.
There is so
much to see
and do that we can not be tempted by
insignificant detail.

One thing paramount and unforgettable
is the evident peace of mind and contentment
emphasized by every face we scan. The
people are all happy and satisfied and we
soon learn the cause.

Competition has been supplanted by gov-
ernmental control. The government is the
employer very largely, but private enter-
prise is not stifled. It is not only allowed but
encouraged under absolute restrictions as
to costs of material, wages, hours, salaries,
selling prices and even dividends. There
is no over production or waste. All natural

EVERY SIGNAL WORKED OUT ON THE KEYS

resources are conserved and protected
Man has learned the meaning of real human
charity and the value of living in harmony
with fellow man. Everyone knows that
the other is working and living under exactly
the same conditions as himself. There is
no occasion for "putting over a deal," con-
sequently unalloyed contentment. Utopia
indeed. Can you imagine a grander sequel
to our ownnerve racking, life destroying. daily
endeavor to get the best of our neighbors?
Welcome the day though its coming has
taken a hundred years to accomplish.

Fearing
lest we might
awake we
hurry away
from this vor-
tex of human
achievement
and seek a
home in a
quiet suburb.
As we pass
over the city
we rejoice at
its prosperity.
There are no
slums, no ten-
ements, no
hovels-all
the great
mass of hu-
manity is
housed com-
fortably, but
the city has
spread over
an enormous
territory and
we have a
long journey

to arrive at the more open country.
The house we choose contains every

species of luxury one can possibly dream of
and yet it does not appear to house a rich
owner, for there are degrees of wealth still.
Some houses are far more pretentious than
others. This is a middle man's home, a
worker for the Government.

Let us dip a little deeper into these dream-
land realities. My lady wishes to order her
dinner. She no longer must, perforce,
harangue her cook nor complain against
the tardiness of the delivery boy. She simply
'phones her caterer (the Government again).
She tells him what she wants and how she

11,
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wants it served. At the appointed hour
she and her guests or family repair to the
dining room where the food is delivered to
her through pneumatic tubes. If a maid
is employed the outlet is at a serving table,
if alone, the tube places the dishes on the
table. The food is perfectly cooked and is
delivered in sealed receptacles like thermos
bottles. All plates and silver come by the
same route and return when the meal is
completed. Could anything be simpler?
There are no servants. There is an equality
disturbed only by mental ability and even
then there is no bragging nor conceit. The
master minds do not secure greater joy of
living.

In the drawing room with the family we
continue to view in wonderment the new
life, electric buttons abound, each properly
labeled. Warm or cool breezes are equally
easy to secure, but the telephone shows the
greatest advance. As in our day we com-
manded the air currents to carry our wire-
less telegrams, so do we find our descendants
talking to their friends but with the utmost
ease. Every house or suite of offices, fac-
tory or store, is equipped with a separate
compartment known as the 'phone room.
Where space is valuable this room is a mere
closet but at the home it is luxuriantly fur-
nished where the speaker sits and simply
talks at an instrument on the farther wall
which in turn transmits to the air waves.
The method of making connections is the
most interesting feature. A small instrument
with keys like a typewriter is used. These
keys represent code signs. Every one is
designated by an individual code signal.
This signal is worked out on the keys by
pressing the proper ones. The signal is
sent broadcast throughout a prescribed
district. If your party is within the limits
of this district she or he is notified through
the medium of a small pocket instrument
which is always carried about the person.
Repairing to the nearest 'phone room the
speaking connection is made. No one can
cut in on your conversation for the little
key board permits of only one combination
at a time. Very simple, isn't it ? And such
a comfort. You can lie on the couch or
do your fancy work and talk. The tele-
phone is operated and maintained by the
Government and every house in the land
obtains the service with no direct expense.

We find other uses for the 'phone room.
The new life has discarded some of our

standard institutions and introduced de-
cidedly novel features. There are no theaters
nor music nor lecture halls. Actors per-
form on a stage without an audience. Bands
play in a band room just large enough for
its own accommodation while a public man
delivers his lecture in his own home or in
specially equipped rooms in public build-
ings. The entire audience listens and
watches, each in his own 'phone room, for
every motion, grimace, sign and sound is
accurately transmitted to whomsoever de-
sires. On a peculiar surface which resem-
bles crusted glass the movements are pro-
duced. The telephone connection transmits
and receives. Thus does the actor perform
before immense audiences while every ripple
of applause or otherwise is immediately
carried to him. The theater, music and
public speaking are at the command of all.

Many are the marvels of which we can not
speak owing to the lack of time. We arc
loath to leave this Arcadia of our dreams.
We, therefore, must simply conclude by
calling attention to the fact that the fount
of this wonderful metamorphosis is electrical
power wrested from the elements with most
extraordinary ease. Throughout the city
are to be seen the slender poles converting
into channels of industry the power of the
wind and rain and sun-whatever is a part
of the universe above. So it is all over the
country and the Government absorbs all
expense. Every living soul may use it as
he chooses. The supply is inexhaustible
and wasteless, and« happy is mortal man.

* * *
In fact Electricity is the earthly mani-

festation of a Creator who loves his people
and loving them has brought them through
the Desert of Israel to a perfect existence.
Happiness is the human heritage; discord
and petty strife is a strange sight though not
entirely eradicated. One hundred years is
a short time to make over the human mind.
Therefore there still remains a gradually
lessening few who cling to the past and com-
plain against the new order of things. They
can not accustom themselves to seeing their
neighbors always happy and contented.
Such is the age in which we now live-the
age of infant Electricity, but mark my word,
vast changes are sure to transpire in our
short lives and now that we have awakened
from our electric dream I ask you to recall
my reading of the future when you look
down upon mortals from your throne.

4IP



The Farmer's Light and Power
It happens now, when we ride through the

country after dark, that we often come to
farm houses as brilliantly lighted by electric-
ity as any in the heart of a big city where the
blessings of electric current are popularly
supposed to bé confined. From where the
electricity is obtained is not at first evident,
for no transmission line leads to the premises
from the distant town. Yet there stands the
house with its welcoming porch light and
bright interior, and at a little distance away

greatest step was taken toward giving the
farmer electric light. This lamp affords the
same amount of light as the ordinary carbon
filament lamp, with about one-third the
current, so naturally smaller engines, dyna-
mos, and batteries are required to light a
group of buildings, and an equipment so
reduced in size comes within the means of the
average farm owner.

It is hardly necessary to dwell upon the
advantages of electricity for lighting, already

THE "LAY -OUT" OF A FARM LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

stands the barn where brilliant lights, which
are not lanterns, come and go suddenly in
different parts of the structure-now in the
barn stairway, now up in the hay mow, now
down in various parts of the great basement,
as the farmer moves about doing the evening
"chores."

The answer to all this is that the prosper-
ous farmer will have electricity and not being
able to buy it as a commodity, as does his
city brother, he makes it himself. In the
corner of some workshop or out building you
will find the little plant driven by its throb-
bing gasoline engine, and from it the con-
ducting wires lead to every building on the
premises.

With the introduction of the tungsten
lamp, which came a few years ago, the

so well realized. Flaming oil lamps and
lanterns, with attendant match lighting have
been the cause of numberless fires. With
the introduction of electricity these hazards
disappear. A comparison, too, of the old
and the new illuminants in quality of light is
useless-there is no comparison.

A farm lighting plant, such for instance as
that furnished by the Electric Storage Battery
Cómpany of Philadelphia, consists, first, of
a small gasoline engine of standard manu-
facture. Such an engine is reliable, econom-
ical in the consumption of fuel, is easily kept
in order and does not require either constant
or expert attention. A muffler is attached to
the exhaust pipe so that it is practically
noiseless while running. The engine can be
started when desired and left to run as long
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as may be required,
it not being necessary
to watch or care for
it while in operation.

Country residents
or farmers often have
an engine for running
a pump or other
farming machinery,
which, if of suitable
design, can be util-
ized for running the

dynamo, thus saving a very considerable part
of the cost of the lighting equipment.

The source of electricity for a lighting
plant is the electric dynamo. It is connected
either direct to the engine shaft or else a short
belt is used. The wires running from the
dynamo go first to a simple switchboard
and from there to the storage battery

The engine develops mechanical energy,
which is transformed into electrical energy
by the dynamo. The storage _battery acts
just like a water tank; it is a reservoir which
stores electricity to be supplied whenever
needed, so that it is unnecessary to run the
engine and dynamo continuously in order to
have electric light at all hours of the day
and night.

The length of time which an engine must
be operated
and the fre-
quency of oper-
ation are deter-
mined by the
size of the
storage battery
and the amour t
o f electricity
required f o r
t h e operation
of lamps (.1*

motors after the engine is shut down.
Storage batteries are furnished that re-
quire charging once each day, larger

batteries require
charging only
once in two or
three days, and
others still larger
will store current
for .a week or
more. Batteries
require an engine
to be run from
four to ten hours
to charge them,

the time depend-
ing upon how
much electricity
h a s previously
been used from
the battery.

A storage bat-
tery of the type
used for small
lighting plants is
made up of a
number of glass
jars in which are suspended properly
prepared lead battery plates, the jars being
filled with an acid solution called the electro-
lyte. The jars and plates compose a cell.

The cells are
placed on trays on
a rack, or set of
shelves, usually of
two tiers. A bat-
tery for a rs light
plant consists of
nineteen cells,
which may be ar-
ranged on two
substantial
shelves, one above

the other, each shelf being about 21 feet
long and one foot wide, with head room of
21- feet. A larger battery would be installed
on a two tier rack, occupying a floor space
of about nine feet by one foot and six inches.

The cost of wiring a house varies consider-
ably, due to the different methods employed in
installing the wires. If it is desired to have
all the wires out of sight, they can be run
between partitions, and outlets made in the
ceilings or walls at desired places. This is
known as the concealed method of wiring.
Wires can be run in wooden moldings, which
are painted "to match woodwork, and there-
fore are not conspicuous. This is known as
the molding method of wiring. In cases,
however, where the appearance of wires is
not objectionable, as in barns, stables, cellars
or attics, the ex-
terior or exposed
method of wiring
considerably re-
duces the ex-
pense. Wiring,
where there are
approximately
ten or more light
to install, can be
done at from
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$2.00 to $2.50
per light, which.
includes w i r e,
lamp socket and
lamp and all
necessary mate-
rial except the
fixture.

Electric light-
ing plants can
be furnished for
any number of

lamps that may be desired. The cost
of a plant will vary with the number
of lamps that are burned, but an approximate
idea of the expense involved is given. As an
illustration, a lighting equipment suitable
for an ordinary sized home requiring the
installation of from 15 to 20 lamps, consists of
a small gasoline engine with a suitable gener 
ator, a storage battery of "chloride accumu-
lators" and a small switchboard, and can be
purchased for approximately the sum of $400.
This price includes a complete plant with the
exception of incandescent lamps, fixtures and
wiring.

The cost of installing this plant, including
freight, labor, incandescent lamps and wir-
ing, with the exception of fixtures (chande-

liers), would be
approximately

/AT' 1L from $75 to
$125. The stor-
age battery of
this plant would
be of sufficient
size to furnish
the evening
lighting, morn-
ing lighting
when desired,

and for supplying one or two lights dur-
ing the night in case of illness, or for
some other purpose, as is described in the
next paragraph. At other hours of the day,
any considerable amount of light or power
would be taken direct from the dynamo.

The running of the engine for charging the
battery can be done at any convenient time.
In cases where current is also furnished for
electric motors for operating cream separators,
pumps; washing machines, etc., which are
used during the day, the engine is usually
run while the motors are being used, during
which time the battery is also charged, so
that after the motors have been shut down
the electricity stored in the battery is ready

for furnishing
lighting at other
times. On spe
cial occasions,
such as parties ,
o r receptions, \
when it is de-
sired to burn all
the lamps con-
tinuously, t It e
engine can be
kept running and the electricity generated
by it, together with that previously stored
in the battery can be united and the plant
will then furnish ample current for special
illuminations.

The operating cost of an electric lighting
plant is practically covered by the cost of

the fuel required
to run the engine.
A one-horse pow-
er gasoline engine
will cost about 21
cents per hour for

asoline running
at full load, as-
suming gasoline to
cost 18 cents per
gallon. This

means that cleLtric lighting can be sup-
plied where 15 lights are installed for from
four cents to eight cents per day.
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Pre -electric Trolleys

So closely is the word "trolley" connected
nowadays with swift electric cars that most
people assume it to be a distinctly electrical
term and one suggestive of speed in its
origin. This is far from true, (for the old
French word from which it is derived means
" to ramble, stroll or drag about." Allied
to it was the Welsh word "troell," meaning
a wheel or pulley. This more nearly sug-
gests the contact part of our modern elec-
tric cars, but the word trolley itself was first
used in England to designate a handcart
and later a truck. Thus the steam pro-
pelled car introduced into British India in
1876 for carrying repair or inspection crews
along the Oude and Bohilkund Railway was
called a "trolly." Six years later when
Daft and Van Depoele began to instal elec-
tric railways with overhead wires, they used
the term "trolley" (adding the e which the
British had omitted) to denote the contact
wheel which takes the current from the wire:



Electricity and the Submarines
BY FRANK C. PERKINS

With almost feverish haste the naval de-
partments of the principal " civilized" na-
tions of recent years have been building
battleships of constantly increasing size
and gun power. At first it was a race for
supremacy between the gun maker and the
armour plate maker with the former gener-
ally a little ahead. As the years went by
the effectiveness of the torpedo, charged

Then men found that a boat could be
made that would float on the surface 'or
dive and swim for miles beneath-with that
same ominous little torpedo tube sticking
out in front. Once more there was con-
sternation and with good cause, for one of
the submarines, if it could manage to poke
the torpedo into the hull of a battleship,
could easily send a thousand men and five

HOLLAND SUBMERSIBLE MAKING 13 KNOTS PER HOUR

with the high -power explosives of modern
times, began to be recognized and so the
torpedo boat was evolved, the little "fly-by-
night" scourge which was for a time the
terror of the governments which were sink-
ing millions in the construction of battle-
ships. It wasn't long, however, before the
high -power searchlight, which could turn
night into day for a radius of several miles
about a ship, and the torpedo boat de-
stroyer, of marvelous speed and armed with
rapid -f re guns, together came near putting
the torpedo boat out of business, and left
the gun makers and the armour plate
makers to renew their interrupted race
without fear that their labors would go for
naught.

or six millions of dollars worth of gun boat
to the bottom of the sea.

As no "counter irritant" has yet been dis-
covered for these latest underwater weapons
of naval warfare, all the nations are build-
ing submaries and experimenting with them,
firing men out of the torpedo tubes to see
if they can get to the surface before they
drown and similar "stunts."

Electricity is one of the principal factors
to make possible the submarine boat. For
men to live under water, of course, air is
required. Now a furnace for a steam boiler,
or any kind of internal combustion engine
consumes air, and if steam or gas engines
were used for under water propulsion the
radius of action of the boats would be
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A FLEET OF RUSSIAN SUIt\IERS1BLES

greatly decreased as they would be obliged
to come to the surface sooner for a new
supply of oxygen. So the general plan
adopted is to use petrol engines to propel
the boat when running on the surface
(petrol will not explode like gasoline), the
engines being also used to drive dynamos
which in turn charge storage batteries.
Then when the time comes to dive beneath
the surface the engines are disconnected
from the propellor and the latter is driven
by motors which obtain their supply of
electricity from the storage batteries. The
latter also provide current for lighting the
interior. Therefore, when the boat is
traveling under water the only oxygen con-
sumed is that breathed by the men. Some
of the submarines, it is true, have vertical
air pipes and travel part of the time just
beneath the surface, with the pipe pro-
truding; but when total disappearance is
required the only available air is that con-
tained in the hull.

In order to dive under water it is, neces-
sary to let water into certain air compart-
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ments until the boat sinks. Here again
the storage battery is a help rather than a
hindrance, because its weight helps to carry
the boat down without making it necessary to
displace quite so much of the precious air.

The Russian flotilla of submarine boats
has probably as great a variety of designs
as any country in the world. Almost every
class of submersible has been tested by that
nation. The Bubnoffs and Beklemischeffs
types are intermediate size submarines mak-
ing a speed of 15 knots under water,' but
while Russia has found these designs
to attain most satisfactory speeds they are
said to have been troublesome and in-
efficient.

It may be stated that the Russian flotilla
includes a number of Hollands and Lake
Submarines.

The illustration on the preceding page
is a partial view of one of the Holland type
submersibles, built for the Russians and
capable of making 13.1 knots.

The "Karp," "Kanibala" and "Karas"
are three other Russian submersibles. They

RUSSIAN SUBMERSIBLE "KARP"
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LAUNCHING THE "NORWHAL"

are designed for quick diving and
stability and radius of action.

The total length over all of these
is 131 feet with a breadth
of ten feet, a surface
draught of eight feet two
inches and a surface dis-
placement of nearly 200
tons: The submerged dis-
placement is about 236
tons, a submerged speed
of nine knots per hour
being attained and a sur-
face speed of II knots
per hour. The propul-
sion is by electric motors
when the boats are sub-
merged and by oil engines
when the boats are oper-
ating on the surface.

All dangers of explosion are eliminated
by the use of petroleum as a fuel and the
arrangement of the fuel tanks outside of the

AMERICAN SUBMERSIBLE "OCTOPUS" RISING

great hulls of the submarines. The armanent of
these three submersibles includes three

boats torpedoes and one 18 inch torpedo tube.

AMERICAN SUBMERSIBLE "OCTOPUS" AT FULL SPEED

An idea of the compact arrangement of
the machinery and the little space left for
the men may he gained from the view in

the engine room of one of
the Holland boats.

An Italian submarine
of the "Squalo" type has
a total length over all of
nearly 14o feet and an ex-
treme beam of about 17
feet the hull free board
being nearly four feet.
The free board to the
top of the conning tower
is 10 feet 9.75 inches and
its surface trim draught
6 feet 10.5 inches. The
surface displacement when
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THE ENGINE ROOM IN A SUBMARINE

the submarine is fully loaded is i8o tons
and it has a reserve of buoyance in light
condition of 6o per cent of displacement.
This type of Italian submersible has eight
bulk heads and a safety drop keel of 13
tons, the hull is designed to withstand sub-
mergence to a depth of 15o feet and the
boat is driven by three propellers. The
maximum power of the electric motors on
these boats is 190 horsepower and the
submerged speed nine knots per hour.

It will be of interest to compare the above
data with the American submarine torpedo
boats "Narwhal" and "Octopus." The
Holland type submarine torpedo boat "Nar-
whal" is provided with engines of 30o horse
power, the submersible making 13.1 knots
per hour. The "Narwhal" has a total
length of 135 feet, and together with the
"Stingray" and "Tarpon", each 'measure
1o5 feet in length, was launched at Quincy,
Mass., at the Fore River Ship -yard.

The U. S. submarine " Octopus" has a
total length of ro5 feet and a diameter of
13 feet q inches. It has a surface displace-
ment of 240 tons and is provided with en-
gines of 56o horse power, the electric motors
being capable of developing 36o horse power,
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and providing a submerged speed of ten
knots per hour. So strong is the shell of
this boat, that a depth of 200 feet may be
reached without danger of collapse.

Impromptu Elephant Ambulance

While helping to push a heavily loaded
wagon out of the deep mud at Piqua, Ohio,
the elephant, "Tillie," belonging to one of
the big circus companies, had the mis-
fortune to strain a tendon in her left front
leg. The swelling rendered expert atten-
tion necessary, bandages and liniment being
immediately applied for temporary relief.
As no veterinary was available at this town,
an electric auto truck was ordered by tele-
graph to be ready at the next stopping point,
South Bend, to transport the elephant from
the circus show grounds to the veterinary
hospital, where the necessary surgical atten-
tion was available.

The picture on the front cover of this
issue shows Tillie about to take her first
"joy ride." She weighs only 8,000 pounds,
not too much for the big electric truck to
handle with ease.



Elementary Electricity
By PROF. EDWIN J. HOUSTON, PH. D. (Princeton)

CHAPTER XXIX.-THE NERNST, MERCURY-VAPOR, AND

CENT ELECTRIC

Improvements in the efficiency of incan-
descent electric lamps by the use of materials,
that can be safely raised to a higher incan-
descence than the ordinary carbon filament,
have been made with other materials than the
tantalum and tungsten described in the
preceding chapter. These additional ma-
terials can be raised to temperatures greater
than the tantalum or tungsten filaments.
They are, therefore, capable of ensuring
very high efficiencies, as well as marked
improvements in the color values of the light
produced.

The first of these incandescent electric
lamps we shall describe is known as the
Nernst incandescent electric lamp. Its op-
eration is based on the fact that many sub-
stances that are fairly good insulators at
ordinary temperatures, acquire gold con-
ducting powers as their temperature is
increased. For example, a piece of ordi-
nary glass tubing when no warmer than
ordinary atmospheric temperatures, will
permit but a very small electric current to
pass through it. When, however, it is raised
to even below a dull redness, it begins to
conduct electricity, and, as its temperature
rises from the electric heat liberated in it
by reason of its resistance, its conducting
power so rapidly increases that the amount of
current flowing through it will rapidly raise
its temperature to an intense incandes-
cence that will even melt it.

In the Nernst incandescent electric lamp
a small rod or pencil is made from a mixture
of oxides of magnesium and certain rare
earths, such as yttria, zirconia, thoria, and
ceria, together with some suitable binding
material. The rods or pencils are then
dried, roasted and provided with leading -in
wires of platinum, fastened into the ends of
the rods. These rods form what are known
as glowers. They have a length of about
an inch and a diameter of about the thirty-
second of an inch.

The glowers of the Nernst lamp can be
safely exposed to the air when raised to high
incandescence. So far as their life is con-
cerned it is not necessary as in .the carbon

LAMPS

VACUUM -TUBE INCANDES-

filament to place them inside a lamp globe
in which a vacuum is maintained. In
order, however, to protect the glowing rcds
from blasts of air, which would tend to
produce an unsteadiness in the light they
emit, they are placed in a lamp globe.

As we have seen, it is necessary to heat the
glowers in order to make them electrically
conducting. This was originally done by
holding a lighted match near them. Even
this slight increase in temperature was suffi-
cient to permit enough current from the
mains to which the glowers were connected
to place the lamp in operation: This
method, however, was not only tedious but
also impracticable owing to the fact that the
globes had to be temporarily removed fro!i
the glowers before starting, and, where a
group of glowers were employed, as is gen-
erally the case, too much time was needed
to place the lamp in operation.

Nernst electric lamps as now made belong
to a type known as the automatic lamp,
from the fact that a heating coil is provided
to raise the temperature of the glower for
starting. The heating coil consists of
platinum wire wound on a porcelain cylinder
and placed near the glower.

In actual operation an electric current of
sufficient strength is passed through the heat-
ing coil to raise the platinum wire to a red
heat. With this heat only a short time is
required to raise the temperature of the
glower sufficiently to permit the operating
current to flow. . In well constructed
lamps the time required is only about one
minute.

In the early history of the Nernst lamp
a difficulty was experienced that at first
sight seemed to render its continual opera-
tion impossible. When the lighting current
began to flow through the glower, its elec-
trical conducting power, and consequently
its temperature, increased so rapidly that
but a few moments were required to fuse
and volatilize it. The difficulty, however,
was obviated by the ingenious invention of
what is known as the ballast or steadying
resistance.
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The operation of the ballast or steadying
resistance is based on the fact above re-
ferred to that the resistance of metallic
conductors increases with their increase in
temperature. It was possible, therefore,
by connecting a coil of iron or other metallic
wire`in series with the glower, to arrange their
respective lengths so that the changes in
resistance would balance one another; for,
the decrease in the resistance of the
glower and the increase in the resistance of
the metallic wire mi- ht be made a constant

Line

Glower
FIG. 185. CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS OF THE

NERNST LAMP

sum, so in this way the current passingthrough
the circuit would remain constant.

The circuit connections cif the Nernst
lamp are represented in Fig. 185, for a
single heater glower and ballast together with
the electro -magnetic cut-off. Here, as will
be seen, the glower and heater coil are con-
nected in parallel with the constant potential
supply mains, while the ballast coil is con-
nected in series with the glower and the
electro -magnetic coil whose armature oper-
ates the electro -magnet.

In order to ensure good electrical connec-
tion with the separate glowers the platinum
leading -in wires are provided with small
aluminum plugs at the ends of the wires
that are connected with the glowers.

As to the efficiency of the Nernst lamp, a
single glower will produce an amount of
light equal to that of a little more than two
standard 16 candle -power incandescent car-
bon lamps. Since each glower requires the
consumption of about 84 watts, it is opera-
ted at an efficiency of about 2.4 watts per
candle, or about two-thirds the amount of
energy required to produce the same quantity
of light in the carbon filament.

When first placed on the market, the
Nernst lamp had a length of life shorter
than that of the carbon filament lamp. It
is now claimed, however, that by improve-
ments introduced into their manufacture,
they can be made with a useful life equal to
that of the carbon lamp or 800 hours.

A serious objection to the Nernst lamp
is found in the fact that the lamp rapidly
blackens by the deposition of platinum black
on the porcelain disk, so that frequent
cleansings are necessary.

The high temperature to which it is possi-
ble safely to raise the Nernst glowers re-
sults in the production of color values for
the emitted light so near those of sunlight
as to make this lamp especially suited for
use in all places where true daylight colors
are required, such as in stores where colored
fabrics are sold, or in manufactories where
they are made.

The Nernst lamp is generally constructed
with a number of glowers placed in the same

FIG. 186. NERNST LAMP WITH GLOBE

holder inside the protecting globe. In Fig.
186 is shown a Nernst lamp of the six glower
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z tie
7

FIG. 187. CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS OF A
6 -GLOWER. LAMP

type suitable for the lighting of large areas.
It has a protecting globe to cover the glowers.

The circuit connections of a six -glower
Nernst incandescent electric lamp are shown
in Fig. 187. In this figure the glowers are
represented for convenience as being placed
together. The heaters are shown at (5),
the glowers at (6) and the ballast at (7),
there necessarily being a separate ballast
for each glower. A small glass globe, known
as the heater case, is supported by spring
clamps around the glowers. The heater
porcelain is the name given to a porcelain
disk placed immediately above the heater.
It is on this disk that the coating of platinum
black before referred to occurs.

While no practical method has as yet been
discovered for preventing the deposition of
platinum black on the porcelain disk, yet
the ease with which it may be removed is
greatly increased by coating the surface with
a thin layer of white paste that can readily
be removed by a scraper or stiff brush.

The Nernst electric lamp is operated either
by direct or alternating current. Since,
however, the glower is subjected to electro-
lytic decomposition, which is of course
smaller when alternating current is em-
ployed, this current is used in preference
to direct current.

Materials capable of being raised to ex-
ceedingly high temperatures, that have been
employed with more or less success for the
incandescing materials for electric lamps, are

the vapor of mercury, and atmospheric air
or other gases. These materials are placed
inside glass tubes in which they are raised
to as high an incandescence as possible. It
will of course be recognized that the incan-
descing material of this character cannot
be made in the form of filaments or threads,
but occupies the entire space within the con-
taining glass vessels, which are generally
cylindrical or tubical shaped.

Beginning with a description of the
mercury-vapor lamp, it is interesting to note
that although this form of incandescent lamp
was invented at a comparatively late date by
Peter Cooper Hewitt, of New York City,
yet it was first actually employed in a less
practical form as early as 1856 by an English-
man named Way. Way's lamp may be
regarded as a variety of arc lamp, in which
one of the electrodes consisted of a stream
of mercury.

The mercury-vapor incandescent lamp, or,
as it is generally called, the Cooper Hewitt
lamp, after its inventor, consists, as shown
in Fig. 188, of an exhausted glass tube

through which a stream of
mercury can be made to flow
from one end to the other.
The connections are such
that the liquid mercury
forms the cathode or electro-
negative terminal while the
anode or electro -positive
terminal is connected with a
mass of iron.

The glass tube is about
four feet in length and about
an inch in diameter. It is
exhausted to a high vacuum
and then hermetically sealed
by the fusion of the glass.
As in the case of most
other incandescent lamps the
platinum leading -in wires em-
ployed are sealed in the
parts of the tube through
which they pass.

The lamp may be hung
in any position. Generally
speaking, however, it is hung
in an inclined position as
shown in Fig. 189.

Although a high vacuum is maintained
within the Cooper Hewitt lamp tube so far
as air is concerned, yet the tube is necessarily
filled with a varying amount of mercury-
vapor. The tension exerted by this vapor,

FIG. 188.
COOPER
HEWITT
LAMP

r
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FIG. 1259. COOPER HEWITT LAMP IN OPERATION

or the quantity of vapor per unit of volume,
depends on the temperature. Since the
lamp operates at its maximum efficiency
under a certain mercury pressure, a device
has been provided that automatically reg-
ulates this pressure. This device consists
in the use of a comparatively large bulb
or chamber known as the condensing cham-
ber. Owing to the extended area of the
walls of this chamber, the heat is more
readily dissipated, and the temperature
within the tube kept cooler or lower than
it would otherwise be.

The higher electrode is usually provided
with a pull chain. When it is desired to
start the lamp the higher end is pulled down
until it is lower than the other end. As
soon as it contains an excess of mercury
that has flowed into it from the other end,
it is permitted to resume its original posi-
tion, so that a flow of mercury occurs. This
flow is attended by a breaking of the mer-
cury column into a spray, containing numer-
ous gaps across which the current jumps
and light begins to fill the tube.

In the early manufacture of the Cooper
Hewitt lamp much difficulty was experi-

enced from the unsteadiness
and flickering of the light.
It was soon found that this
difficulty arose from the fact
that the current entered the
surface of the mercury
cathode at a single point;
that it was the dancing of
the current over the mercury
that caused the unsteadi-
ness. The fault was reme-
died by placing the lead-
ing -in wire inside the cathode
bulb so as to terminate slightly
above the mercury surface.
When so placed the discharge
of the current takes place
through the wire and the un-
steadiness disappears.

The Cooper Hewitt lamp
is operated by direct current
having a pressure varying
from ioo to 15o volts and
the current strength is about
three and a half amperes.
It is possible, however; to
connect a number of lamps
together in series so as to
employ a higher voltage.

As already mentioned, the
Cooper Hewitt lamp requires the main-
taining of a high vacuum inside the
lamp tube. The presence of this vacuum
can readily be tested, since, as is well
known, if mercury or other liquid be per-
mitted to fail through a tube containing a
vacuum, it produces a sharp metallic click,
while the presence of even a small quantity
of air, providing as it does a cushion against
which the liquid may fall, prevents this
sound being produced.

As would be expected, since there is prac-
tically no limit to the temperature to which
the mercury vapor can be raised, the effi-
ciency of the Cooper Hewitt lamp is high
so far as the number of candles per watt is
concerned. . Owing to the extended surface
of the tube from which the light is emitted,
this lamp is capable of producing a uniform
illumination. Hewitt experimented with a
number of different vapors, but found the
light emitted by mercury vapor to be the
greatest for the same expenditure of elec-
tric energy.

The Cooper Hewitt lamp, however, is
unfortunately open to the objection that it
is markedly deficient in the red rays of the
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spectrum so that colored objects examined
by it display colors entirely different than
when illumined by sunlight. At the same
time, the fact that this light is especially
rich in the actinic rays or the rays required
for photographic work, makes this lamp
especially suited for use by the photographer.

These holders are mounted in a wooden
frame, four feet in width and five feet in
height. The resistances for operating the
tubes are placed across the back of the frame.
The circuit connections are such that the
tubes may be used independently,  or in
different groups.

FIG. 190. COOPER HEWITT LAMPS AS PHOTOGRATHER'S SKY LIGHT

Moreover, the light is not painful when
employed for reading, for work in the draft-
ing room, or, to a certain extent, for work
in machine shops.

When employed by the photographer,
the Cooper Hewitt lamp is generally ar-
ranged in the form of a skylight, as shown in
Fig. 190. As will be seen, this consists of
five Cooper Hewitt tubes, each of these is
45 inches in length, and an inch in diameter,
mounted in independent wooden holders
provided with white -enamelled reflectors.

Owing to the high actinic power of the
light of the Cooper Hewitt lamp, a photo-
grapher provided with this method of illu-
mination is independent of the weather.
It has been found in practice that the re-
sults obtained, when the ordinary glass
skylight discarded, are equal to the best
work done by sunlight.

Photographic work employed for taking
the pictures employed in the moving picture
apparatus, requires a high and uniform
illumination, since such pictures are taken
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of vacuous spaces,
various luminous
effects are produced.
As early .as 1709,
Hawkesbee obtained
light by passing elec-
tric discharges through
rarefied air in glass
vessels. This light
was sufficiently bright
to permit large type
to be easily read.

In the well known
Geissler tube, which
consists of sealed glass
tubes containing only
moderately high
vacuua, the passage
of a discharge through
the residual gaseous
atmosphere is at-
tended by luminous
effects. Unfortunate-
ly, the actual amount
of light so produced
is comparatively
small.

FIG. I9I. COOPER HEWITT LAMPS FOR PIIOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

at the rate of about i,000 per minute.
When these pictures are taken in the entire
absence of daylight, eight skylights with
eight tubes will so light a small stage that
excellent pictures can be obtained at the
above rapid rate.

Where artificial light is employed for
photographic printing, the arrangement of
the tubes is as shown in Fig. 191. When the
outfit consists of four tubes, placed four
inches apart, between centres, a printing
area of 16 by 42 Inches is obtained.

For photo -engraving, an outfit consisting
of two tubes, placed four and a quarter
inches apart and mounted on a holder with
white -enamelled reflectors is employed. A
device of this kind is shown in Fig. 192.
Besides the above, Cooper Hewitt lamps are
suitable for photographic enlarging and also
for blue -printing.

A form of incandescent electric lamp em-
ploying a gaseous substance such as ordinary
air is capable of giving excellent results.
It has long been known that when electric
discharges of high electromotive force are
passed through the residual atmospheres,

In the vacuum -tube
system of lighting,
devised by D. MacFar
land Moore, by means
of various ingenious
devices the light _pro-
duced in the above
manner has been so
greatly increased that
vacuum -tube lamps
are capable of being
employed for artificial
illumination.

In the Moore sys-
tem of vacuum -tube
lighting exhausted
glass tubes are em-
ployed instead of the
lamp bulbs.

Since the surface
emitting the light is
extended, and the
character of the light
closely resembles that
of daylight, this
method of lighting

FIG. 192. COOPER
HEWIT LAMPS FOR
PHOTO -ENGRAVING
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would seem to be
following description
tube system, from a
magazine, contains a
the advantages that
use of this system:

"For illuminating the interior of a dwelling
or structure, the portions of the glass tubing,
which contain the luminous column from
which the effective illumination is obtained,
may be distributed in any desired way
throughout the whole interior of the dwelling
or structure. Then one or more tubes, with
the conducting caps or terminals may be

very promising. The
of the Moore vacuum -
well known electrical
statement of some of
are obtained by the

brought from within the illuminated spaces or
areas to an exterior cabinet or receptacle where
their conducting caps can be located out
of harm's way, and in immediate connection
with the source of energy. Or if desired,
the energy may be carried into a building,
and suitable transforming devices located in
sealed wall pockets within the same, the
terminals of the tube being located in the
same manner in the pockets, while the lu-
minous portion of the tube may extend
over or through the areas to be lighted, being
distributed in any desired form or manner.

(To be concluded.)

RENO FIGHT RETURNS SHOWN ELECTRICALLY

The Chicago fight fan who wished to get
in as close and realistic touch as possible
with the Jeffries -Johnson battle at Reno on
July 4th had only to visit the Coliseum,
where applied electrical science gratified his
desires.

The picture shows an electric board which
was used to illustrate the progress of the
battle and which was mounted in the balcony
of the Coliseum. It was 15 by 24 feet and
in the center were illuminated figures nine
feet in height outlined by small electric
lamps so arranged that every blow struck
in the encounter was reproduced at once
on the board by the flashing on and off of
various sets of lafnps. Provision was made
so that if
either of the
contestants
were knocked
down the de-
vice would
show which of
the fighters
received the
blow, by out-
lining the re-
cumbent fig-
ure. At the
same time the
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ELECTRIC BOARD FOR SHOWING FIGHT RETURNS

name of the fighter who delivered the
blow was flashed on the hoard, and the
words "knock -down" also appeared, the
referee's count being indicated by illumi-
nated numbers. The blows delivered were
shown by numerous lamps arranged be-
tween the opponents to show the position
of the arms.

Provision was also made to show by lights
a foul, draw, or referee's decision. In case
of a clinch the name of the one forced to
clinch appeared in lights at the left or right
of the board. At the end of each round the
number of the round was indicated and the
name of the man in whose favor it was
conceded to be. An inclined switchboard

shown at the
right,  contain-
ing 56 small
switches en-
abled the op-
erator to work
the 650 lights
on the board
with rapidity.

Messrs. Burr
and Murphy of
Minneapolis,
were the pro-
moters.



Prominent People and Their Electric Autos
By WALDON FAWCETT

Every. day finds greater dependency
placed upon the automobile by the promi-
nent men and women in all walks of life-
busy folk with whom time is always at a
premium and whose manifold social obliga-
tions and business, professional or official
responsibilities crowding close upon one
another, necessitate some vehicle that spells
both quick conveyance and ready recourse.
For many such sorely pressed individuals
the modern motor car has filled a long felt
want. In proof, witness the case of leading
physicians in many of our large cities who,
prior to the development of the Twentieth
Century self-propelled vehicle were obliged
to keep constantly in service two or three
horses, "changing off" as a steed became
exhausted just as the pony express riders of
pioneer days used to change mounts during
their relay rides.

The celebrities of the country have shown
the greatest variety of taste in indulging
their preferences for different types and
models of automobiles, but a person who
had not investigated the subject would be
bound to be surprised were there statistics
to show what a large proportion of electrics
are to be found in the private garages of
the famous and the near -famous. Nor is
the use of the electric in this sphere by any
means confined to the women of the house-
holds, although it is well known that the car
which derives its energy from a storage.
battery has much to commend it to the fair
sex not only on the score of ease of manipu-
lation but also because there is no danger
of operator or passenger soiling the daintiest
of gowns. To be sure, the electric is pre-
eminently adapted for city use, but your
average celebrity wants a."town car" and
for that matter several recent exploits by
.electrics, for instance the run on one charge
over the notoriously bad roads between
Washington, D. C., and Baltimore, indicates
that the electric has some capacity as a
touring car even without the aid of Edison's
new battery.

The President of the United States has sev-
eral electrics in the garage at the White
House. One of these is a phaeton which
was purchased for the use of Mrs. Taft,
but ill health overtook the First Lady of

the Land and in consequence the operation
of this natty machine upholstered in the
official blue and bearing a representation
in colors of the seal of the United States,
has devolved upon Miss Helen Taft, the
only daughter. The other Presidential elec-
tric is a package and baggage wagon which
is employed to transfer the Presidential
baggage to and from railway stations, for
carrying parcels, etc. This car, which has
a carrying capacity of i,000 pounds, has
a 2i horse -power motor with 30o per cent
overload capacity.

The women of the Roosevelt family are
enthusiasts on the subject of the electric
automobile. The former Miss Alice Roose-
velt soon after her marriage to Representa-
tive Nicholas Longworth received from her
husband an electric car. She has made use
of this machine continually, invariably
driving it herself, and when Congress is in
session she makes it a regular practice to
motor to the Capitol daily about the time
her husband may be expected to conclude
his legislative labors. Other electrics fre-
quently seen at the United States Capitol
are those of Senator Wetmore, Senator
Depew and others.

Oddly enough, perhaps, the electric
rather than the high power steam or gaso-
line touring car is the favorite vehicle of the
two most prominent bachelors in Federal
officialdom-Postmaster-General Frank H.
Hitchcock and John Barrett, the director
of the International Bureau of American
Republics. In the Cabinet circle the elec-
tric is generally popular. George von L.
Meyer, Secretary of the Navy and the
wealthiest member of the President's official
family, has ample means to indulge in what-
ever type of horseless vehicle pleases his fancy,
but his preference for the electric has re-
mained unshaken and his two daughters-
conspicuous because they always dress
exactly alike-have. an electric of their own
which is in almost constant use.

Among the members of the Diplomatic
Corps-the foreigners stationed in this coun-
try as the official representatives of sover-
eigns and governments-the adoption of the
American -made electric automoLile has been
extensive. The Dean of the Corps, Baron
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German diplomats
-Lieut. von Brue-
fling, attache of
the German Em-
bassy, at the lever,
accompanied by A.
C. Horstmann, at-
tache of the em-
bassy.

The electric auto-
mobile of Senator
Wetmore.

The President's
electric baggage
and package wag-
on at the White
House.
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A Roosevelt elec-
tric auto -party.
Right to left-L.
Anderson, Ali c e
Roosevelt Lon g -
worth, Mrs. Theo-
dore Roosevelt,
Jr., Theodore
Roosevelt, Jr.

The Misses Meyer,
daughters of the
secretary of the
Navy, in their elec-
tric automobile.

Left to right-
Perry Heath, capi-
talist and politi-
cian, Mrs. Conway,
his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Heath and P.
V. DeGraw, Fourth
Assistant Postmas-
ter General.
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Hengelmuller of Austro-Hungary and the
Baroness Hengelmuller have made extensive
use of the electric and so have many of his
colleagues, not forgetting the Chinese diplo-
mats, especially Mr. Yung Kwai, the Secre-
tary of the Chinese Legation, and his
American wife. However, the particular
stronghold of the electric automobile in our
official "foreign colony" is the German
Embassy, not only the Ambassador, Count
von Bernstorff, but several of the secretaries
and attachés owning and operating cars
of the magic current.

Legion, indeed, is the name of the women
prominent in official and social circles who
make use of electric automobiles. Mrs.
Larz Anderson, the Boston heiress, has one
of the finest electric phaetons in America.
It has space with other cars in perhaps the
finest private garage in the United States-
a $25,000 structure that accommodates seven
cars. Mrs. John Hay, widow of the late
Secretary of State; Mrs. George Pullman,

widow of the car builder; Mrs. Albert Clifford
Barney, who inherited the millions of the
Pike family of Cincinnati, and Mrs. Walsh,
widow of the Colorado "mining king,"
constitute a quartette of wealthy widows who
own electric autos which in some instances
were built specially to their order. Com-
paratively few of the prominent people who
own electrics keep_ them at public garages.
Indeed, one of the advantages of this type
of motor car-with its freedom from dirt,
noise and odors-is that it can be kept un-
objectionably on the premises of the most
restricted city residence where, perforce,
the garage must be very close to the dwelling,
if not, in effect, a part of it. Some devotees
of electrics, as, for instance, Madame Hauge,
the wealthy American widow of the late
Minister of Norway to the United States,
have had a garage for electrics provided
as a "lean to", of the mansion proper-the
electrical charging equipment thus being un-
der the owner's personal direction at all times.

ELECTRIC GRAIN HANDLING IN ROUMANIA

Fancy a pair of fireproof grain elevators,
each with a storage capacity of 35,000 tons
of grain; a dock alongside these elevators
2000 feet long; an elevated conveyor and
shute structure capable of loading the grain
simultaneously into five vessels behind one
another (or into ten ships if placed in two
rows); a series of 18 parallel tracks for
taking railroad cars to the elevators, docks
and to the power station from which all the
conveying and other machinery is driven

electrically: Does not that sound like
Electrical America ? Like some gigantic
enterprise worthy of Duluth, Chicago or
Seattle?

Yet it is neither on the Great Lakes nor
on the Pacific coast that we find this par-
ticular instance of progressiveness, but over
on the Black Sea in one of those little known
countries which occasionally send some of
their brightest young men to us as unappre-
ciated immigrants.

SHOWING SIZE OF ROUMANIAN ELEVATORS
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The Story of Sunbury Station
By W. S. ANDREWS

Towards the close of the year 1882 Mr.
T. A. Edison requested the writer to have
some tests made on a new system of electrical
distribution which he had invented. This
was no other than the famous "three -wire"
system which has since come into almost
universal use where electricity is distributed
for light and power purposes.

The tests desired by Mr. Edison were
simple, so they were quickly made and the
results were found so satisfactory that im-
mediate steps were taken to put the new
system into practical
commercial service.

The picturesque lit-
tle city of Sunbury on
the Susquehanna river
away up among the
hills of Pennsylvania
was selected for the
plant, and a force of
workmen was sent
there early in 1883 to
build the lighting sta-
tion, erect the pole
lines, and "wire" the
stores and dwellings.

The "station" was
a small wooden struc-
ture located some dis-
tance from the busi-
ness center of the
town and it comprised
a boiler room, engine
and dynamo room and THE SUNBURY STATION,

a meter room.
The boiler was of the Babcock and Wilcox "lighting up" that evening, when it was

type and the generating plant consisted of suggested that there might be trouble
two "L" dynamos belted to a high speed on the outside wires. They were accord-
Armington & Sims engine, the total capacity ingly disconnected from the station
being about 65o 10 -candle -power incandes- "bus" and the engine was again started.
cent lamps. The "bus -bars" were made by This time the dynamos worked all

straightening out some No. 000 copper wire right, proving that the trouble was outside
left over from the line construction, and these of the station. Mr. Edison and the "gang"
wires were fastened to the wooden sheathing therefore went out on a tour of investiga -
on the station walls with iron staples without tion, leaving the writer to mind the station.
any attempt at insulation and with the fond In a short time a "cross" between two
idea that this was exactly the right thing to "feeder" wires was discovered and quickly
do. The switchboard instruments consisted straightened out. Fortune now smiled on
of two voltage indicators which were con- us, the outside lines were again connected,
nected by "pressure wires" to the end of the the lamps in the station came steadily up to
three -wire "feeder" where it joined the candle power and a general rush was made

"mains" at the center of electrical distribu-
tion, also one ammeter which was inter-
polated in the "neutral bus" to show how
the system "balanced." As compared with in-
struments now in every day use, these indica-
tors were of crude construction and doubtful
accuracy. They were, however, the very best
product of that period, having been designed
especially for the purpose by Mr. Chas. L.
Clarke, and made by Bergmann & Co.

The installation of the electrical apparatus
was intrusted by Mr. Edison to Lieut. F. J.

Sprague and the writ-
er, and the work was
completed on July .
4th, 1883. Mr. Edison
had arrived in Sun-
bury the previous day,
and it was planned to
start the electric light-
ing plant commerci-
ally on the evening
of the fourth.

About 5 p.m. there-
fore preparations were
made for starting, but
the dynamos refused
to "pick up." "There
must be a loose con-
nection somewhere,"
said Mr. Edison, but
they were all care-
fully examined and
found tight and sound.

1883 Matters began to look
rather doubtful for
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"down town", by all hands that could be
spared.

The "City Hotel" was the largest "wiring
job" and we found it radiant with the new
light. Expectant excitement had given place
to loud expressions of wonder and delight
among the townspeople who thronged the
hotel, and thus was the first Edison three-
wire central station started upon the Fourth
of July, 1883, amid the firing of cannon
cracke s and other pyrotechnical displays
common to that day.

Mr. Edison remained in ,Sunbury for
about a week after the starting of the station,
to give instructions regarding the handling
of his new electrolytic meter and to study in
general the electrical and commercial opera-
tion of his new system.

The meters were of the old style Edison
type wherein the current is measured by the
loss in weight of one of the two zinc plates
by electrolytic action. At the end of the
first month, the meter plates were collected
and weighed, and the bills were calculated
from the loss in weight of one plate. Most
of the amounts thus made out came very
close to the estimated figures, but a meter in
a large clothing store indicated that about
$200.00 worth of current had been used.
As this was an impossible amount, a
bill based on a moderaté estimate was
sent in. The meterman spent several
anxious days and nights trying to think
out where the mistake had occurred, for
Mr. Edison had firmly imbued him with
the belief that the meter was infallible.
At length it suddenly dawned upon him that
he had weighed the meter plates to a tenth of
a milligram at the station, but on arrival at
the clothing store he found that the copper
wires connected to the plates were too long
to go into the meter case, so, without any
thought as to the consequences, he just
clipped off an inch or two of copper wire,
which represented about $15o.00 worth or
more of electricity when measured by loss of
weight. Moreover he found the pieces of
copper wire that he had cut off, and on
weighing them up and making proper allow-
ance he found that the "faked" bill that
had been presented was not far from be-
ing correct.

Like many of the earlier of the Edison
stations, the Sunbury plant was started at
sundown and ran until daylight, thus saving
the expense of paying two shifts of engine
and dynamo attendants.

At this time (1883) no such fittings as
"fixture insulators" were known and it was
common practice to fasten the electric wires
to the outside of gas fixtures with tape or
string and connect to sockets, which were
screwed to attachments held in place under
the gas burners. Rubber insulated wire was
unknown, cotton covered wire soaked in
paraffin or coated with white lead being
all that was available. The latter was
commonly termed "Underwriters' wire,"
although it was occasionally called "Under-
takers' wire" by would-be humorists

The insulation of these wires was naturally
rather weak and it was no uncommon occur-
rence to see bright sparks snap between a gas
fixture and the attached wire during a
thunder storm, to the astonishment and alarm
of the uninitiated.

Shortly after the Sunbury station was
started a heavy thunderstorm occurred early
one evening. A breathless messenger rushed
into the lighting station while the storm was
at its height, and gasped out that the " City
Hotel" was on fire. Naturally the writer
lost no time in getting there. He found the
proprietor and his guests standing out in the
street, exposure to the pouring rain being
considered vastly preferable to being burnt
up by electricity.

Going into the Hotel office, bright sparks
were observed at short intervals snapping
between the gas fixtures and the electric
wires. One or two "short circuits" at weak
spots had "blown" a few fuses, but the
points of low insulation being thus elimi-
nated no further damage was done, and the
snappy sparks were harmless.

The- writer after taking in the situation
vent out and assured the crowd that there
was no danger to be feared from the electric
sparks around the fixtures, so with some
trepidation a few of the bolder spirits ven-
tured into the hotel. Some explanations
naturally were requested and in order to
restore a measure of public confidence in the
electric wiring, which was naturally blamed
for the scare, the writer had to strain his
conscience to some extent in stating that the
hotel had certainly been struck by the light-
ning, and that in all probability it would
have been burnt to the ground had it not
been protected by the electric wires, which
provided an easy passage for the lightning to
the ground.

This incident was reported to Mr. Edison
and it led to the invention of "insulating
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joints" by our late lamented friend Mr.
Luther Steringer. These joints, being
screwed between the grounded pipes and
the gas or electric fixtures, prevent the
leakages which so much alarmed our
friends in Sunbury. In various shapes and
sizes, but with no important improvements
these insulating joints are still universally
employed, their use being  stringently en-
forced by the National Board of Underwriters.

The interior wiring of the Sunbury electric
lighting station, including the running of
three -wire feeders the entire length of build-
ing from back to front, the wiring up of
dynamos and switchboard and all instru-
ments together with busbars, etc., in fact all
labor and material used in the electrical
wiring installation amounted to the sum of
$90.00. The writer received a rather sharp
letter from the New York Office, expostu-
lating on this "extravagant expenditure,"
and stating that greater economy must be
observed in the future! Our ideas of expense
necessary to proper central station equipment
have undergone considerable expansion
since the early days of the Sunbury plant.

The two " L" dynamos originally installed
on this plant gave regular commercial service
for about 20 years, and were then set aside
for occasional use as spare machines. To-
gether with the original Armington & Sims
engine, they were sent to the St. Louis
Exposition in 1904 and formed an interesting
item in the "Collection of Edisonia" there
exhibited. They were then practically in as
good operative condition as when they were
first installed in 1883, this bearing testimony
to the rugged and durable structure of the
original Edison dynamos which were admit-
tedly built for long service rather than for
elegant appearance.

Lightning and Blast Furnaces

The smoke from a blast furnace in opera-
tion contains a good deal of water and car-
bon dust and often extends upward to a
considerable height. Repeated instances of
lightning entering the chimney and passing
down through the furnace charge, through
the pig iron and to earth seem to indicate
that the column of hot air, moisture and
carbon issuing from the chimney furnish
a better conductor for a lightning discharge
than a lightning rod, judging from the
instances where the rod remained undis-
turbed by the lightning stroke.

Dynamo Building an Exact Science

The days of the "cut and try" method in
dynamo designing have long been left
behind, at least in so far as our customary
types of generators are concerned. Plan-
ning them has become a most exact science
in which every factor entering into the de-
sign must be carefully considered and in
which every effect can be closely estimated
before the real building begins.

For instance, in armatures it is generally
desired that the temperature after running
for hours at full load shall not exceed 140°
F. (or 60° C.) and as the resistance of
the wire increases with the temperature,
this resistance has to be figured for the ex-
pected maximum temperature. Then al-
lowances have to be made for the cooling
influence of the air on the outer layer (or
for air-cooling in a ventilated armature),
for the heating due to eddy currents set up
in both the copper winding and the armature
core, and for heating due to magnetic
hysteresis. These factors are all interwoven
with each other, also with the shapes and
sizes of the polepieces;
these relationships have been worked out in
the form of fairly exact curves and formulas,
by which the designer can be guided. That
is why so highly efficient types can be de-
signed on short notice, for it is only an exact
art that permits the ready obtaining of pre-
determined results.

Electric Bleaching Preserves Health

Will electrolytic bleaching some day be
compulsory in place of the ndw common use
of chloride of lime by laundries as well as
paper mills? Perhaps it is too early to
predict this, but no one can deny that the
fumes arising from the chloride of lime make
it unhealthy to handle and that it leaves
an obnoxious residue when used for bleach-
ign purposes. When this residue is allowed
to run into a stream (a situation not unusual
even in this enlightened country) it pollutes
the water, killing the fish and often under-
mining the health of the adjacent community.

With the electrolytic method there is no
such objectionable residue, nor is there any
danger to health in handling the needed
materials which are simply water and com-
mon salt. Incidentally it also saves time
as there is no waiting for the chloride of lime
solution to clear itself.



Talks With the Judge
THE ELECTRO -MAGNET

"When I was a boy I had a horseshoe
magnet to play with," remarked the Judge
reminiscently. "It was simply a piece of
iron which would pick up needles and other
small pieces of steel or iron. To me and to
most people a magnet is a magnet, and when
one is spoken of our minds immediately
revert to that little horseshoe. But lately,
since I have been read-
ing up a little on elec-
tricity, at every turn I
come across the word
'electro -magnet.' Now
what is an electro -magnet?
If it is the same as' an
ordinary magnet why in
thunder do they want to
complicate things and
puzzle us by calling it an
electro -magnet? When a
writer in a Sunday Sup-
plement story is telling a
yarn about some mysteri-
ous application of elec-
tricity and he comes to
some tough thing to ex-
plain he says it is done Ly
electro -magnets, or may
be a `maze' or a `myriad
of electro -magnets,' know-
ing very well that the
layman will swallow it
and nine times out of ten
never stop to question what
an electro -magnet is."

"There, there, don't get
excited, Judge," I replied.
"There is no intent to
mystify. The electro-mag=
net is a little different
from the ordinary mag-
net with which you were
wont to satisfy your youthful desire to study
into the laws of Nature-and which desire,
I might say, does not seem to have abated
along with the hair on your well propor-
tioned cranium. Before explaining further
what an electro -magnet is I might take the
opportunity to say that it is some way con-
nected with and indispensable to almost
every application of electricity which you
see about you. Take all of the electro-

magnets out of the world and every dynamo
and motor would cease to hum; the tele-
graph would click no more; the telephone
would become `dead' as the proverbial
door nail and after an evening of mildest
Apollinaris and lemon seltzers you still
would stab at the button of your door
bell to no avail.

Our Minds Revert to that Little
Horseshoe

"There are two kinds
of magnets-the 'perma-
nent magnet' and the 'elec-
tro -magnet.' The former
is the common or `garden
variety' known for cen-
turies. It is a bar of
rather hard iron or steel
which, once magnetized,
will retain its magnetism
a long time, although its
lifting or attractive power
is comparatively weak at
best. The latter is what
might be termed an 'arti-
ficial magnet,' that is, we
may put the magnetizing
force into it or take the
force away at will.

"This is the way in
which an electro -magnet
works: We know that a
wire carrying electric cur-
rent has formed around
it a field of magnetic force,
which is strong in propor-
tion to the strength of
the current flowing in the
wire. The theory is that
this field of force is of
the nature of invisible
lines of force encircling the
wire, and as you look along
the wire in the direction in

which the current flows the lines are circling
around the wire in the direction in which
the hands of a clock move.

This you must understand is theory, so far.
No one can see the lines of force, but the
theory fits the facts of phenomena which
we are able to observe, and as long as the
theory does not 'fall down' before the re-
sults of actual experiment we may safely
base our arguments upon it.
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"Now if you take that same wire which
is carrying current and form it into a spiral
coil you have what is called a `solenoid.'
Remember that the lines of force are still
encircling the wire in each individual turn
of the spiral. Therefore the tendency is for
all these lines of force to thread down
through the hollow spiral and up along the
outside, or vice versa, depending on which
end of the solenoid you are looking at.
Then, strange to say, the solenoid, as a
whole, takes on the properties of a bar
magnet. That is, one end of the solenoid
is a north pole and the other a south pole.
Suspend it carefully by its middle and it
will point to the north magnetic pole of the
earth the same as a compass needle. All
this, remember, is due to the current flowing
in the wire. There is no permanent magnet -
present.

"Then, just one step further and we have
an electro -magnet --slip inside the coil a
bar of iron. Now turn on the current and
the iron bar becomes a powerful magnet-
hundreds, perhaps thousands of times
stronger than any permanent magnet ever
made, depending on the strength of the
current flowing in the wire and the number
of turns of wire in the coil-called the
`ampere -turns.' Turn off the current and
the iron ceases to be a magnet except for a
very little magnetism left in it, called residual
magnetism. The explanation is that the
lines of force threading through the coil
saturate the iron with magnetism to a far
greater extent than any other known way of
magnetizing.

"Thus you see an electro -magnet means
simply a bar of iron around which is wound
a coil of wire, the wire carrying a current
of electricity.

"But what marvelous things that dis-
covery brought about. It made practicable
dynamos and motors, for the `fields' of
these machines are nothing more than elec-
tro -magnets wound with many turns of
wire and forming between their poles mag-
netic fields of great intensity in which the
armatures turn. The sounder of a tele-
graph instrument which clicks off the mes-
sages is an electro -magnet, the iron cores
becoming magnetized and drawing down the
armature only when the distant operator
presses his key and sends current through

the coils around the cores. In a telephone
exchange, back of the switchboard, there are
thousands of electro -magnets working. When
you take your receiver from the hook you
allow current to flow around their coils.
Their little cores then become magnets which
attract armatures, thereby closing little
local circuits which light the lamps on the
switchboard so that the operator knows
when you take down your receiver, when
you hang it up, when your party answers
and all that. Again great electro -magnets
are used to lift pig iron, steel rails, cargoes of
nails, etc.

"In fact, as I have said, you can scarcely
name an electrical operation that is not in
some way dependent on an electro-magnet."

Light Motors for Air Ships

Now that new types of storage batteries
are increasing the output per pound of
battery and thereby reducing the weight of
battery required for a given supply of energy,
it will not be long before we may expect a
return to electricity as a source of power for
aerial vehicles. The original electrically
driven balloon as navigated by the Tis-
sandier brothers in 1884, and as pictured
in' our July issue, had a motor weighing
121 pounds, which developed a maximum
of only 14 horse -power. This weight ratio
of 8o pounds per horse -power was speedily
cut down by other experimenters so that by
1887 another French investigator, Trouvé,
of storage battery fame, brought out one
weighing only 3* ounces and giving 1-38
horse-power-a ratio of .a trifle over 74
pounds per horse -power!

Since that time there has been a lull in
the development of light motors for aerial
navigation, due largely to the persistently
prohibitive weight of the needed batteries,
which weight has only lately been reduced
to more reasonable figures. Thus while
the primary battery used by the Tissandiers
weighed over Soo pounds per horse -power -
hour of output, we can today secure storage
batteries of one -twelfth that weight for the
same available energy. Now the question
is, how much have the developments of the
last 23 years taught us to reduce the motor
weight below the mark set at that time by
Trouvé ?
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Indirect Illumination for the Steel Pier

The interior of the auditorium of the
Steel Pier at Atlantic City, N. J., shown in
the picture, will be familiar to many, as there
are from one to two million annual paid
admissions to .the pier. This auditorium
is used for dancing, conventions, musicales,
exhibits, and on Sunday evenings for
sacred concerts.

The direct lighting previously used was
very unsatisfactory, and the management'

This interior is 161 feet long by loo feet
wide, containing 16,1oo square feet, the
ceiling being 36 feet eight inches high in the
center, and gradually sloping to the sides
which, directly over the seats, are 27 feet
from the floor. The ceiling is wainscoted
and painted white, having no beams or
other obstructions. The sides of the build-
ing are practically all glass. The musicians'
platform, as shown, is 31 feet in width by
25 feet. in depth. This platform is illumi-
nated with a row of incandescent lamps

INDIRECff ILLUMINATION IN THE STEEL PIER, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

was desirous of securing the most com-
fortable and efficient illumination possible.
In casting about for a proper method, Mr.
Bothwell, the manager, hearing of the beau-
tiful results secured in the South Shore
Country Club Auditorium, of Chicago, by
the "Eye -Comfort" indirect system of illu-
mination, visited that city for the express pur-
pose of an investigation, and as the result
he ordered a similar installation.

The finest print can be read comfortably
at any point in the room on the pier. A
person can enjoy to the fullest any event now
held in this place, being entirely relieved of
the irritating, annoying glare so commonly
experienced in auditoriums of almost every
size.

around the upper part of the shell, which are
hidden from the hall by a curtain for the
purpose. They are, however, but seldom
used, as the indirect illumination from the
main auditorium is sufficient for the ordi-
nary uses. -

Twenty of the diffusing type of reflectors
were grouped in each of the six fixtures,
each containing a loo -watt Mazda lamp and
hung six feet from the ceiling. This gives
a total consumption of 12,000 watts, or that
of 240 ordinary 16 candle -power carbon
filament lamps. The skeleton fixtures are
encased in artistic composition bowls. As
is known such composition fixtures can be
given any metallic finish to harmonize with
the decorations in any interior.



Where Electricity Stands in the Practice
of Medicine

By NOBLE M. EBERHART, A. M., M. S., M. D.

CHAPTER IX.-STATIC ELECTRICITY

When Thales, more than óoo years before
Christ, discovered that amber when rubbed
attracted small objects, the electricity he
produced was static electricity; electricity
produced by friction. The modern static
machine is an elaboration of the principle of
frictional electricity, plus induction or in-
fluence.

There are several types of static machines,
the reader being referred to any text -book
on physics for description.

When I make the otatement that the use
of static machines is on the wane, I shall
call down upon my head vials of wrath from
the many users of these machines through-
out the country. My statement, howe%er,
is not based on the therapeutic value of the
machine, nor intended to discredit the latter.

One great reason for the popularity of the
static machine has been the fact that it
produced its own electricity and could be
operated independently of an electric cur-
rent: Thus in towns where no lighting
plant existed or where the same was only in
operation part of the day, the static machine
was the: most suitable machine to use, as it
could be run by a gasoline or water motor
or even by hand power.

The rapid spread of electric plants, so that
few cities are without current, together with
the great improvements made in induction
roils, is largely responsible for the decreased
demand for static machines.

In addition, the static machine calls for
considerable care and frequently fails to
work at a crucial period so that coils have
grown in favor with the medical profession
for X-ray and high frequency work.

There are many physicians who believe
the effect of the static curreit itself to he.
purely psychological; that is, suggestion.
Others ascribe to it properties that would
make it useful in practically all known dis-
eases.

Between these two we find the truth.
The static current is capable of producing
a definite physiological action upon the sys-
tem, although at the same time there is

undoubtedly some result due to suggestion,
just as there is with most medical measures.

The static machine produces and delivers
a current of high voltage but low amperage.
It is not our province to go into the physics
of the machine, but to consider the nature,
physiological effects and use of its discharges.
The latter have been classified as convective,
disruptive, and conductive.

A summary of the methods of administra-
tion included under each is as follows:

r. Positive or negative static in-
sulation.

a. Convective 2. Static spray.
3.. Static ')reeze.
4. Brush discharges.
5. Vacuum tube discharges.
r. Direct spark.
2. Indirect spark.
3. Friction sparks.
4. Leyden jar sparks.

c. Conductive r. Static induced current.
2. Wave current.

In static insulation the. patient is seated
in a chair on the insulated platform and then
connected with either the positive or nega-
tive terminal of the machine, according to
the effect . desired, while the other pole is
grounded, that is, attached to a water or
gas pipe or other conductor communicating
with the earth. The terminals are first
separated beyond sparking distance.

Positive insulation is stimulating; nega-
tive insulation soothing.

In the static breeze the patient is also
upon the insulated platform and connected
to either pole, while the other is connected
to the metal rod supporting the crown
electrode, the latter being a foot or two
above the patient's head.

When the spray is given the arrangement
is similar, but instead of the crown the at-
tachment is to a pointed electrode held in
the operator's hand by means of an insulated
handle. As this point is brought near the
patient a fine spray is produced.

With brush discharges, a soft wool is in-
terposed, so that the electrode discharges
through it.

b. Disruptive
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STATIC NEGATIVE INSULATION

STATIC BREEZE OR SPRAY

DIRECT SPARK

STATIC INDUCED CURRENT
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When vacuum glass tubes are used the
patient need not be on the insulated plat-
form. The tube is attached to the negative
terminal and the positive is grounded. The
prime conductors (terminal sliding rods) are
in contact, being separated slowly until the
desired amount of current is produced.

When direct sparks are employed the
platform is brought into use. The patient is
attached to the positive terminal; prime
conductors widely separated; and a ball
electrode used by the operator. The di-
rect spark is painful.

The indirect spark is not as severe and is
obtained by grounding the negative side of
the machine and then attaching the cord
from the ball electrode also to a "ground,"
such as the water pipe.

In employing the static induced current the
patient may or may not be placed on the plat-
form. The prime conductors are touching;
the Leyden jars on; their outer layers con-
nected to metal electrodes in contact with
the skin over the areas to be treated. The
sliding rods are then very slightly separated,
or preferably a muffler (a small spark gap in
a glass tube) is hung over them which admits
of greater regulation of the distance. Power-
ful muscular contractions are produced by
this method.

With the wave current, the insulated pa-
tient is connected to a positive terminal and
negative is grounded. Use Leyden jars; slow
speed; insulated platform three feet or
more from machine; Prime conductors
at first touching and then very slowly and
slightly separated.

The general effect of static electricity is
analogous to high frequency currents. The
effect on the circulation is to lower arterial
tension and lessen the frequency of the heart's
action. At the same time the volume of the
pulse is increased.

There is an increased elimination of car-
bonic acid and the respiration is improved.

On the nervous system a soothing effect
is customary. There is a general increase
in nutrition and metabolism and in the bodily
secretions. There is also increased elimina-
tion of urea.

In using the static machine it is necessary
to know the polarity of the terminals. There
are several rules for this, but the simplest
and most reliable one that I know of is the
use of a round piece of wood (such as a sec-
tion of a broom handle), placed in contact
with the terminal when a spark is passing.

If it is the positive, the spark runs around
or follows the wood, if it is the negative
the wood apparently repels the spark.

The static machine must be kept free
from moisture or it will not work. Keeping
chloride of lime in a porcelain dish inside
the case is the method ordinarily employed.

(To be continued.)

An Electric Light Cane

Carrying a pocket flashlight has one
drawback for the fastidious dresser: it may
in time draw the pocket out of shape, be-

sides always bulging it
out. For such a man
the cane form solves the
problem, consisting as it
does of a cane with a
slender flashlight inserted
near the handle. By
sliding or turning a metal
sleeve as shown in the
illustration, the current
is turned on and the

miniature lamp sheds its beams on the
way or on the keyhole.

Three -minute Stair Lighting

In this country the average landlord either
turns the hall lamps off altogether at mid-
night, cr eke leaves only a very dim illumina-
tion. The German owner of apartment
buildings is perhaps wiser, for he considers
the dim lighting insufficient and yet does
not want to light the halls brightly all night
long. What he does is to light the halls
and staircases brightly until midnight, after
which time a system of pushes enables any
late comer to turn on all the lights for a
period of three minutes, at the end of which
time the lights go out automatically.

The whole system of hall and stair lights
is controlled by a pendulum clock so
adjusted as to turn the hall lamps on
and off at the desired hours. In turning
them off it switches the current to the emer-
gency lighting circuit which is controlled
by a pushbutton at each stair landing.
Pressing any button operates a little clock -
switch which turns on all the stair lights
and automatically turns them off again at
the end of three minutes, though the time
can be adjusted to a shorter or longer period
if desired.



The Problem and the Solution

THE PROBLEM

No more forceful statement is made in
Mr. Edison's article in the June Popular
Electricity than this:

"There is absolutely no reason why horses
should be allowed within city limits, for
between the gasoline and the electric car,
no room is left for them. The cow and the
pig have gone, and the horse is still more
undesirable."

The two pictures on this page tell the
story of electric motor vehicle economies-
the ability of a power wagon to do the work
of twice as many horse drawn trucks by
reason of its greater power. By inference
we realiz3 the reduced fixed charges for
stable room and attendance, fewer delays

and greater capacity to meet emergen-
cies.

From the civic viewpoint one has visions
of clean streets, reduced spread of disease
germs by street dirt, of emancipation from
overcrowded thoroughfares and the un-
ceasing din and confusion of congested
traffic.

Motor vehicle economies are largely
measured by the pay roll. It costs more to
keep a motor truck than a horse truck, but
it costs no mor.: to mc;n one than the other
and the motor es twice as much work.
The motor truck reduces the delivery and
stable pay roll from 3o to 5o per cent.
That's where the main saving comes.

THE SOLUTION
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CONTRAST THIS FAMILIAR SCENE WITH THE POSSIBILITIES OFFERED BY THE UNI-
VERSAL ADOPTION OF ELECTRIC WAGONS

The limit of a motor truck's economies
is the limit of the driver's physical capabili-
ties. The average motor wagon can make
more delivery stops than any driver can
handle. Viewed as a business organization
problem, a change from horses to motor
trucks gives full play to executive ingenuity
in getting loo per cent work out of every pay
roll dollar.

Time and again have these statements been
borne out in actual practice. Why, then,
are struggling teams of horses permitted
on the streets of cities? They move slowly
and require twice the space of an electric
vehicle, thus adding to the congested traffic
conditions which are daily becoming more
alarming. In spite of the work of anti -
cruelty societies cruelty to animals still
exists.

The answer lies in the fact that people are
slow to make changes so radical as would be
the universal adoption of electric trucks

even when such changes would result in
actual economy.

But nevertheless, the day is sure to come
eventually.

As the electric car in the past has re-
volutionized passenger traffic in our cities,
so is the electric vehicle even now revolu-
tionizing the trucking and delivery busi-
ness.

Stand on a crowded down -towncorner and
see the electrics thread their way in and
out among the teams. Or perhaps late in
the afternoon, on some tributary street
leading off into the suburbs, watch for the
great trucks from the department or whole-
sale stores, piled high as small houses with
their five or six tons of boxes and crates and
see them whiz by as fast as the street cars
are allowed to go. Then ask yourself the
question:

"How many more years shall we give
the horse?"



LARGEST SIGN IN THE WORLD

For three years preparations were under
way for the thirty-first triennial con-
clave and grand encampment of Knights
Templars of the United States, which was
held in Chicago, August 7 to 13.

These pictures, show the beginning of the
task of transforming the city, which was to
entertain no less than 1oo,000 visitors, into
one vast red and white installation of thou-
sands of electric lights. These were ar-
ranged to represent the various emblems
of the visiting knights and bring back by
flaming arches and battlements the archi-
tecture of medieval days. The electrical
work for this great spectacle was installed
and patroled by the Thomas Cusack Com-
pany, S. W. Van Nostrand of that company

and Gorham B. Coffin, acting for the con-
clave committee, planning the features.

Located on the lake front Park was the
most stupendous undertaking of all-the
construction of the official badge of the
encampment reproduced in colors and stud-
ded with more than 4,000 tungsten lamps.
Something of its immensity is conveyed by
the picture showing the men upon the steel
work, which placed the helmet at the
top of the badge 133 feet in the air. To
support this, the base measured 64 feet
across and rested on concrete piers six
feet square extending to a depth of 18
feet into the earth making the emblem
the largest and highest electric sign in the
world.

'4J

THE GREAT EMBLEM SIGN RISING TO
A HEIGHT OF 133 FEET
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A CITY IN MINIATURE

Some years ago Chas. Mihleder of Frank-
lin, Pa., conceived the idea of representing
in miniature a city perfect in detail as far
as possible.

Eight years of patient work and study
were required to carry out the idea, which is
here shown in a picture taken at Riverview
Park, Chicago, where the model city is on
exhibit.

Built on an inclined plane, the city covers
an area of 225 square feet, but was so care-
fully planned that even with its four miles
of electric wire it can be taken down and
packed ready for shipment in less than an
hour. The stores, dwellings, and public
buildings are exact representations of these
buildings in Franklin, Pa., while the in-
dustries of the city including the adjacent
oil fields, are portrayed.

During his lecture Mr. Mihleder says,
"I did not build my city to a scale but made
it pleasing to the eye. To make the work-
men in the factories and on the streets more
life -like I went out with watch in hand and
counted the strokes per minute of men han-

dling shovels and' picks. I watched the
carpenter, the blacksmith and the men at
planers and drill presses and then proceeded
to arrange my miniature men to move at
the same rate. Not only this, the machines
at which they are working are correct models
of the actual machines and are running at
standard speeds. But here I found trouble.
A single shaft run by an electric motor turns
at 5o revolutions per minute under the plat-
form and from this I had to work out a way
of getting 20 different speeds and make
everything automatic in operation after the
current was turned on."

The passenger train emerges from the
tunnel, stops at the station for a few seconds,
then enters the tunnel, from which now
comes a freight train. As night comes on
the factories cease running, the cars on the
elevated railroad light up, then the streets,
the park, the electric fountain, the stores,
dwellings, city hall and opera house, until
with loo tiny 6 -volt electric lamps illumi-
nating the town one can readily imagine he
is looking down upon a real Lilliputian city.
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ONE OF THE STATION TOWERS, INDIANA STEEL COMPANY'S 32,000 KILOWATT
PLANT, GARY, IND. .
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A Steel City Wire Tower

Gary, Indiana, has come to be a synonym,
almost, for the place where "Steel is King."
In this city whose growth has been so rapid
electricity has played a large part, and in
its application only the most substantial
and sturdy apparatus is able to stand the
strain. To carry current to numerous
motors which are used in every conceivable
labor-saving way, high voltage wires are
strung upon steel towers like the one here
shown just outside of the 32,000 -kilowatt
station of the Indiana Steel Company. The
numerous wires from the station, carrying
current at óóoo volts, are attached to G. & W.
porcelain pot heads, some of which can be
seen in the tower connected to outgoing
mains. Frequently a double set of mains
is provided so that in case of a breakdown
in one set, wiremen may enter the tower and
transfer the cable ends to the adjacent set
with little loss of time so valuable where
thousands of men are employed.

To and From the Gold Prince

Cold and snow and high altitudes present
no insurmountable obstacles when it comes
to the quest for gold, as indicated by the
unusual photograph here reproduced. The

picture shows how ore is transported from the
Gold Prince mine, at Animas Forks, Colo.,
across Mastodon Gulch to an angle station
on Treasury Mountain 8,25o feet away.
From the mouth of the mine two endless
cables lead down across the gulch and back
again. The upper one is stationary and
carries the weight of the ore cars which are
suspended by little two -wheeled trolleys as
shown. The lower cable is a traveling one
and the cars are provided with grips to seize
hold of it, Ordinarily the 'cars are moved
by gravity, the angle station being some 187
feet lower than the mine. The loaded cars
travel down one side and drag the empty ones
up the other side by means of the traveling
cable.

But oftentimes the cars must drag their
way through great drifts of snow and they
will not run by their own weight. Recourse
must then be had to a 4o -horse power electric
motor which drives the lower cable round
and round on its bearings.

There is also a Red Cross car for trans-
porting sick or wounded men. They are not
to be trusted to gravity, so the motor is
always brought into play when there is such
a load to transport.

The ordinary buckets are of to cubic feet
capacity and each holds about 1,500 pounds
of ore.

TRANSPORTING ORE . FROM HIGH ALTITUDES
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Tubes of Light at the Taft Banquet

The problem of how to welcome fittingly
a United States President was solved with
great success by the Decorating Committee of
the Passaic, N. J Board of Trade
on the occasion of President Taft's visit to
that city last May. It was done by provid-
ing a banquet hall illuminated and decorated
in a novel and unsurpassed manner.

The Passaic Turn Hall was converted
into an Italian Pergola for the banquet and
false framework was constructed for the
ceiling, and upon this were strewn branches
of artificial apple blossoms. The illumina-
tion was provided by two long tubes of the
Moore light-one around the ceiling of the

BANQUET HALL ILLUMINATED BY MOORE TUBES

Pergola and the other supported from the
edge of the balcony. Each tube was 162
feet in length of clear glass and if inches
in diameter. Nitrogen was used as the
gaseous conductor-producing a beautiful
rose -yellow color.

The room had been transformed into a
wonderful bower. Birds sang in a mass of
flowers and shrubbery serving as a back-
ground for the continuous tubes of the Moore
light. Never *as setting more beautiful
for a public function. President Taft com-
mented again and again upon the remarkably

soft yet brilliant illuminating effect of the
light and displayed genuine appreciation
of the great beauty of the banquet
hall, declaring its decorations to be unex-
celled by any he had ever seen in all of his
travels in various parts of the world. Since
it was the first use of the light for such an
occasion, it is not surprising that he called
it "unique."

What Is a "High" Voltage?

Twenty-five years ago the terms high
voltage and low voltage were commonly used
to distinguish between the series arc  cir-
cuits and the multiple incandescent circuits.
The latter were generally circuits of 5o, loo

or at most Ito
volts, while the arc
generators ran up
to 2500 or some-
times 3000 volts.
Later on the arc
dynamos were
gradually in-
creased in size
until it was pos-
sible to over
6000 volts from a
single machine,
which was thought
to be a really
high voltage.

When alterna-
tors came into
the field, first at
Itoo and 2200
volts, it was not
long before they
were used with
step -u p trans-
formers raising
the voltages to
5,000, 6600 or

ii,000. In more recent years the voltage
thus used has often been 22,000. Mean-
while several firms undertook to build
alternators with armatures wound for volt-
ages that had been thought prohibitive.
Thus the plant at Paderno has alternators
running at 15,000 volts, while the Hungarian
firm of Ganz & Co. has lately built some
giving 3o,000 volts at the armature termi-
nals. Doubling or trebling these voltages
by step-up transformers is easy, so it is

evident that we have not yet reached the top
in voltages, nor can we tell the dividing line.



Automobiles as Engines of War
The United States War Department has

during the last few years introduced for
military service a variety of war auto-
moblies. In the case of most of these
classes of self-propelled vehicles Uncle Sam
has merely followed in the footsteps of Euro-
pean nations. Now, however, the Yankee
army has the distinction of having blazed a
path in the development of yet another im-
portant class of military motor cars. There
has lately been constructed for our fighting
forces a searchlight automobile truck and

engine. A novel feature of the truck is
the provision of an electric motor for each of
the four heavy wheels that carry this Io,500-
pound car. Each wheel is a driving wheel,
the power being applied direct to the per-
iphery of the wheel. Losses of electrical
power are reduced to a minimum. The car is
fitted with an electrical brake; operates
equally well backward and forward, being
capable of a speed of 16 miles per hour,
and is characterized by complete absence of
shock in starting or speed changing.

ELECTRIC SEARCHLIGHT AND TENDER ON WHICH IT IS CARRIED

tender that is the first adjunct of the kind
ever successfully operated by any army
in the world. Various foreign powers have
been experimenting for some time past to
devise a motor vehicle that would transport
and furnish illuminating power for search
lights, but the American officers were the
first to perfect a design that has proven
thoroughly satisfactory under all the vary-
ing conditions of road and campaign service.

The Army's new truck and tender is
electrically operated, and whereas the magic
current could, if desired, be supplied from
storage batteries, as in the case of the ordinary
electric automobile, this war machine is
designed to generate its own electricity
through the instrumentality of a gasoline

Ordinarily the electric searchlight of the
outfit is carried on a tender attached at the
rear of the truck, but if desired a second
searchlight can be mounted on the rear of the
motor car proper. The new car, the ex-
periments with which have been under the
direction of Lieut. W. H. Rose of the Corps
of Engineers of the United States Army,
requires only three men for its operation
under military campaigning conditions. The
truck has traversed hundreds of miles of
very indifferent country roads; has traveled
over soft ground; has readily run over a log
ten inches square; climbed a 25 -per -cent
grade and, on one occasion, was operated
continuously on country roads for twelve
hours without a halt.
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THE AUTOMOBILE TRUCK, TENDER AND SEARCHLIGHT UNDER WAY. ON THE
OPERATOR'S SEAT BESIDE THE DRIVER IS LIEUTENANT ROSE, U. S. A., WHO

HAS GENERAL SUPERVISION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

GETTING READY FUR ACTION



INDUCTION COILS IN VíIUDIEVILLE

Some one has aptly said that it is the
artist's business to beautify Nature. Then
if, as Shakespeare expressed it, the stage is
" holding, as it were, a mirror up to nature,"
that mirror should reflect the unmeasured
charms of life rather than its scientific exact-
nesses. The cold and immutable laws of
Nature may pervade the play but "they must
be kept in the background, else the artistic
effect and the popularity of the show is
spoiled. Indeed, the playwright may take
liberties as to dates, localities or other
details, his historical settings may be quite
erroneous, but as long as the charm is there
for ear and eye and mind, these digressions
from the cold facts are freely overlooked.

Probably that is why it is the imaginative
fiction writers and not the accurate historians
that give us our plays on historical themes,
since some of the petty facts of a real situa-
tion generally spoil its poetic beauty if
followed too closely. That is true even to
a higher degree when we turn to science
instead of history; for no matter how fas-
cinating the wonders of science may be,
their sequence and relationships cannot
equal in dramatic effect what an imaginative
writer would have them do. The patrons
of a theatre go there to be entertained rather
than instructed, to see artistic climaxes and
unexpected changes rather than a carefully
traced obedience to any laws. Hence the
place of electricity on the stage has been
that of an unnoticed means to scores of
fascinating effects rather than an observable
exhibit of its powers; and when the rule
is broken by some one showing electrical
apparatus in a theatre, it need not surprise
us if he embellishes, distorts and even falsi-
fies some of what he presents. Nor need we
!>e surprised to find such a showman singling
out only one piece of apparatus for the par-
ticular group of effects out of which his
clever imagination builds an entertaining
half hour. This in the case of a now
popular vaudeville performer is the induc-

tion coil, although a host of electrica
devices might be implied by his modest (?)
card, in which he introduces himself as an
electrical wizard, "the man who conquered
electricity."

Imposing in stature as well as speech,
cleverly gifted of tongue, he comes to the
footlights of the dimly lighted stage amid the
flash and snap of three huge induction coils.
Yes, and midst their sparkle, too, for they
are so fitted up with spark gaps, extra brass
domes and what not as to give the impres-
sion of a capacity all out of proportion to
their real strength. The crackling stops
and the professor bows, beginning his
wondertale of original devices said to be
"covered by Royal Letters Patent in every
civilized community" and of his having
trained himself to safely handle voltages
which would be fatal to ordinary mortals.
If showy size, flashy brass knobs and ap-
propriate stage mountings constitute in-
vention, he might truly have indulged in
some patenting. But the audience does not
care. His convincing talk sounds good and
many of those who 25 or 3o years ago knew
induction coils as their most popular pieces
of experimental apparatus may not even
recognize the stage version.

Indeed, it is a long time since our home
apparatus building in the electrical line was
practically confined to making some primary
batteries, a crude telephone receiver and
an adjustable "shocking coil," which latter
furnished amusement rather than instruc-
tion to the household. Fitted with handles,
such a coil freely amused any evening
gathering by the facial expressions and the
muscular contortions of the party who was
suddenly treated to an unpleasant strength
of the induced current. Often we woul_l
join hands to give the same voltage to all,
so as to be fair in the matter. Had one of
us merely made believe that he was par-
ticipating but really shielded himself from
it, he would have been despised as a faker.
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Yet when the same is done on the stage with

elaborate settings, the audience applauds
and hails the deceiver as an " electrical

wizard!"
The eight or ten young men who volun-

teered to assist him on the stage and whose
antics when treated to a series of unpleas-
ant shocks afforded fine entertainment for
the audience, may think him a wonder to
never flinch while passing such currents on
to them. And a wonder he would be, if

the current really passed through him from
the tip of one outstretched hand to the other,
as he pretends that it does. For a well
dressed man, the professor's long cuffs are
becoming,
but why does
he keep pul-
ling them out
instead of
drawing them
back, as men
usually do ?
Because they
will slide
back occa-
sionally and
in doing so
they might
expose the
bracelets
which he
wears on each
wrist, con-
nected under
his coat by an
insulated cord through which the cur-
rent can flow from one bracelet to the
other without passing through his body at
all. To touch one bracelet unnoticed to
the terminal of the coil is mere play, while
the other is easily reached by the hilt of a
fencing foil or wand held in his hand. For
variety, he may place the victim's hands
on his shoulders so that the current can jump
through his coat from the cord connecting
the wristlets while the professor's right hand
is entirely free.

Or he may let the unwary touch the
bracelet itself, as in an amusing turn for
which many a hypnotist may envy him.
" Can you biff the palm of my hand with
your fist ?" he asked of an able-bodied
volunteer. " Then try it a few times until
I say 'go.' If you strike my palm again after
I say 'go,' I will give you a hundred dollars."
The volunteer pounds the extended palm

repeatedly while the professor reaches his
other arm around to the terminal of the
coil, standing (as usual) on an insulating
platform. Then, just as he says " go,"
he shoots his arm out so that the would-be
boxer strikes the bracelet instead of the
palm, getting a shock that cramps the
volunteer's arm muscles. To see the latter
hop around, vainly trying to thrust out the
arm which is so tensely contracted, makes
good fun for the audience, while the pro-
fessor can easily smile for he can truthfully
say in the slang of the day: " It never touched
me!"

Accompanied by clever talk and if need be,
by ready re-
partee, such
fakery makes
pleasant en-
tertainment
for the spec-
tators, most
of whom
think the pro-
fessor a won-
der. For
does he not
pass sparks
through him-
self which, so
he assures his
audience, are
twice as dan-
gerous as
those which
electrocute

ordinary mortals? Are not the sparks of the
current passed through him so intense that
he can light paper with the same? If the
audience does not guess that the paper was
chemically treated so as to be almost ready
for spontaneous combustion, that is not his
fault. And did he not likewise light an
incandescent lamp with the current through
his body? Some of those present can testify
to its being a bona -fide carbon filament
lamp, for it was passed around among them.
But the cloth draped tongs with which the
stage assistant held the lamp were not offered
for inspection, else some one might have
found a compact storage battery which could
light the filament brightly while the pro-
fessor was dazzling his audience with ir-
relevant sparks.

At each step the listeners are more amused
and less particular as to the truthfulness of
the so-called wizard, who in turn grows
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bolder in his deceptions. Had he started
by treating the unsuspecting volunteers to
shocks through an insulated cable to which
he pretends to convey the current through his
body, many an observer might have won-
dered to what the other end of the cable was
connected. Now no one thinks of doing
so. The cable itself may lead direct to the
coil which the assistant starts into action
while the professor only pretends to tap it.
What matter? The audience roars anyhow.
Clever amusement, not scientific accuracy
was what it came for and for this the familiar
induction coil is ample when formidably
staged by a clever and not too scrupulous
manipulator. And what if the wonderful
developments of the last three decades have
been ignored in it, for could not exactly
the same show have been offered thirty years
ago? That only Awyes how slowly the
nontechnical worldiltilizes what electrical
workers have so plentifully devised and how
much more we may expect when the myriad
developments of the past three decades are
'more generally employed for our pleasure
hours as well as our working time.

Testing High Tension Insulators

The insulators which support the wires
from pole to pole on an electric line are
most carefully made and tested, especially
if the wires are subjected to thousands of
volts pressure. The illustrations show one
way of making these tests. The insulator
carrying one wire to the end of which is
attached a pointed conductor, is supported

TESTING A HIGH TENSION INSUL.1IuR

GIVING AN INSULATOR THE RAIN TEST

over a tank of water. The other test wire
from the transformer lies in the water and
when pressure of from 70,000 to 150,000
volts or more is applied, a dangerous,
brilliant, hissing arc passes from the pointed
conductor to the water often breaking
around the insulator. To get as near
actual conditions as possible artificial rain
is produced in these tests, as shown in one
of the pictures, and its effect noted. The
testing voltage employed is always two or
three times the pressure for which the
insulator is designed so as to insure its safe
operation.

Renewing Worn Out Lamps

Were you to examine carefully a worn out
carbon filament lamp probably the points
that would attract your attention would be
the filament, broken, or very ragged and
thin, and the bulb coated with a layer of
carbon dust. As the base, bulb and leading -
in wires are in such a condition as to be again
used the lamp need not be thrown away but
may be subjected at a lamp renewing factory
to a process somewhat as follows: The
tip of the glass bulb is removed and with
the admission of outside air the carbon de-
posit is burned off the inside by applying
heat to the outside. The old filament is
now removed through the opening and an-
other one inserted and connected to the
leading -in wires by a paste made of powdered
carbon and molasses, other methods giving
way to this way of connecting on account of
its simplicity and cheapness. The bulb is
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now exhausted of air and sealed with a blow-
pipe, the brass and globe are cleaned and the
"renewed" lamp goes out to begin life over
again.

Electrified Stage Costume

If there is any line in which novel effects
are continually craved, it is that of the
stage costumer. Thanks to light and there-
fore easily carried storage batteries and to
miniature lamps, quite a variety of beau-
tiful effects have already been obtained, par-
ticularly in marches and fancy dances.
Where sword contests form part of the play.
the thrilling flashes between the blades have
been produced electrically. But no am-

FRAU THANIEL S SCHEME FOR AN ILLUM-
INATED COSTUME

bitious costumer will want to stop with past

attainments, hence the method recently
originated by Frau Thaniel of Charlotten-
burg (a suburb of Berlin) will be welcomed
by theatrical men.

Those who have watched the researches of

the probable voltage of lightning _ flashes

will recall that one investigator proved ex-
perimentally that a long series ""of short

gaps could be jumped by a voltage far below

that needed to produce an arc across the

total distance. Frau Thaniel utilizes this
multi -gap principle by sprinkling costumes
with finely divided metallic powder applied
in streaks and connecting the ends of each
streak or stripe to a current of small am-
perage but of high voltage and high rate of
oscillation. If ¡this current is turned on
while the stage is darkened, the myriad
flashes between the fine metal particles
make the costumes appear as if enveloped
in ribbons of lightning and the effect is
said to be as electrifying to the audience as
it must be to the costume itself.

Wire Chiefs Meet

The display of new instruments and para-
phernalia used in the telegraph and signal
department of railroading was the feature
of a banquet given by the association of
railway telegraph superintendents in con-
vention at Los Angeles. The banquet
rooms must have reminded the delegates
of their own offices when they entered, for
signal bells were ringing and telegraph relays
clicking, while a miniature railway running
across the rear of the room supported two
small locomotives which, traveling back and
forth, operated a number of block systems
and semaphores along the line. A number
of technical papers were read. Several of
them dealt with the introduction of the
telephone in train dispatching and the

opinion of the delegates seemed to be that
the telephone will soon supersede the tele-
graph for this department of railroading.
Another subject of discussion was in regard
to having conductors deliver telegrams
taken from the wires of railroad companies,
to passengers aboard their train.

A Ton of Platinum

It is an interesting fact,-perhaps not gen-
erally known to the general public, that
precious metals such as platinum, gold and
silver, and even precious stones such as
diamonds, are used extensively in the manu-
facture of telephone apparatus. The West-
ern Electric Company, the largest manufac-
turer of telephones in the world, uses up-
wards of one ton of platinum each year.
When it is considered that the value of
platinum is 3o per cent greater than that of
pure gold, it will readily be seen that this

expensive precious metal would not be used
extensively unless results justify it.
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Ancient Tars:is Ekctric Lighted

So accustomed are we to seeing the cities
of Palestine pictured as they were many
hundred years ago, that to think of them as
enjoying the results of modern progress and
invention is almost impossible.

Were the Apostle Paul to return today to
the city of his birth he would gaze with
wonder, for in place of the torches of olden
days he would find electricity sent from a
plant on the Cyndus river lighting Tarsus.
About its streets are 45o lamps, while 600
incandescent lights are used in the homes of
the people.

Bridge Gate to Stop Runaways

The Williamsburg Bridge, New York, in
this illustration, on account of its wide road-
ways and lack of trolley cars seems to have
acquired an unusual record in the matter

push the two ends of the leaves toward each
other forming V with the opening facing
the direction from which traffic oming,
xcept that a spac 114- inches through

which a man may pass is left at the apex.
In the one runaway which occurred since
its installation the horse started 15o feet
distant, and by the time it had reached
the gate the leaves were nearly closed.
The horse breaking away from the harness
passed through the opening without injury,
leaving the wagon in the apex of the V.
The leaves swing back parallel with the
sides of the bridge when not in service.

Measuring Temperature in Concrete

How does the temperature of a solid con-
crete wall vary as the wall dries out and
hardens? This question is to be answered
with reference to the concrete masonry in the
walls of the locks at Gatun, Panama canal,

GATE TO STOP RUNAWAYS ON WILLIAMSBURG BRIDGE

of runaways, far exceeding the number on
Brooklyn Bridge. In four years 185 run-
aways took place, 53 horses were killed and
47 injured, while at the same time 96 per-
sons were injured.

On April 14, 191o, a "runaway gate,"
the idea of a laborer on the bridge, was put
into operation. The device consists of two
leaves built of plank as shown, 4o feet long
and six feet nine inches high, mounted on
wheels. The officer in charge needs only
to close a switch which sets in operation
motors which cause racks and pinions to

by burying six iron bulbs, containing a coil
of wire, in the concrete, and bringing out two
lead -sheathed, copper wires to connect to an
indicating instrument, which is portable.
The resistance of the circuit will vary with
its change in temperature because the re-
sistance of all metals is greater or less ac-
cording to the temperature of the metal.
This resistance will be measured at in-
tervals and the temperature read direct-
ly on the portable indicator, a small
storage battery being used to furnish the
current.
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Gyroscope for Window Cleaners

According to press reports, an American
version of the Brennan monorail system
in which a gyroscopic flywheel keeps the
car from tipping, will soon be in service.
A European inventor has already demon-
strated by a test on a fair sized steamer that
a similar plan can be used effectively to
overcome the rolling of vessels. Now a
third has reasoned that the balancing of
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THE LATEST IN GYROSCOPES

cars or ships is no more important than that
of individuals working under unusual and
dangerous conditions. For instance, a man
washing the windows of any tall building
can work to best advantage if free to lean
back somewhat, just as he would do if
standing on the ground. Safety straps make
this possible to a considerable extent but
themselves are hindrances to free working.
Were the window cleaner a bloodless ma-
chine, we might simply equip his interior
with a gyroscopic balance wheel.

Next to this is the external arrangement
just patented by Hermann Zoern, an archi-

tect at New Brandenburg. He proposes to
strap a light frame to the man, carrying a
pair of hoops driven at high speed in oppo-
site directions by an electric motor. A prac-
tical test of this scheme will be awaited with
interest and-attention, prohibitionists!-
might not the same plan with a storage
battery supplying the energy thwart the
unsteadiness of a toper ?

An Electrical "What Is It?"

As a pleasant bit of amusement, just ask
your friends to guess what this cut shows,
or better still try to guess it first yourself.
Is it an inkstand ? A jewel case for my lady's
dressing table? Or a bread mixer? No,
it is something far larger and more powerful
than any of these-an electric capstan of
French design.
Unlike most mo-
tor driven de-
vices, this does
not need a rhe-
ostat or a start-
ing resistance,
but is controlled
by a simple
switch. The
speed depends -
entirely on the
weight handled, being fast with a light
pull on the rope and slow. for the heavy
ones. The enclosing case has no joints in
either the bottom or the sides through
which dampness or rain might enter, thus
protecting the motor from moisture as well
as mechanical injury. The current used
is always hi proportion to the torque or
pull on the rope, hence there is no waste of
energy. So successful has this capstan
proven that a single French concern has
already installed nearly a thousand of them.

Insect Shuts Down Power System

Horn -gap lightning arresters protect the
high voltage line of the Nevada -California
Power Company supplying current to Gold-
field, Tonopah and adjoining towns. On
June 23 a small insect known as the "snake -
feeder" flew exactly into the spark gap of one
of these arresters, and started an arc which
resulted in shutting down the whole system.
Strange to relate the insect, with its body
badly scorched, was found in the gap still
showing signs of life.
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Didn't Disturb the Wires

Lieutenant Murphy, chief electrician of
the Cleveland Police Department, has dis-
covered a man who figures it is easier to
build a house over telephone wires than to
have the wires moved. The man is Adolph
Berkovicz. About two years ago Lieutenant
Murphy put up some new wires for his
signal system, and his men strung the
wires across a vacant lot. Berkovicz, who
owned the lot, built a new house on it
recently and evidently imagined that the
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wires could not be touched, so he built
around them. Now the wires enter the
south side of the house and come out on the
north side.

"In all of my 33 years of experience as
an electrician, I never heard of such a
thing," said Lieut. Murphy, when telling
about it. "The building contractor made a1

clean job of it though, as the wires are not
cut nor damaged in any way. He left a hole
about three inches in diameter on either side
of the house. Of course we will have to
take our wires down,"

Josephine and Her Fan

Missouri Chief Josephine is the name of
a Holstein dairy cow owned by the Agricul-
tural College of the University of Missouri.

Recently Josephine went out after the
world's record in mi'k and butter production.
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Ai ter 120 days of heroic effort she made a
new mark, giving an average of 5o quarts
of milk per day on about 65 cents' worth
of food. One of the adjuncts to this test
was an electric fan in Josephine's stall by
which she was continually blessed with a
cooling, fly -dispelling breeze and kept at all
times in a milky state of mind. Mr. DeBall,
the cartoonist, also hails from Missouri
and understands cows.

The Optimist
The Optimist sleeps, electric fans make cool

each sultry night;
He laughs and sings; electric tools make each

day's burdens light.
An Optimist he well can be who values watts

and volts;
Who lets the current drudge and pull and east.

life's daily jolts.
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Clock Selling Once and Now

Time was when clocks were bought from
the vender who carried the whole stock on
his back, crying his ware as he went up and
down the streets of one town after another.
His assortment was limited and his guarantee
of quality meant but little, for usually the
itinerant clock seller was one who had picked
up.only enough of horology to dissemble and
reassemble the parts of a clock and to oil
the same. Occasionally an experienced
clock maker with a taste for the bohemian

than the old hand fitted ones, we have grown
to expect more and more of the finished
article and we look to the dealer to stand
back of it. His invitation to us is apt to
be itself in the form of a huge clock, elec-
trically lighted to show the time at all hours,
and his shelves are replete with scores of
smaller types ranging from cheap alarm
clocks to electrically wound types which
need attention but once a year. No longer
do we wait for the clock seller to come to us.
We go to him, and to repay us for the trip
he gives us the larger assortment, the brightly

lighted store in which to inspect
the same, and a dependability un-
dreamed of by our grandparents
who patronized the itinerant clock
dealer.The Old -Time Clock

Vender

life would thus take to the road, but usually
the clock crier was a poor mechanic from
whom people bought because they had no
better choice.

And today? The roaming peddler has
entirely disappeared and the clock seller
is where we can quickly reach him; for
while the machine made parts in modern
clocks are more accurate and more durable

Steam vs. Electric Engines

The limit of economical load of a
railroad train is determined by the
power and other qualities of the
engine. It follows that if we com-
pare the characteristic qualities of
steam and electric engines a general
idea can be obtained of the im-
provements that are made possible
by the substitution of electric for
steam power on a railroad.

The power that a steam loco-
motive can develop is limited by the
steaming capacity of its boiler, and
this limit has been reached: the
electric engine power might almost
be said to be only limited by the
capacity of the central station.

Different types of engines must be
used for different kinds of service
in steam railroads. An electric en-
gine can be used everywhere, and
operated on the multiple unit sys-
tem two or more engines being
made to utilize all of their power.
As a source of motive power the
electric engine is efficient. Its total
weight is utilized for adhesion. Its

rigid wheel base need not be longer than in
any one of the cars it pulls. '

Its tractive effort is exerted on a larger
number of wheels and motion is obtained by
a continuous turning motion instead of a
reciprocating motion-thus sparing shocks
to the frame and other parts. This tractive
effort is larger per ton -load on each of the
axles.



FOR PRACTICAL ELECTRICALWORKERS
HOW TO MAKE AND OPERATE ELECTR/CAL DEY/CES

Design of a Small Lighting Plant
By ARREN H MILLER

Many that are interested in electricity
have not the advantage of a technical
education, but are studying it for its own
sake. As exact knowledge of its principles
increases, it adds to the pleasure of the study
to now and then derive some pecuniary
benefits from that knowledge, and to find

HOW THE WIRING WAS LAID OUT

that men value it in dollars and cents. The
ambitious one usually begins with bell -
wiring and telephones or wireless. Pres-
ently the chance comes to him to install a
small motor somewhere, and he learns some-
thing about starting -boxes and shunt -fields,
as he connects up and starts the installation
himself. He also becomes acquainted with
the ways of inspectors and the workings of
that elastic body known as the National
Electric Code. Having got that far with-
out the college education, it is more than
likely the chance will come to him to light
some small factory out of the reach of city
current, and he has his first reap engineering
problem to solve. One of the writer's earli-

est electrical jobs Ns as just such a problem
as this, and the story of its solution may be
of interest to others who are treading the
same paths.

A large and powerful motor car company,
having driven its neighboring rival to the
wall, had acquired by amalgamation, all

the buildings, land and
business of the weaker com-
pany. When we were
sent to plan a general
rejuvenation, on every
hand throughout their
works could be seen the
traces of bitter poverty,
of a grim fight against

-14 the
lack of capital, a fight to
the last ditch before giv-
ing in-tools worn out
and worthless to turn out
good work with, buildings
going to ruin for lack of
money to renew their
rotten underpinnings, no
light anywhere but kero-
sene torches and lanterns,
and no heat in the shops

to keep the men warm, except here and
there an insufficient coal -stove.

After two months spent in re -flooring the
shops, putting in concrete foundations, a
heating plant, and new tools, the problem of
how to light it came up.

There were r>everal buildings, compris-
ing the plant, arranged as in the sketch,
and it would take about 15o lamps to light
them. Allowing half an ampere to the lamp,
75 amperes would be required, and to send
that much current from the power -house
of the large works, about a mile away, would
take very heavy and expensive copper cables,
as the following little sum would serve to
indicate-:
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xio8ix75x52oó
845,000 circular mil;

I0
or about two miles of goo,000 circular mil
cable, nearly an inch in diameter. To ex-
plain the formula, which is standard for

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ENGINE FOUNDA-
TION

"drop," 2 X5200 is the total length of wire,
and Io.81 the resistance per ampere of a
mil -foot of it. Multiplying by 75 gives the
total resistance for 75 amperes in mil -feet,
and dividing by Io per cent drop gives the

419

size of the wire in circular mils to carry the
current and deliver it with the drop allowed.
It may also be explained that a mil is i -i000
of an inch and a circular mil the area of a
circle I -I000 of an inch in diameter.

As these enormous cables were out of
the question, means had to be devised to
drive a small generator at the new works
themselves. Their main power was a water-
wheel, and a little consideration of the ups
and downs of this prime -mover prejudiced
one against hitching a dynamo up to the
shop shafting anywhere. The best plan
seemed to be to use one of the small gas -
engines manufactured by the large car
works. Using a 71- kilowatt, 115 -volt dyna-
mo, the 12 horse -power gas engine-two-
cylinder, two-cycle, goo r. p. m.,-would
furnish ample power, and could be furnished
at one -fifth the cost of a regulation outfit.

But, the minute the writer proposed to use
the little two-cycle motor -car engine, there
were howls of disapproval, principally on
the score of the uneven speed of the en-
gine. The general opinion was that the
lamps would jiggle and flicker, and was
summed up by an old wiseacre of a pipe -
fitter, who held up his kerosene torch. and
prophesied that I would be lucky to get

INTERIOR OF THE PLANT
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even that much light out of it! Even the
general manáger would not sanction the
use of the motor -car engine except with the
proviso that I get up some kind of a regulator
to take care of the varying speeds of the
engine under different loads. He suggested
some sort of a solenoid, acting on the car-
buretter or timer handle, but left it for me
to think over and report. I never did have
any faith in such teasing little devices, and
presently reported that I had the best
electric controller ever invented-which was
no controller at all! Just a heavy zoo -lb.
fly -wheel on the dynamo itself. This wheel,
revolving at a high rate, would store in itself
enough energy to render the electric light
plant totally insensible to any sudden varia-
tions of either load or driving power, and
the only time the carburetter would have to
be adjusted would be for large changes in
the load, such as at starting up at 4 o'clock
and when shutting down at 6:3o when they
went off. And it certainly removed all
question of the lights jiggling or flickering,
so the solenoid idea was abandoned and
the work gone ahead with. The flywheel was
18 inches in diameter, with a three-inch
face, ' 2k -inch rim, i -inch web and four -inch
hub, and was finished all over and balanced
on the armature. It went on the stub end
of the armature shaft opposite the pulley
end.

The first care in the installation was to
get a proper foundation for the engine.
These little, two -cylinder engines could not
be balanced very accurately, and would
soon shake a wooden foundation to pieces,
so I had two 3*inch pieces of iron bent
in the form of the foundation, and drilled
for engine and floor bolts. These were
put in a wooden box, also of the form of the
foundation, and this was then poured full
of concrete surrounding long bolts that stuck
inwards from the iron strips. I thus had a
massive concrete foundation, cheaper than
wood, and the bolts buried in the concrete
could be tightened so as to clamp the irons
securely to the concrete. It was an excellent
foundation and the engine never gave any
trouble from it.

The wiring was laid out as shown in the
scale sketch, and the mains calculated to
the various lamp centers by the ordinary
wiring formula: 2 x distance x amperage x ro.81
=4 per cent drop. Four per cent of 115
volts is 4.6 volts, leaving .4 volt drop from
lamp center to lamp, so no lamp could be

more than .4 volt above Ito, nor much be-
low it if at any reasonable distance. The
lamp center is not the geometrical center
of a group of lamps, but the point at the
center of gravity of the amperage, so to
speak. If the lamps are arranged sym-
metrically, it will be practically the geo-
metrical center; if unsymmetrically, it will
work over towards the biggest group of
lamps. For the shops right near the dyna-
mo, it would not do to branch right off from
the main passing through those shops, for
the voltage would be too high and the lamps
overglowed. It was necessary to come back
from a big central point as at (A), and then
distribute from a lamp center at just a little
above iro volts. The voltage drop to (A)
should be about two volts, leaving three for
each sub -main, and one volt from their
lamp -centers to the farthest lamp on that
center.

Some practical "kinks" on wiring may
be mentioned here. No wire less than
No. 14 is allowed anywhere on the work,
except for drops. The work was all "knob -
and tube," and to get both wires true and
straight without sags and wrinkles, the
mains were stretched through the cleats
with a pair of small iron pulley -blocks, and
the cleats screwed home before slacking off
the tackle. The mains were dead -ended
at each end of runs with a turn around
porcelain spools, as they will sag, even if
screwed under the cleats while tight. For
the No. 14, running to drops and in outlying
spurs, it sufficed simply to pull the wires
through the cleats, and then get a heel be-
hind each cleat in turn, taking a twist with
the pliers to tighten the wire, and screwing
home the cleat with the left hand. Each
rosette must have a cleat on each side of it,
for good work, and the rokettes should be
fuseless and the spurs arranged so as not
to have more than ten lamps on each, pro-
tected by a six -ampere fuse -plug cut-out
where it leaves the main. All sub -mains
leaving feeders were protected by a cut-out
just a little above the total amperage on the
sub -main. Every circuit entering a building
must have a fuse and switch, cutting off
all the lamps in the building. Passage
through all walls must be by unglazed
porcelain tubes, and the wire must enter
these by drip loops which shed the rain away
from the tubes. Landings on buildings were
by standard deep -groove insulators on a
two -pin bracket with r7I-inch locust pins.
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As the trusses of the larger buildings were
on i6 -foot centers, light, strong runways
were devised by the writer, by nailing a
piece of rx4-inch yellow pine to the back of
another rx4-inch pine strip in the shape of
a T. This gave it almost as much strength
as a 5x4 -inch beam.

The layout gave, as you will see, two small
feeder lines of 15 amperes, and one large
one of 4o amperes. To make a switchboard
for them without spending too much money,
an oak board was got out at the carpenter
shop and, slate -base switches mounted on it.
The equipment was: one Weston ioo-
ampere ammeter, one Weston r5o-volt
voltmeter, both front -connected; a loo -
ampere main switch, slate -base, cartridge -
fused; a 50 -ampere ditto, for the heavy
feeder; and two 15 -ampere porcelain fuse -
plugged switches for the small feeders.
The field -rheostat was mounted between the
two instruments, and it made a very com-
plete board, amply safe and capable for
controlling the current. It was mounted on
he wall with iron brackets holding it two

feet out from the wall.
The plant started off without a hitch, and

required very little adjustment of the car-
buretter throttle as shop after shop went on,
nor did sudden changes of even fifteen am-
peres in the load have any affect on the
speed. The shop foreman adjusted both
field rheostat and carburetter on starting
up, and in shutting down for the night.
The flywheel on the dynamo would run the
entire plant for several minutes after power
was shut off the gas engine, so great was the
energy stored in it.

Wires 100 Amperes Will Fuse

A blown fuse is often replaced by a piece
of copper or iron wire with, "There, I
guess that will hold." This is, of course,
bad practice and endangers whatever de-
vices may have been protected. The fol-
lowing table from experiments by Preece
give the sizes of wire of different kinds that
zoo amperes will fuse:

Copper No. 17 B. and S.
Aluminum
Platinum

It 15 "
tt" 13

German silver
Platinoid

It

"
13
12 tt

Iron " to -

Tin
Lead

If

"
6
6 ft

Tin alloy 5
«
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Tungsten Street Suspension Lamps

If lamps are not used freely along both
sides of a street, the ideal location for widely
separated lamps is over the center of the
street. This center can rarely be reached
from a bracket arm as the distance from the
pole would be too great for a bracket fix-
ture, and fastening the lamp to a single
cross -suspension wire allows it to sway in

American Tun_ gsten ,Suspension

European Tungsten Suspension

the wind. To avoid this swaying both
American and European users have adopted
four-way suspensions for street -center tung-
sten lamps in small towns, knowing that a
fixture supported from four points cannot
turn over in the wind but must remain level
if the supporting wires or ropes are drawn
taut.

In the American practice (which was de-
veloped at the same time by electric light men
in Wisconsin and Iowa without knowledge
of each other), the two wires form one side
of the suspension. The other side consists
of two small cords, usually 3-16 or / inch
braided cotton ropes, which pass over pulleys
at the opposite pole and down to a fastening
near the base of this pole. This permits of
raising and lowering the lamp. Both the
pulleys and the insulators to which the
wires are fastened at the opposite pole are
at the ends of steel cross -arms, while an
arm of enameled wood spreads the insulators
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over the hood to which the wires and cords
are fastened.

In the European practice, poles are gen-
erally prohibited and the fastenings have to
be made to the fronts of building, on both
sides of the street. In this case ladder or
tower wagon has to be used replacing
a burnt -out lamp, and if th...ords stretch
or shrink irregularly it is more difficult to
readjust the load. Besides, the shape of
hood commonly used in Europe concen-
trates the light under the lamp instead of
scattering it widely as in the wiser American
practice.

Home Made Lamp Reach

Every electrician who has to care for
lamps in fixtures and chandeliers that are
out of reach will appreciate this home made
lamp reach. Two pieces of heavy clock
spring, a piece of i -inch gas pipe, two hollow

Ho/%uiMefR/Ba//
R.uef oncSc~

/,.o,yCbr.k sprwy

//tavy /m n(vine
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Gas P:,oe
Prct-e ofHeavr F.'sh Cand

HOME MADE LAMP REACH

metal balls which may be had at almost
any fixture house, being made from two
small ceiling canopies, a piece of heavy iron
wire and some stout fish cord are needed
to make it. Bend the clock spring as shown
in the sketch. The iron wire need not

be used if the gas pipe is extended up as
shown by the dotted lines, as the string may
be connected directly to the clock spring
if the end of the pipe is made smooth so as
not to wear the cord. Pulling the string
draws the two springs together, grasping
the lamp, the tension being relieved when
the string is released. Wooden handles of
various lengths may be provided for attach-
ment to the gas pipe. Rubber may be glued
to the edges of the metal cups if difficulty is
experienced from breakage of lamps.

O. O. BROOKER.

Enamel Insulated Magnet Wire

After several years of experimenting en-
ameled wire has at last been perfected so as
to be used successfully for commercial
purposes.

In some respects its insulation will stand
more rough handling than textile insulation,
although in cases where the wire comes in
contact with sharp corners or rough sur-
faces in the process of winding, the film of
enamel is injured.

Cotton or silk insulation will char and
finally be destroyed by 25o° F., whereas
the enameled insulation will withstand at
least 400° F. for a long period without de-
terioration and 500° F. for a period of shorter
duration.

Another very desirable feature of the en-
amel wire is the economy of space in winding
coils, armatures, etc. For instance, in a
coil wound with No. 36 single silk wire,
approximately one-half the winding space
is taken up by the insulation, whereas with
the No. 36 enamel wire only one -fifth of the
winding space is so occupied. Therefore,
in this gauge about 6o per cent more turns
can he wound in the same winding space with
enamel than with silk insulation, or the same
number of turns can be obtained with a
much less weight of enameled wire.

The dielectric strength of enamel insulation
is in excess of 75 volts per .000i inch of
insulation which is greater than silk or
cotton.

Experiments have proven that enamel
insulation does not dry out or become
brittle after a long period of usage, also that
it is absolutely water -proof and inert to
corrosive agencies. It also adheres tena-
ciously to the copper and has the same
elasticity as cotton or silk insulation.
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Insulating Materials

ASBESTOS

This is a mineral found extensively in
Europe, Asia, Africa, America and especially

in Canada. In its natural state it appears
in thread -like fibers and is easily crumbled.
Its chemical composition not being very
uniform its natural color varies from a
silvery white to gray and bluish. What
suggested its employment as an insulating
material was its notable property of being
highly fire -retarding. This would make it
a splendid insulator where high temperatures
are found. Also, its electrical resistance is

high. But the fact that it is very hygro-
scopic makes possible its use only in very
dry places. To avoid this loss of dielectric
power by humidity it is generally impreg-
nated with water -proof varnishes. Com-

mercially it is generally found as asbestos
powder, cloth, cord or board. If the powder
is kept to a temperature of 1272° F. for
several hours a kind of porcelain-like com-
pound is obtained.

It is the basic component of a large num-
ber of patented insulators, which are obtained
by adding to the asbestos different per-
centages of asphalt and glues and can 1:e
said to differ from each other only by the
color or fineness.

A very good combination is cement -

asbestos, a compound which is subjected
to a very high pressure and sold in sheets
of different dimensions.

Asbestos and caoutchouc from the so-

called vulcanized asbestos which resists
the action of water and can stand quite high

temperatures. While cement -asbestos can
be easily worked while keeping all its good
dielectric properties, vulcanized asbestos
is very hard and difficult to work, for which
reason it is sold already shaped.

PORCELAIN

The material entering the composition of

porcelain are kaolin (Chinese potter's clay),
plastic potter's clay, flint, Cornish stone and
feldspath. The percentages used vary with
the different manufacturers.

All these materials are mixed with water
to a consistency which allows of shaping
and finishing into the required form and then
after a close inspection for defects they are
baked in a furnace at a very high tempera-
ture.

For insulators the temperature at which
the material is completely vitrified is about
265o° F. The baking operation lasts about
5o hours and the cooling just about as long.
The objects are then ready for the enamel-
ling. The enamel components are kaolin,
borax, feldspath and white lead and they
must be free from any alkali, otherwise the
insulating surface would absorb humidity.

Only the so-called hard porcelain is used
for insulating purposes and its physical
qualities must be extreme smoothness and
hardness.

Porcelain resists tension and compression
very well, but its elasticity is very low, which
makes it so easily breakable. Its electric
resistivity is high, but varies with atmos-
pheric conditions, and it becomes a rela-
tively good conductor when heated to red
heat.

Bronzed insulators have no particularly
good qualities. Their color is obtained by
adding red earth to the usual components
of porcelain.

" Ivory," which looks like porcelain and
is used for clusters and insulations of par-
tially protected places, is obtained by the
compression of an earthy material. It is
not very vitreous and, when not very care-
fully enamelled, very hygroscopic, and its
only advantage is that of low cost.

Artificial granite competes very much with
porcelain for third -rail insulators. It easily
allows current dispersion and is very easily
perforated and totally unfit for high tension
work.

GLASS

Glass insulators are still widely used on
American telegraph and telephone lines.
They cost less than porcelain insulators and
their electric resistivity is, under the same
conditions, much higher than for porcelain.

Glass, however, expands and contracts
so much under variations of temperature
that insulators made of glass break very
easily, which would open way to disruptive
discharges in high tension work. More-
over, glass has a hygroscopic surface due to
the presence of alkaline matter in its composi-
tion which makes it absorb humidity so
easily as to decrease considerably its insula-
ting resistance.

In some tropical countries glass insulators
are preferred on account of the fact that
birds will not build their nests under them.
owing to their transparency.
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NEW DEVICES FOR APPLYING ELECTRICITY

Handy Portable Lamp

"Flexilyte," looking very much like a tape
measure enclosed in a leather case, is the

CORD UNWINDS LIKE A

name of the device shown
place of an extension cord
vided with an attachment
cord, a crank on one
side of the case for
winding up the cord and
a standard socket in the
center on the other side,
the equipment affords a
convenient, self -supported
light and an enclosure
for the unused cord.

TAPE MEASURE

which takes the
and light. Pro -
plug, 15 feet of

q,,,tá1

Nerve Saving Ambulances

In no other vehicle must so much con-
sideration be shown to the passenger as in
the ambulance; for the person conveyed by
it is apt to be not only weak and sensitive
to jarring, but under a nervous tension as
well. Hospital internes can tell of case
after case where a sudden tugging or lurch-
ing of the horses drawing a carriage or an
ambulance has so affected the nerves of the
patient as to retard his normal recovery.

This was to have been avoided by the
modern autoambulances, but the gasoline
types have only made a bad matter worse by
introducing the thump of the motor which,
while smoothed down during the speedy
running of a well adjusted auto, is still
annoyingly jerky whenever the vehicle has

to slow up or perhaps stop at a crossing.
Then as if that was not enough, there is
always the risk of missing an ignition and
discharging the unspent gas into the muffler,
where the next exhaust may set it off with
an explosion loud enough to be heard sev-
eral blocks off. The recent eastern case
where a patient died of heart failure in a
gasoline ambulance, literally scared to
death by the sudden explosion of gas in the
muffler of the auto, may not be as rare as it
seems, for a death in an ambulance is apt
to be ascribed to the patient's last ailment.

The Bed Post Fan

"Couldn't sleep! Too hot!" And this
is a truth often heard in summer among
dwellers in hotels ,and flat buildings.
Whether the device here shown was thought
out by the inventor during some sleepless
night we do not know. However, the
Emerson bed -room induction type of fan

=
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BED POST FAN

so mounted as to be easily attached to any
size of post goes far towards providing sub-
stantial comfort and is most economical of
current. Being but eight inches in diameter,
the power required is small and con-
sequently the current consumption low.
A flexible joint or swivel allows the breeze
to he directed just where desired.



Motor Driven Pa-
per Cutter

In blue printing
establishments paper
is cut on a table
equipped at the edge
with a large knife or
shear. The picture
illustrates a new
motor -driven k ni f e
device manufactured
by the C. F. Pease
Co., Chicago. The
knife is circular in
form and is made
to move back and
forth along the table
edge by the very small motor and miniature
rope drive. A switch enables the operator to
reverse the direction of the knife at will.
Power may be supplied from the ordinary
lamp socket.

Hot and Cold Air Douche

In a judicious use of shower baths,
most
many purposes comes from
the sudden changes from
the hot to the cold and
vice versa. If s i ml 1 a r
effects were produced with
air instead of water, they
could more easily be lo-
calized in their application;
there would be no danger
of scalding and the needed
apparatus could be used
in many places where a
shower bath equipment is
not available. As usual,
electricity has met these
requirements, having been
shown the -way by the pio-
neers who made electric
hair dryers in which
small electric fans blow
air through electrically
heated tubes.

For medical purposes a
similar apparatus will give
a hot air application if

fitted with a tube of
smaller diameter which
will concentrate the blast
of air instead of scattering

the
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MOTOR -DRIVEN PAPER CUTTER

it widely as in the case of hair dryers.
Slipping a smaller nozzle on the tip of the
tube concentrates the blast still more and
allows the air to get hotter before leaving
the tube. For quickly alternating hot and
cold air effects, the single heater tube is
replaced by a twin tube fitted with a vane or
valve which sends the blast of air either
through the cold or the heated tube. Then

Using the Ain Douche

9111111111
The Heater E/emenf

/nsentulg the Neale

Attaching the Turin TubeS

HOT AND COLD AIR DOUCHI
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by leaving the throttling nozzle off
the heated tube, this can be used for
drying the hair, or for driving the
frost off a frozen window on a winter
morning.

Automatic Elevators and Dumb
Waiters

That "necessity is the mother of in-
vention" is well exemplified in the de-
velopment of elevator service to meet \
the demands of high office buildings,
hotels, department stores, etc., and in
this field electricity is rapidly replacing I I i
steam.

In the Burdette-Rowntree system for é 14

operating dumbwaiters and freight 41
carriers the pressing of a push button
assures absolute control of the car. By .? :tt'v
one plan the car can be controlled from
one floor only. It can be sent to any
floor from any other floor, when operated
from the controlling floor, the control
box indicating the last floor to which
the car was sent. By another arrange-

can be
any floor and can be brought to any
floor or sent to any floor by simply pres-
sing a button on any floor.

A signal lamp shows whether the car
is in motion or at rest and whether any
door is open. Signal devices are fur-
nished so that pressing a button oil any
floor will signal to any person using the
car that the car is desired at the floor

4 from which the signal was sent.
Sometimes signal devices operated

from the car are used so that before the
II attendant closes the door, by touching

one of a set of buttons in the car, he
can signal to the attendant on the floor
to which it is desired the car should go.
Where desired a bell may be installed
on each floor and a set of buttons placed
on the control board, so that the oper-
ator can call up any floor where the
car is unnecessarily detained.

In the matter of safety, if the car
is in use or if any door is open, the car
can not be started. It might also be
noted that loads as heavy as óoo
pounds may be carried at a speed of
5o feet per minute while a weight of 150
pounds may be lifted at the rate of .
r,000 feet per minute.
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Automatic Street Announcer

The device here illustrated lets you know
"where you get off" if you have in mind the
nearest cross street to your destination, and
does away entirely with the calling of sta-
tions and streets on electric railways.

A curtain having the streets printed upon
it is unwound from one roller and rolled up
on another by a small motor in the box
as the car travels along. The second picture
shows how this motor is started, the upper
end of the trolley pole being equipped with a
circuit closer which momentarily closes a
circuit by means of contacts hung from the
trolley wire support at each crossing.

When the car comes to a cross street the
four -armed contrivance mounted on the
trolley pole is turned over one position. This
momentarily closes the circuit in two wires
which run down the side of the pole. Closing
this circuit operates an electro -magnet which
in turn closes the motor circuit. This motor
then runs for a moment and draws down the
curtain a notch to show the name of the
street.

Advertisements may be displayed on the
curtain at the same time as indicated.

AUTOMATIC
STREET

ANNOUNCER

Clock with Pendulum Above

Rudolph Jaegermann, manager of the
St. Louis Watch Making School, 5815
Easton Avenue, St. Louis, has patented a
new type of electrical clock which, odd

CLOCK WITH PENDULUM ABOVE

enough, has a pendulum which swings from
a point above the clock. An ordinary
clock is used and the pendulum is impelled
by an electromagnetically operated arma-
ture of the oscillating type. The armature,
in its partial approach toward the energiz-
ing coil closes the circuit by which the coil
is energized. Under the attractive influ-
ence of the coil the armature is impelled
against the pendulum, driving it forward,
after which the circuit is broken, leaving

the armature free to be
returned to its original
position under the mo-
mentum of the pendulum
in its return swing. The
swinging pendulum also
operates the escapement
lever by which the clock
mechanism is advanced
so no weights or springs
are necessary. The pic-
ture shows a front view of
the clock and mechanism.
The face of the clock
being of glass the outline
of the unique pendulum
may be seen in the rear.
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Engraving Dies by Machinery

As ordinarily performed, the work of
die making demands the most painstaking
manual skill. To follow the intricate de-
signs of the patterns from which are repro-
duced the dies for stamping sheet metal,
silverware, hardware, etc., was formerly
thought to require an accuracy and refine-
ment of tooling which no machine could
duplicate. However true this may still be

is fed back and forth across the pattern and
work, its tracing stylus following the relief
of the pattern. The engraving cutter, at
a less distance from the pivot, thus shares
proportionately the movement of the guiding
point, reproducing with absolute fidelity,
but on a diminished scale, each feature of the
design.

The cutting tool is not dissimilar to an
acutely sharpened cannon drill, and revolves
at a speed of from 5,000 to 8,000 revolutions

MACHINE FOR ENGRAVING DIES

for the last finishing touches on the highest
quality of dies, there are now made engraving
machines which relieve the skilled hand of
all its former tedious labor, preserving its
craft fresh for the finest work; machines
which will themselves turn out a very credit-
able product of tooling without the inter-
vention of any manual agency.

The ingenious motor driven engraving
tool of the Keller Mechanical Engraving
Co. reproduces on a steel blank (which is
later hardened to form the die), the design
of the metal pattern carried on the revolving
faceplate at the right of the picture. The
die, under process of cutting, is shown on
the smaller chuck near the center of the
machine. Both pattern and work revolve
at the same speed, while the double pivoted
tool arm, carried on the bracket at the left,

per minute; being belt driven by the
horse -power Westinghouse motor mounted
on the tool arm. The rotation of the work
and pattern, and the motion of the tool arm
across the work, are both at comparatively
slow feeds for the more accurate and de-
tailed operations. As the cutting operation
nears the periphery of the die, it is evident
that some reduction in the rate of rotative
feed of the work must occur if the die is to
be as well finished near the edges as at the
center. This variation is accomplished by .

a parabolic speed governor constructed upon
the fly -ball principle, but having its maximum
allowable speed controlled through a rod
and lever by a special cam bolted on the
vertical slide. The friction clutch in the
governor thus remains closed up to the
maximum permissible speed as determined by
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the cam shape, and then releases, keeping
the rotative speed within the limit thus set.

he rotation of the face -plates and the swing
of the tool arm are operated by the if
horse -power motor seen at the left on the
floor.

Ordinarily two cuts are made in the sink-
ing of one of these dies. The first or rough-
ing cut employs a coarse tracing point and
a comparatively large cutting drill, and
roughs out the blank following the larger
details of the pattern. This relieves the
fine cutting point, which is employed on the
finishing cut, of the removal of much of the
thick material which would dull it for fine
work.

During the finishing cut, a very fine
tracing point is used, and the cutting tool
is sharpened to a diameter proportionately
less than the stylus, in the reduction ratio
in which the pattern reproduction is to be
made. The cutting drill is driven at a
speed of from 5,000 to 8,000 revolutions
per minute.

Lamp with Magnet Base

The man who holds the lamp while you
locate the trouble loses his job if you have
a Federal magnetic socket and extension
in your tool box. Connect the attachment
plug to a near -by socket and by a touch to
iron or steel your lamp sticks, as in the illus-

LAMP STICKS TO ANY PART OF A
MACHINE

tration, where you place it. You can work
with both hands and your helper can do the
same.

This convenient device consists of a
cylindrical socket, 21 inches long (not in-
cluding lamp) and i+} inches in diameter,
fitted with a lamp socket in one end and an
electro -magnet in the other. This magnet
is of sufficient strength to hold the socket
firmly at any angle or on any iron or steel body.
It is wound separately from the lamp cir-
cuit so that in the event of accidental break-
age or burning out of the lamp the current
still operates, to hold the socket in its
place.

The lamp is also made for lower voltages
so that it may be used on electric auto-
mobiles and even on ignition batteries in
gasoline machines.

Mer-Maid Hair Singer

We are all familiar with the burning wax
taper so common in barber shops for singe-
ing and evening up the ends of the hair.

MER-M AID HAIR SINGER

In keeping with the advance in scientific
lines this can now be done by using the
device here illustrated which consists of a
brass box mounted on slate. in which are
resistance coils. From two of the binding
posts connections may be made by a plug
to any alternating current lighting circuit.
A flexible card from the other two binding
posts passes through a polished fibre handle,
supporting two copper wires, between the
ends of which is connected a piece of plati-
núm wire. When the electric current is
turned on the platinum wire becomes white
hot, singeing the hair without danger as
from a flame, leaving it much smoother.



Electrical Men of the Times
W. H. MEADOWCROFT

A number of Englishmen have been close-
ly associated with Edison in the course of his
wonderful career, enjoying his esteem and
confidence, in their various capacities.
Among them may be mentioned William H.
Meadowcroft, who came to this country
from Manchester in 1875. Prior to leaving
England he had been employed in a law
office, and soon after landing in America
he secured employment with the legal firm
of Carter & Eaton, New
York City. He remained
with that firm and its
successors for over five
years, studying law in
that period, and being
admitted to the New
York bar in 1881. Major
S. B. Eaton, of the firm,
had accepted the vice
presidency of the pioneer
Edison Electric Light
Company early in the
same year, and took up
his new duties actively.
The work was peculiarly
onerous and exacting in
its requirements, for the
art of electric lighting
was wholly new and
novel, not merely from the legal stand-
point but from every other. In his
emergency, Major Eaton summoned the
alert young Englishman to his side, and
Mr. Meadowcroft dropped the practice of
the law to become assistant and secretary
to the vice president; a position he held
through four memorable and eventful years.
Changes came in the administration, but
Mr. Meadowcroft continued in association
with the parent Edison Electric Light Com-
pany and its successors for over 18 years.

This notable period of service included a
great variety of work for all of which this
man of versatility and energy was found
ready. Two years were spent in the legal
department, but not less than six and a half
years were devoted to the miniature and
decorative lamp business of the General
Electric Company, a branch of the new in-
candescent lamp industry that Mr. Meadow -
croft himself set going in 1885. Toward the

close of the period he took an active part
in the creation of the Roentgen X-ray busi-
ness of the same company. But many other
matters received his time and attention,
including the development of the early Edi-
son Electric Illuminating Company of New
York and the Edison European Company,
as well as the work of the various standardiz-
ing and other technical committees organized
in the pioneer days for operating and sys-

tematizing the practical
side of the art. He also
had a share in the early
work of the Edison Ore
Milling Company.

Aside from executive
duties, Mr. Meadowcroft
with unusual literary
culture and talent as a
writer was prompt to
utilize the opportunities
that came his way in
the creation of a new
technical literature.
Much of this work has
a lasting historical value,
to say the least, for we
may note that he is
the author of the very
first pamphlet on in-

candescent lighting published in Amer-
ica, and that he prepared all the catalogues
of the Edison Companies up to 1884. These
he supplemented by a number of booklets
on kindred topics issued in 1888 and 1889,
and followed up by other important cata-
logues and descriptive pamphlets in later
years. Much of this work demanded an
expert and accurate acquaintance with the
different branches of the electric light and
power industry, on both the manufacturing
and the operative sides. Thus, for example,
Mr. Meadowcroft was intimately familiar
with the making of lamps and plant con-
struction, the development of electric signs
and the planning of decorative illumination;
from which by easy stages he passed to
X-ray work and did much of the pioneer
experimenting in this country, taking vast
numbers of radiographs in connection with
surgical cases and examinations of the
interior of the human body.
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On leaving the General Electric Company
Mr. Meadowcroft took up the exploitation
of the Perret storage battery as general
manager of the company; and then went
into other enterprises of the same character;
but in 1908 he returned to the old fold,
to assist. in the preparation of the standard
biography of Mr. Edison by Martin and
Dyer, to be issued by the Harpers this fall.
Out of this congenial work other tasks of
equally agreeable nature have grown at
the Edison Laboratory, where Mr. Meadow -
croft has for the past two years made an
exhaustive study of all the records there of
the master inventive mind of the century.

It will be gathered that Mr. Meadowcroft
has not only been directly and prominently
engaged in the upbuilding of vast modern
industries but has helped tell their story.
He has a pleasing literary style, and his suc-
cess in appealing to popular tastes may be
judged from the fact that his "A B C of
Electricity" has reached a sale of nearly
90,000 copies and is "still going strong."
He has written also an "A B C of the X -
Ray," which enjoyed a fair sale. In addi-
tion to this, he has done a good deal of
lecturing on Edison, X-rays, etc., and de-
livered a series of 24 very successful lectures
all over the country, on and with liquid air,
at the time of the furore some ten years ago.
There is nothing dilletante about the man,
but he manages also to get a lot of real
pleasure out of very clever amateur theatri-
cals and the practice of vocal music.

The Causes of Fires

In a published article recently a prominent
underwriter stated that unquestionably elec-
trical fires are preventable and are almost
invariably due to carelessness: either care-
lessness in the use of inferior -material in
electrical installations or the careless use
of good material at the time the work is
being done and later. Proper specifications
and inspections of the original installations
and periodical re-examinations would be-
yond a doubt do away with practically all
electrical fires.

The following table giving the causes and
number of fires in Chicago for the year 1909
shows electricity not to be the gross offender
it is so often pictured:

Ashes and hot coals 87
Blown down and ignited 16
Bonfires and burning rubbish 599
Candles and torches, carelessness with 8i
Carelessness, not otherwise specified 36
Children playing with fire and matches 82
Chimney fires 435
Christmas trees 18
Cigar stubs and tobacco pipes Sr
Defective flues 6o
Dry -room overheated 5
Electric wires and lights 231
Engines and boilers, stationary 32
Explosions, alcohol, benzine and naphtha 8
Explosions, chemicals 9
Explosions, dust 3
Explosions, gas 27
Explosions, gasoline and kerosene 74
Explosions, lamps and lanterns 69
Explosions, oil 8
Explosions, oil and gasoline stoves I II
Explosions, water -backs 2

Fireworks 27
Forge, coals from 1

Friction 28
Fumigating 24
Furnaces, heating 156
Furnaces, foundries, etc. 2

Gas jets 99
Gas pipes, leak in 50
Hot iron and molten metals z

?;rition, alcohol, benzine and naphtha In
Ignition, chemicals 6
Ignition, gas 35
Ignition, gasoline and kerosene 126
Ignition, grease, oil and meats 79
Ignition, paints and varnish 9
Ignition, tar, rosin and wax 63
Incendiarism, known 6o
Incendiarism, supposed 133
Lamp and lantern accidents 48
Lightning 56
Matches, carelessness with 454
Matches, rats and mice with 17
Mischievous children, etc. 62
Open fire -places and grates 34
Overheated and defective kiln r
Overheated and defective ovens 25
Plumbers' and tinners' furnaces 1

Prairie fires 94
Rekindlings 24
Salamanders 9
Smokehouses, overheated 6,
Sparks, chimney, etc. 240
Sparks, locomotive 109
Sparks, river craft 3
Spontaneous combustion 131
Steam -pipes 56
Stoves and ranges 285
Stove -pipes 29
Tailor's goose 2

Thawing water pipes 156
Thawing gas pipes I$
Tramps 5

Unknown 2,225

T,,tal 7,075



ELECTRICITY IN THE
HOUSEHOLD

The Letters of a Bachelor Girl
By R. GRACELYN EVERETT

DEAREST EDNA:
Do not think that I have forgotten you,

for indeed I have not. If you have seen
mother you will know why I have not
written before. I have thought of you
many times, but the work of getting our
business started has taken all of my time
so far.

You are no doubt curious as to what it is
all about. Well, you know that this is
called a dirty city, along with the numerous
other mean things said about it. This very
fact has been the cause of our enterprise.

You see Madge and I were frequent
visitors to the one beauty shop in our neigh-
borhood that amounted to anything. We
would have been more frequent only it
seemed we could never think to make the
necessary appointment ahead. The place
was always crowded simply because it was the
only one in the vicinity, although the service
was not at all up to date. Every time I
went there I vowed, "never again," One
night the water was not hot when she gave
me my shampoo and I was so disgusted
I fumed. As we were going out I said to
Madge, "If I owned that beauty shop it
would be a little bit up to date and have a
few nodern appliances at least."

That struck Madge as a good idea and
being a regular business woman she had
the scheme ha- worked out before we were
home.

I had a little money laid by before I left
home and she had a small amount left her
by an uncle. We came to the conclusion,
after getting the advice of several other
people, that with our combined capital we

could start a beauty shop on a modest scale
at first, but with all the equipment first
class, including the latest electrical con-
trivances which are a delight to the women
who visit these places. We also haunted
all the good shops in town and made a care-
ful study of their ways of doing things.
The ideas so gained, together with a few
original ones of our own, have enabled us
to fit out a really fine little establishment.
I wish you could see it with its gold mono-
gram sign on the window:

**************************************
* THE HYGIENIC BEAUTY SHOP *
k 879 The Boulevard *
**************************************

Our location is the best on the boule-
vard and we cater to high class patronage
only. We have had the rooms completely
redecorated in a delicate green and ivory
white. The reception room is furnished
with green wicker furniture and a beautiful
velvet rug covers the floor. We had some
elegant monogramed curtains made which
lend an air of distinction.

The thing that will interest you most
is our work shop where fine ladies are made
even more beautiful. We have two experts
on baths and electrical treatments and four
smart appearing young girls who attend to
the manicuring, shampooing, and hair
dressing.

Each girl works in a compartment sep-
arated off with coarse white linen curtains
hung on shiny nickel fittings. Each com-
partment has a large mirror fitted with an
electric light on each side of the frame.
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The furniture and the wood work are
finished in ivory white.

'I he baths are in the rear and are supplied
with the very latest devices. We now have
many improvements that are not used in the
less up-to-date shops, and when we enlarge,
as we shall when the business grows to
warrant it, we are going to put in one or
two electric baths which are now recom-
mended by electro -therapeutic practitioners.

By their use one may not only take a re-
freshing bath after a hard forenoon's shop-
ping, but may at the same time receive an
invigorating current of electricity through
the body by means of suitable electrodes
in the tub and various forms of sponge
and brush electrodes.

We have a shampoo board in each com-
partment, that fits closely to the neck, on
which the hair is thoroughly washed and

433

rinsed. This does away with the hateful
system of stooping over a basin and insures
more comfort and better work. After wash-
ing, the hair is dried with warm air from
an electric hair dryer, which can be regulated
to any degree of temperature.

And when we have grown a little more-
we are not trying to do everything at once
-we have in view an electric scalp treat-
ment which will be beneficial. to locks which

are falling out or losing color. This will
require what is called a "static machine,"
to produce small quantities of electricity
at very high voltage or pressure. Then
when you sit in a chair under a canopy
which is connected to one electrode of the
machine and place your feet on a plate
connected to the other electrode, you re-
ceive a veritable shower of bluish crackling
sparks which rain down upon the scalp.
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Your scalp tingles under the electric bath
and the circulation around the roots of the
hair is stimulated, which brings about the
desired result.

In the massage departments we of course
use electric vibrators, as many prefer them
to hand massage and they are in fact quite
beneficial from a therapeutical point of

view since they stimulate the nerve centers,
and, when the treatment is continued long
enough, have just the opposite, or a soothing
effect.

In the massage department we also make
use of a number of medical battery outfits
giving both galvanic and faradic currents.
When you grasp the electrode handles you
obtain a stimulating current through the
arms and body. Or you may grasp one
handle and the other may be in the form of
a little roller with which you are given an
electrical massage. Or a metallic hair-
brush is even connected to one electrode
and your hair gets an "electric brushing"
such as you never even dreamed of before.
We also use nothing but electric curling
irons. They are both clean and handy,
and are time savers as well.

One great improvement that we have
installed in our shop of beauty is an ozone
air purifier which is a very recent electrical
invention. It cleanses the air and keeps it
as sweet as the ozone filled atmosphere of
the native pine woods. T his shop will be
hailed with joy by those afflicted with hay

fever when the dog days come, on account
of this machine.

One of our girls is an expert in the use
of the electric needle with which she removes
superfluous hair, moles, warts and other
small growths. The electric needle de-
stroys the blood supply and causes the growth
to shrivel up. Every time I see that outfit
I wish that I could have old Mrs. Perkins
for a few treatments. Do you remember
how her beard used to amuse us?

I wish that you could peep into the mani-
curing compartments with their cute little
white tables on which are desk lights shaded
so as to throw the most of the light on the
hands and keep the faces in shadow.. We
were a little extravagant in the cushions on

the tables. We had them made of green
velvet and embroidered with our mask.
They have been quite a decided sensation
with our patrons. These little distinctive
touches are a fine means of advertising and
amply repay us for our trouble and expense.

When you come on that promised visit
we will put you through a full treatment
and I know that you will enjoy every minute
of it. I know you are interested in what we
are doing and wish us success. However,
seeing-or rather feeling in this case-is
believing, so hurry and come. I can hardly
wait till you get here.

As ever with best love

879 The Boulevard.
August 8, 1910.

VIVIAN.
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New Electric Washer and Wringer

In no part of the home are electric labor
saving devices utilized to greater advantage
than in the laundry. There are many elec-
tric washers on the market, but here is a
new one which has never been described in
this department. The picture shows the

COMBINED ELECTRIC WASHER AND
WRINGER

combined electric washer and wringer in
the opened position.

The machine, called the Emperial, com-
bines the good features of the washboard
and steam laundry and is built on the plan
that it is the lift and drop of the clothes that
does the cleaning, hence the more frequent
the drop the quicker the work is done. In
this machine the cylinder is reversed after
each revolution, giving the clothes a thor-
ough shaking and rubbing on the inside
corrugations. When the washing is com-
pleted a simple shifting device transfers
the power to the wringer with no loss of time.
All cog wheels are eliminated from the inside
of the body of the machine and this prevents
spotting the clothes. The revolving cylinder
is completely corrugated on the inside and the
water receptacle of the machine is made of

heavy galvanized iron.

 The Latest Electric Iron

The success of an electric iron, or in fact
any heating device, depends to a large ex-
tent upon the qualities of what is called the
"resistor" or heating element. Expert met-
allurgists in the great laboratories of the
General Electric Company sought long and
patiently for the right material from which
to make this "resistor.". After trying hun-
dreds of combinations of metals they dis-
covered a new alloy which seemed ideal for
the purpose. This they called "calorite."
It has a high electrical resistance, a high
melting point and is non -oxidizing. It is
ductile and malleable but is not in the least
degree brittle. From it are made the heat-
ing elements of the new G. E. electric irons,
one of which is here shown.

The iron is well suited for light, medium
and heavy laundry purposes. It is provided
with a leaf heating unit which is spread over
a broad path around the edges of the bottom
surface so that the heat is delivered most
directly to the parts of the iron which first
come in contact with the damp material.

Three standard forms of connection are
provided, the plain attachment plug, the
indicating switch plug, and the permanent-
ly attached cord. With light or medium
work it is advantageous to control the heat
regulation by turning the current on or off
as required, depending upon the nature of
the work. This may be most readily ac-
complished by means of the indicating
switch attachment plug. For very wet or

THE LATEST ELECTRIC IRON

heavy goods, it is generally necessary to keep
the current on continuously. The plain
attachment plug may be used where there
is an occasional demand for continuous heat,
as in the ordinary household. The flatiron
with the permanently attached cord is espe-
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cially recommended for laundries and similar
establishments where controaing switches
and pilot lamps are located conveniently
near the ironing board.

The electric flatiron is made for one heat
only. Wherever heat regulation is required
it may be obtained by turning the current
on or off from time to time as previously
referred to. About three minutes are re-
quired for the iron to heat up sufficiently
for light work.

These irons, which may be attached to
any lighting circuit, either alternating cur-
rent or direct current, where the pressure is
not over 125 volts; consume 65o watts of
current or about that of about 13 ordinary
'lamps.

Hughes Electric "Cook Stove

Most of the well known types of electric
ranges have been described in this depart-
ment in past issues, but the Hughes "electric
cook stove," as its maker terms it, being a
new -comer, possesses some features which
many have not heard about as yet.

The stove is made with one, two
or three "burners." The switch con-
trolling each burner is arranged to pro-
vide for a low, medium or high temper-
ature, while separate coils of wire
making up the heating elements of these
so-called burners are laid in grooves in
a plate of specially prepared material
so that their heat is applied directly to
the bottom of the vessel which is set
upon the plate. Another feature which
the separation of the heater coil into
parts makes possible is the repair of
any one of the sections without atten-
tion to the whole element. Any coils
burning out within a year after instal-
lation are renewed free of charge.

As will be seen upon examination
of the picture there is a large oven-
like compartment directly beneath the
heating elements or plates. This com-
partment is not used for baking but
rather as a warmer. Considerable
heat enters this warmer from the
heating elements when they are being
used for cooking. Then when the
current is turned off, if the cooked or
partially cooked dishes are placed in
the warmer their heat will be retained
for a long period and cooking will
even be continued at a slow rate,

upon the principle of the well-known
fireless cooker.

Some types of these stoves have an oven
proper, located above the stove top, as in the
most modern ranges This is provided with
its own heating elements and will do any bak-
ing that can be accomplished on a gas or coal
range.

Flies and the Electric Fan

There is something about the electric
fan which flies dislike. It may be the
strange humming noise reminding them of
some enemy, or more probably it is the strong
current of air which makes it hard for the
flies to aviate; but, whatever it is, an elec-
tric fan is a first class fly discourager, and,
if kept playing in the kitchen, pantry or
dining room will surely drive them away.

HUGHES ELECTRIC COOK STOVE
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Obedience to the Law of the Giant
The Portland Railway Light and Power ure in talking to about 5,000 pupils in the

Co., of Portland, Oregon, has the lowest acci- six grammar schools and the Lincoln and
dent account of all the large electric railway Washington high schools and every day it
companies on the Coast. This is due to becomes more interesting to me as I see
various policies adopted by the company, the deep interest taken by the boys and girls
among which is a unique educational cam- in the plans we have for making our beautiful
paign carried on in the public schools. The City of Roses known also to the whole
claim department of the company keeps two world as the Champion City of Safety for
of its 'claim investigators busy with a series Life and Limb.
of lectures to the students of the schools teaching A few days ago I went into the Public
them the ways and means to avoid accidents Library and I saw a special shelf filled with
from street cars. The idea of the lectures familiar books. It was another mute re -
originated with Mr. B. F. Boynton, claim minder of the recent passing of one of our
adjuster for the company, and was further greatest Americans-Mark Twain. I turned
elaborated by his daughter,. Mrs. Ida P. over the leaves of my old favorites when a
Newell, who evolved the plan of a safety boy-Tom Sawyer and .Huckleberry Finn,
league among the school children. The lec- and out of the covers peeped the girl Becky
tures are first given in the schools of Portland Thatcher and Willie Harper and Huck and
then league pledges are passed around for the Tom-and at once I was struck with the
students to sign, one of which is here repro- awful difference there was between the lives
duced. Then each member is given a Safety they lived so years ago and the life we live
League pin. Naturally the League and its today. Theirs was the simple, natural life;
object and the lectures themselves are talked ours the life of activity and multiplied in -
over at home and the result is that the grown- vention. They saw only a slow moving
ups become interested (and really fathers and Mississippi steamer or a raft floating down
mothers and big brothers and sisters can stream. We have a hundred lightning -like
profit as much by the. lectures as anyone). servants on every side.
Thus a very effectual work is
being carried on which will PORTLAND SAFETY LEAGUE

prevent the loss of many lives SLOGAN: "Portland, the City of Safety"
and many a little leg or arm

ac""
DATE

will be saved. Every reader
of the Junior Department TEACHER GRAD,

should read and remember the MEMBER'S PLEDGE

SZm ,//,le directions which are I pledge myself to do all I can to save life and limb by preventing accidents in connection
L' with street can, automobiles and other moving objects, by

given in the lecture which! (1) Using care for myself in not playing on dangerous streets, crossing in front of moving
tan, crossing behind an without looking out for danger on the other side; jumping on or off

follows. Editorial Note. moving cars; standing on car platforms; putting lands, arms or shoulder. out of open windows,
land by never picking up or touching a wire hanging low or lying on the ground.Girls and Boys: I appre- ((2)) By doing all f an to prevent others from doing the dangerous things named above.

ciate this chance to come be-. (3) I will wear the SAFETY LEAGUE pin, try to attend the vacation rallies,and work
to make Portland known all over the world u the City of Safety as well as the r'ty of Roses.

fore such an audience. Dur-
ing the past two weeks I have 1.a 1eaued
had a like privilege and pleas- Hunk Issued ADDRESS

NAME AGv
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Another picture drawn by a New York
newspaper man came to my mind and I
said I will contrast the old life with the new.
It is said, by way of showing how rapid our
progress in invention has been, that at the
recent Fulton Celebration in New York that

On All Sides He Heard the Honking of Autos

Old Father Knickerbocker came back to
New York on the Clairmont-Robert Fulton's
first steamboat. They wouldn't let him go
ashore for it wasn't safe to have the old man
face the dangers of the New Day, but still
husky and independent he jumped over-
board and started to swim ashore. As he
struck out he came face to face with a fast-
moving steam yacht-on the other side a
couple of motor speed boats barely missed
him and a silent electric launch came up
behind. Frightened for his life he dove
under the water only to face the glaring
eye of a submarine. More dead than alive
he reached shore and started up Broadway.
It was night. A million lights blinded him
-on all sides he heard the honking of autos
and ringing of gongs. A sightseeing auto
came around a corner, a string of electric
cars kept going by, an auto ambulance came
from another direction, fire and police patrols
were wt'zzing past and in the midst of this
the Old Man could think of only one thing
-he looked up to pray, but just in. time to
see that a propeller had broken on an aero-

plane and it was coming straight for him.
There was only one possible way of escape
and he took it. A manhole was open in the
street and he jumped down in it and just
at the right time to land in front of a subway
express going 6o miles an hour.

Now this is exaggerated but it has truth
as its essence. The times have changed
and we must change with them. Mark
Twain said that when he went to school he
had only two teachers and as was the custom
in his day he gave them both nicknames,
and it is from those teachers and their
names I want to bring the lesson he learned.
He said that one of the teachers he didn't
like, because she was always marking him
down in his lessons-the other was his
favorite schoolmarm. The first one he
called "Honesty"-because it was the best
policy to do so, whatever his private opinions
were-and the favorite schoolmarm he called
" Experience" because she was such a
"dear teacher."

We want both Honesty and Experience in
our school. We want to be honest with you
in this matter of preventing accidents and
so we come with the results learned. from Ex-
perience. All education is simply that one
thing-experience and the deductions from
it. I do not want you boys and girls to
learn the lesson that if you put your hand
in the fire it will be burned. If I see you
drink a glass that I know contains poison,
or if I see you in deep water drowning,
what should I do ? I am not a man if I
do not do all in my power to save you, but
we want something better than that-some-
thing better than Carnegie medals. We
want to do away with the need of your getting
into such danger. We want to see every
school boy and girl in Portland doing the
same thing. Ten years ago Bands of Mercy
were started all over the country to prevent
cruelty to animals-today that is not needed
for we have all learned the lesson. I believe
with all my heart that now is the time to
have an American League of Safety made
up of school boys and school girls -5o
Portland Bands of Safety, organized to pre-
vent accidents on and off the street cars,
by automobiles and a dozen other growing
dangers. What I say today may form part
of the material for compositions for prizes
as well as good memory tests. The Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company is
instituting a contest in all the grades of all
the schools-grade against grade-and so
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soon as the plan has been perfected you are
invited to join this League of Safety and
enter the contest. Those who are too young
to write the composition may be asked to
tell to your teacher or some one appointed

Don't Cross in Front of an Approaching Car

for that purpose what the man said about the
Greatest Giant the world has ever known,

so remember you have your part.
When I was a little boy my favorite hero

was Jack the Giant Killer-I believed in
giants then-great, powerful, unseen. Then
I grew older and said I didn't believe in
giants any more, but today I want to tell
you that I know there are Great Giants. I
have met them and watched them work,
and the greatest of these Giants we call

Electricity. We don't know what it is, but
it is everywhere-in the rivers-in coal and
wood-in the clouds. The difference today
is that it is no longer " Jack the Giant Killer"
but something better. It is " Jack, the
Giant Harnesses," " Jack, the Giant Mas-
ter." I know the Giant and I know some
of the men who have mastered him and
made a powerful servant of him. Some of
them are here in Portland, and if you want
to you can see this Giant working on all
sides of you. He pulls your heavy loads, he
carries you on the cars, he makes your shoes,

your clothing. He lights your school and

streets so that the old time .light is like day,
and in some homes he does the cooking, runs
the sewing machine, does the washing and
ironing and a thousand things besides. He
is a pretty good friend but he is still treacher-
ous and cruel and mighty to destroy if you
cross him. Harnessed ? Yes, but you touch
the harness and he crushes your life out or
tears off a limb.

My business calls me very often to scenes
that are enough to make any one turn gray.
A short time ago I went to the place where a
man crossed the Law of the Giant in getting
on a car when it is in motion. - His car will
carry you safely if you obey his rules, but
this man tried to swing on and lost his hold
and the chariot wheels of the Giant took
off his arm and two legs, and he was dead.
But three months before, near the same spot,

a similar accident happened. A boy was
playing tag and ran right in front of the
hurrying wheels and he goes through life

on one leg and a crutch. But last Friday
a school boy on the other side of the river
jumped from the steps of the car and started
around the back end. Another boy who
had jumped off the front end and saw the
other car coming yelled a warning to the
two boys who got off together. One heeded
and the other ran in front of the moving
car when it was almost on top of him. No

Don't Cross Immediately Behind a Passing
Car

motorman and no invention could have
saved the boy from getting a broken leg,
and as I saw him yesterday being taken on
a stretcher to the surgeon-with his pale,
drawn face-I thought how easily it might.
have been prevented.

Do you know that experts say that no less
than 98 per cent of accidents are preventable?
That the tens of thousands of lives and limbs
sacrificed yearly to the modern Juggernauts
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Don't Play Near Fast-moving Vehicles

need not have been lost if care and caution
had been exercised? The time has come
that it must be stopped. We cannot afford
such slaughter from moral, from social, from
common sense business grounds. A hundred
and twenty-five millions of dollars annually
mean nothing compared to the countless
heartaches of those injured, and their
parents and friends as well. They talk much
of the conservation of forests and waterways
-better that we should conserve life and
limb.

The way is simple-use your head, your
hands and your feet. The old railroad
signal " Stop-Look-Listen" is a good one
yet. It takes control to stop your feet-it
is easier just to go on. It takes trained eyes

Don't Jump Onto a Car that is Moving

to see a thing right-trained ears to hear dan-
ger coming.

RULES OF PREVENTION
It is a fact that men and boys get hurt

getting on street cars-women and school
girls in getting off the cars. There are
exceptions to every rule, of course.

Now, personally, I believe there ought to
be a law-an ordinance-against any one
getting on a street car while it is in motion.
Of course, some people will spit in cars and
public places, but most, people will not, and
the same applies to such a law of safety.
I think it should be made just as plain that
it is an offense against the public for persons
to risk breaking
their necks in
jumping off cars
as the innoc nt
public alwa s
suffers when .,.i
accident happens.
But we have not
reached that point
of prohibition and
prevention yet.

Rule I. Don't
cross a track in
front of an' ap-
proaching car.
The car runs on
those two ribbons
of steel. You have
all the rest of the
street. Your eye
may deceive you.
It says there is
plenty of ti.ne-
the car is a half block away-you have
done it a thousand times. Don't believe
such an eye. It is the good swimmer that
is often drowned -it is the man who shoots
that didn't know the gun was loaded. Con-
ceit has killed its thousands.

Rule 2. Don't cross immediately behind
a passing car, or one that has stopped at a
crossing without giving any possible danger
on the other side a wide berth. It may be
an automobile or a motorcycle or another car.

Rule 3. Don't play on or near the street
car tracks or in the road where any fast
moving vehicle runs.

These three simple rules are the Law cf
the Street. I will give you four as short and
as simple for the Law of the Car.

Rule 4. Don't jump on a car that is
moving. I know what a. temptation it is,

Don't Step Off from a
Moving Car
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boys-and
sometimes,
girls, too-but
if you will be
safe, "don't."

The power
of habit is hard
to break, but
possibly the
worst power for
evil in this
worid is the
power of
example to
others. You
may have nim-
ble feet, but
how about the
other girl or
boy watching you do it. If he or she
should be up in the hospital next week you
may be, indirectly, one of the causes.

Rule 5. Don't step, or walk, or jump off
a car step when the car is still moving, and

this brings me to the
s,r one thing especially that

I would have you re-
member and take home
to your mothers and
sisters. I know it has
become a stock joke like
the mother-in-law, but
it is a most serious fact
to thousands of women.
If no other point is re-

(" `
P

membered we are well
J repaid for giving up

\some of our business
time to these little talks.
You can say that a re-
presentative of the Port-
land Railway said that,
after long and patient
study, we had at last
discovered the reason a
woman gets off a car

backwards, like a Chinaman. Now, under-
stand me, there is no reason under the sun
why a Chinaman should get off a car back-
wards except that he does everything the
opposite way, but there is a reason why a
woman invariably takes hold of the wrong
handle and gets off a car backwards, and
it is so simple that any girl or woman can cure
herself today by taking my free prescription.
I have been watching school girls and work-
ing girls and women for some months, and

Don't Ride Where a Sudden
Lurch Will Throw you Off

Don't Hang Out of
the Window

what I say is a scientific fact. The reason
a girl and a woman gets down and off back-
wards is because she has ho left hand to use.
It is busy carrying the bundle, the purse, the
umbrella or the school books that should
be shifted to the right hand. Shift and you
can't get off wrong. That is, if you face
front. To walk off straight is almost as bad
as backwards. Just change the parcel to
the' right hand and you will save half the
minor accidents to women.

Two smaller rules of the car are: (6)
Don't ride on the platform where a sudden
lurch of the car may throw you out. The
painful accident a few months back to the
nurse here on the east side would not have
happened had she remained inside the car.
(7) Summer is almost here. Everybody likes
air. The windows are open or the cars are
open. Dop't stick your heads and hands
out the windows or side, as passing wagons,

"automotiles, etc., may cause painful injury.
'I he last rule is neither of the car nor the
street-it is of the Wire.

DO NOT TOUCH A WIRE
After a storm or some accident to the wires,

one of them may drop. To cross the Giant
then means death or
suffering. I know a
case where a boy in
a nearby city saw a
chance to swing in
the woods and he
swung on a wire that
was hanging down,
and he lost his right
hand, and he can't
play base ,ball, or
other things, now or
when he grows up.
A little boy cutting
across a lot saw a
nice clean wire and
he said to his little
sister, "I'm going to
take it home for
mamma for a clothes
line," and he ran to
pick it up and his
sister saw him drop,
and her love made
her run to help him, and as she touched
him her life was destroyed-by the Giant
in the wire.

A safe rule of the Wire is this: Every wire
you see is a live one. It may not be, but
consider it so. My grandfather gave me

Don't Touch a Wire
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a safe rule once when I asked him how I
could tell toadstools from ,mushrooms, and
you can apply it to any wire you see. He
said, "The only way for you to tell if it is
a toadstool is to eat it. If it kills you it is,
and if it doesn't, it isn't." Today every wire
I see looks suspicious-it is a deadly toad-
stool to me.

YOU OWE IT TO BE CAREFUL
In closing; let me say that you owe it to

a lot of people to be careful and prevent
accidents to yourself and to others.

You owe it to your fathers and mothers
and brothers and sisters, for you make
them suffer with you when you get hurt.

You owe it to your school and your teachers,
for when you go to the hospital or are sick at
home you are getting behind in your lessons.

You owe it, I believe, to the motormen
and conductors. They are human. They
are serving you the best they can. You get
hurt and it hurts them.

You owe it to the great traveling public.
We must travel, and, if you get hurt, you
stop all the business-all the wheels-and
a hundred, perhaps a thousand, persons are
delayed until the facts are found out. It
is worse than bridge waits sometimes.
Then doctors and investigators and a score
of others are kept busy just because, in
your carelessness, you didn't think to do
the right thing.

Of course, you owe it most to yourselves
and your futures. You need your health
and your hands and feet, if you want to
succeed in life.

An Electrical Laboratory for Twenty -Five
Dollars

By DAVID P. MORRISON

PART IX.-CONSTRUCTION OF A WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

It is quite essential that you understand
the principle of the slide wire and Wheat-
stone bridges before you attempt to operate
them in making measurements of resistance,
hence it would he best to study briefly their
fundamental principle.

The slide wire and Wheatstone bridges
are nothing more than special forms of a
divided electrical circuit and if you have
an understanding of the relation of the
various electrical quantities associated with
the divided circuit the operation of the
bridge will be greatly simplified. For the
benefit of the readers who have had no
electrical training the following discussion
will give you a very good understanding of
the divided circuit. Before taking up the
electrical circuit, however, it might be well
to illustrate the same conditions by the use
of a water analogy.

Let us assume that there is a pipe (P)
Fig. 88, carrying a liquid and that this
pipe divides at the point (Di) into two
branches, (BI) and (B2), and that these
two branches unite again at the point (D2).
Now it is apparent that there must be a
difference in pressure of the liquid in the

pipe at the points (DI) and (D2), or there
would be no flow through the pipes connect-
ing the two points. Two pressure gauges
connected at these points would indicate
the pressure in the pipe, and the difference in
the readings of these two gauges would he

FIG. 88

a measure of the difference in pressure be-
tween the points. If the liquid is flowing
from (Di) to (D2) the pressure gauge at
(Di) will of course have the higher reading.
Now the pressure in the pipe will decrease
as you move along from the point (Di).

Take a point (D3) on the upper branch
such that the pressure in the pipe has a
value somewhere between that at (Di) and
(D2). Now there must be a point on the
lower pipe where the pressure is the same as
at (D3). This point could be determined
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by placing a number of gauges along the
lower branch and observing their readings.
The gauge whose readings corresponded
most nearly to the reading on the gauge at
the point (D3) would be nearest the point.
Let this point be (D4). Now if these two
points are connected by a pipe as shown by
the dotted lines in Fig. 88, there will be no
liquid flow through it, due to the fact that
there is no difference in pressure between
its ends. The point (D4) could have been
determined by connecting the point (D3)
to various points along the lower branch
until a connection was made that resulted
in no current flowing between (D3) and
(D4). When these two points have been
located you know that the difference in
pressure between (Di) and (D3) is equal to
the difference between (Di) and (D4).
Likewise the difference in pressure between
(D3) and (D2) is equal to the difference

between (D4) and
(D2). Thesevari-
ous pressures will
bear the above
relation to each
other, when the
pressures at (D3)
and (D4) are the
same, regardless

of the size, Iength, form or kind of pipes
composing the two branches, because the
difference in pressure between the ends of
all the various branches' connecting (DI)
and (D2) must he equal to each other at
all times.

Bearing the above relations in mind you
can now consider the electrical circuit as
shown in Fig. 89. The two points (Di)
and (D2) are connected with two wires,
thus forming a divided circuit.

The current in the main part of the cir-
cuit divides at the point (Di), part flowing
in one branch and part in the other, and
again unites at the point (D2). There will
be a difference in electrical pressure between
the points (Di) and (D2) and this difference
is the difference in  pressure between the
ends of the two branches. Points to the
right of (Di) on either branch will have an
electrical potential less than (Di). If you
take any point on one of the branches, such
as (D3) on the upper branch, there will be a
point on the lower branch whose electriCal
potential is equal tc :' of (D3). Since
there must be a difference in electrical po-
tential between two points to produce a

FIG. 89

current in a conductor connecting them, you
can locate the point on the lower branch
whose potential is equal to that of (D3)
in the following way. Connect one terminal
of a,galvanometer to the point (D3) and the
other terminal to a wire whose free end can
be moved along the lower branch of the
divided circuit. There will be a current
through the galvanometer, and hence a
deflection of its pointer, until the end of the
wire is on a point whose potential is the same
as (D3) and then there will be no current
and hence no deflection. The point (D4)
can then be determined by placing the ter-
minal of the galvanometer where there
is no deflection. After thi§ point is located
you know the following relation exists be-
tween the pressures in the two branches.'
The difference in pressure between (Di)
and (D3) is equal to the difference in pres-
sure between the points (Di) and (D4).
Also the difference in pressure between the
points (D3) and (D2) is equal to the differ-
ence between the points (D4) and (D2).
The above relations will exist regardless of
size, length, form and kind of wires forming
the two branches of the divided circuit.

Since the same pressure exists over the
two branches and the current in any circuit
is equal to the pressure measured in volts
divided by the resistance of the circuit meas-
ured in ohms, you can see that the currents
in the two branches will be to each other
inversely as the resistances of the branches.
That is, the current in the branch of smaller
resistance will be as many times the current
in the other branch, as the resistance of the
higher resistance branch is times the re-
sistance of the lower resistance branch.
The difference in pressure between any two
points in an electrical circuit is equal to the
product of the current in the conductor
connecting them, and the resi ;.ance of the
conductor in ohms. Knowing the above
conditions to exist in all circuits and since
the current in the two parts (A) and (B)
of the upper branch are the same because
there is no current leaving the wire or en-
tering it at (D3), you can readily see the
drop in pressure over the part (A) bears
the same relation to the drop over the part
(B) as exists between the resistance of
(A) and the resistance of (B). For similar
reasons the drop in pressure over (C) is
to the drop in pressure over (D) as the re-
sistance of (C) is to the resistance of (D).
Now all -of the above relations can be re-
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duced to the following simple statement.
The resistance of (A) is to the resistance of
(B) as the resistance of (C) is to the resistance
of (D). This written in the form of an
equation would appear as follows:

A C

B D
In other words, A is to B as C is to D.
From the above equation it is apparent

that if the resistance (A) and (B) are equal
(C) and (D) must be equal, or if the relation
of (A) and (B) is known, then this same

(I)

relation must exist between (C) and (D)
when a balance is obtained.

Connect a resistance (R), Fig. 9o, whose
value is known in series, with a resistance
(X) whose value is not known, between
the points (DI) and (D2), and connect the
same two points with a piece of wire (W).
A galvanometer (G) should have one ter-
minal connected between the resistances
(R) and (X) and the other terminal connec-
ted to a sliding contact (K) that can be
moved along the wire (W). A battery (B)
should be connected to the points (Di)
and (D2). Now the contact (K) can be
shifted along the wire until a point is located
that causes no deflection of the galvanometer.
When this point is found the following re-
lation exists between the various resistances:

A R
(2)

B X
In the above equation the only resistance

whose value is known is (R) and the value
of the resistance of (A) and (B) must be
known, or their relation to each other, so
that you can determine the value of the
unknown (X). The resistance of a wire
having a uniform cross-section will vary
directly as the length, hence the relation of

the resistance (A) to the resistance (B) will
be the same as the relation between the
length of the part (A) and the length of the
part (B). Since the above relation exists
between the resistance of a wire and its
length it is only necessary to have one known
resistance in order to measure the value of
an unknown resistance. The scheme shown
in Fig. 90 is that of the slide wire bridge and
the parts of the wire (A) and (B) are called
the ratio arms, because they give the ratio
of the known resistance to the unknown.

The slide wire bridge, however, is more
of a laboratory instrument and it is not
very convenient for commercial work. The
Wheatstone bridge is based on the same
fundamental principle as the slide bridge,
but the balance is obtained in a different
way. Instead of changing the relation
between the ratio arms (A) and (B) to ob-
tain a balance the value of the resistance
(R), called the rheostat of the bridge, is
changed, the ratio remaining constant.
Fig. 91 shows what might be termed a
students' Wheatstone bridge. The two
coils (A) and (B) are the ratio arms, (R)
the variable known resistance and (X) the
resistance to be measured. 'I his bridge
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FIG. 91

can be constructed by mounting twelve
binding posts (BI), (B2), (B3), etc., on a
wooden base whose dimensions correspond
to those given in the figure. These binding
posts must be connected with pieces of
heavy wire as indicated by the heavy lines
in the figuré or they should be fastened to
strips of brass. It would be best to solder
all of these connections. The connections
of the galvanometer and the battery with
respect to the bridge have been interchanged
but the results will be the same' as in the
previous case. The resistance (R) is usually
made up of a number of coils of different
resistance arranged so any combination can
be obtained by manipulating some form of
switching device.
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All of the coils that go to make up the
resistance (R) can he mounted on a wooden
base, and their terminals connecte to
the controlling or switching device.

A simple form of switching device can be
made by mounting a number of pieces of
brass on a board, with their ends only a
short distance apart, and then drilling a
tapered hole down between the ends into
which a tapered metal plug will fit as shown
in Fig. 92. The terminals of any coil can

be connected to oppo-
site sides of one of these
openings and the coil put
in or out of circuit by
means of the plug.

When the ratio resis-
tances are equal, the
value of (R) will be
equal to the unknown
resistance when a bal-
ance is obtained on the
galvanometer. Hence
the value of the resis-

tance that can be measured with such a
bridge when the ratio arms are equal is
determined by the maximum and minimum
resistance in (R), This range for a given
value of (R) can, however, be changed by
changing the relation between the ratio
arms. For example, if (A) is made ten
times (B), then (R) will be ten times (X)
when the bridge is balanced. With the
above flexibility it would appear that the
range of the bridge would be practically
unlimited; but the errors in the measure-
ments become greater as the value of the
ratio is increased, the measurements being
the most accurate when all the arms are as
nearly equal as possible. In the commercial
Wheatstone bridge the ratio resistances, the
rheostat, the galvanometer, contact keys and
oftentimes the battery are all contained in
one case, thus making it a very portable
form of bridge. A diagram of the connec-
tions of a simple form of bridge is given in
Fig. 93. The ratio arms each consist of
three independent coils arranged so that
they can be switched in or out of circuit.
The various resistances in the bridge are
controlled by means of metallic plugs that
fit the tapered openings between the
metallic blocks such as (B1) and (B2),
Fig. 92. The value of the resistance in
the rheostat can be anything from .r ohm
to the combined resistance of all the coils
composing the rheostat.

FIG. 92

Two contact keys (Kr) and (K) shown
in Fig. 93 can be mounted on the top of the
bridge with one terminal connected to the
proper place on the bridge circuit, with a
heavy lead inside the containing case as
shown by the dotted lines, and the other termi-
nal provided with a binding post that can be
used in connecting to the external apparatus.
An additional binding post (X2) is provided
in the lower left hand corner (Fig. 91),
that is connected to (D4) in the upper right
hand corner, with a heavy wire. By using
this additional binding post the two terminals
for the unknown resistance are near each
other which is quite a convenience sometimes
especially if the unknown resistance has very

FIG. 93

short terminals. The construction of this
bridge would no doubt cost too much for
most of the readers and only a few would
care to take the time to build it. The pieces
of brass on the top of the bridge should all
be fastened to strips of hard rubber before
they are cut and the holes drilled for the
tapered plugs. The dimensions of the
various parts and the details of their con-
struction will be left to those making the
instrument.

(To be continued.)

Experiment with Carborundum

If you have a wireless coil try this experi-
ment suggested by F. J. Wright and Harold
Arntzen. La Junta, Colorado. Clamp a
piece of carborundum in the binding post
connected to one terminal of the secondary
coil, bringing a wire from the other secondary
terminal against the other side of the min-
eral. On operating the coil, instead of the
current going through the carborundum as
was expected, it jumped around it, lighting up
in a manner similar to a Geissler tube. 'l he
experiment was made in the dark.
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About Wireless Legislation
One of these days legislation is going to

be passed by Congress regulating the opera-
ting of wireless telegraph instruments;
either this, or the whole matter will be
turned over to a bureau of one of the govern-
mental departments with the power of con-
trol. The matter has been brewing for some
time as all the readers of this department
know.

What has been the reason for the steps
already taken in this direction? Why are
laws thought to be necessary? A little
serious thought will make the reason as
plain as day. It lies in the fact that the use
of wireless telegraphy as a means of commu-
nication is being extended at a rate more
rapid than that of progress in the art. In
other words, every month sees hundreds or
thousands of new stations, amateur, commer-
cial and governmental, put into operation,
and nowhere near the same progress made
toward new and improved methods by which
these stations may be enabled to operate
without falling all over each other, so to
speak.

As a consequence trouble and annoyance
have arisen and each class of operators-
amateur, commercial and government-
believe that it has a grievance against the
others. From the rate at which the number
of stations is multiplying this is going to
result finally in chaos. The cry which has
arisen that the ether is free like the air and
that everyone has a right to use it whenever,
wherever and however he chooses is fallacy.
The air which we breathe is free, under
certain restrictions. It is the medium which
carries sound vibrations. Suppose then you
go into a concert hall where an orchestra
is playing. Suppose you take a tin pan and
try to accompany that orchestra in your own

way. How long would you be allowed to
use that free air in such a way-and would
it be right?

There is an obstacle in the path of pro-
gress and that obstacle is lack of regulations
-certain well defined and clearly under-
stood rules of operation which will enable
each class of operators to pursue its work for
experiment or profit without interfering with
the rights of the other classes. To outline
the policy, whatever it may be; to make
it broad enough to be individual, national,
international in its scope is a task of over-
whelming proportions and in our opinion
one which should he undertaken by the
government.

For these reasons, we say again, regula-
tion by law is almost sure to come, and the
sooner just regulation comes the better it
will be for all. 1 h readers of this depart-
ment are composed largely of the so-called
"amateur" class. Let your efforts be'direc-
ted toward securing legislation which shall
give you your share, and your share only,
of the privileges. Let Popular Electricity
Wireless Club go on record as one group of
amateurs ready and willing to co-operate
with the government to secure fair regula-
tion and not be of the class which wants
the whole earth, or rather the ether, and sets
up a howl that the government is going to
crush all the amateurs. Such only hurt
their own cause.

Suppose, now, we glance over what has
already been done toward the contemplated
legislation. The full text of the bills cannot
be given here, but enough for you to obtain
a general understanding.

On December 6, 1909, ' the Peters Bill
(H. R. 12384) was introduced in the House
of Representatives. This bill makes it a
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punishable offence to (a) originate or trans-
mit a false message purporting to be official;
(b) to emit or radiate electro -magnetic
waves of lengths between 375 and 425
meters except when communicating with an
official wireless station, and specifying the
punishment therefor. This was referred
to the Committee on Naval Affairs.

On December 17, 1909, Mr. Roberts in-
troduced a joint resclution in the House
(H. J. Res. 95) authorizing the President to
appoint a board of seven members: one
expert each from the War, Navy and
Treasury departments, three experts rep-
re9Cnting wireless -telegraph and telephone
interests, and one scientist well versed in the
art of wireless telegraphy and telephony,
this board to prepare a comprehensive
system to govern the operation of all wire-
less plants.

On January 27, 1910, Mr. Burke intro-
duced a bill in the House (H. R. 19560)
which was referred to the Committee on the
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. This Lill
embodies the filing with the Secretary of
Commerce and Labor by every station before
beginning operation a sworn statement de-
scrioing its ownership, location and construe -
.on. The Secretary shall preserve these

records and issue to each station a number
by which it shall be known and which it
shall always use in calling..

For uttering, or acknowledging the re-
ceipt, of this call to establish communica-
tion between stations (between shipboard,
between shore, or between shipboard and
shore) a wave of 800 meters wave length
shall always be used and this wave length
shall be used for no other purpose (with
exceptions to follow) and shall not continue
for more than 15 consecutive seconds, or be
repeated at intervals of less than five min-
utes. Messages shall then be transmitted
at over 900 meters or under 70o meters,
thus giving a range of about 200 meters for
callings only. However, a shipboard sta-
tion in peril may continue the calling signal
as long as peril remains imminent and no
other station in range shall use a wave
length between 775 meters and 825 meters
except to answer the call.

Successive waves in the train shall not
differ by more than 20 per cent in amplitude.

No station shall knowingly 'transmit false
distress signals.

For purposes of transacting business the
government is given exclusive use of 1,000

and zoo meter wave lengths, and no other
stations may use wave lengths within 25
meters on either side of the 200 or ioo
meters on either side of the i,000.

No messages received by a station other
than the one for which they are intended
shall be divulged.

The President shall have the power to
suspend all stations during time of war or
public danger.

On March 8, 1910, Mr. Bourne (for
Mr. Frye) introduced in the Senate a bill
(S. 7021, calendar No. 414) stating that after
July, 1911, any ocean going steamer of the
United States or any foreign country carry-
ing 50 or more passengers shall carry an
efficient radio -communication system and
operator, except when plying between coast
points less than zoo miles apart. i his bill
passed both houses and became a law.

On March 17, 1910, Mr. Depew introduced
a bill in the Senate (S. 7243) which has
passed the Senate and been referred to the
House Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries, where it will stay until next
session. Section 1 of this bill states that a
person, corporation, or company shall not
operate a system as a means of commercial
intercourse by transmitting to or receiving
from beyond the bounds of the State or
Territory in which it is located except with
a license in that behalf granted by the Secre-
tary of Commerce and Labor.

Section 2 says that the Secretary of Com-
merce and Labor shall determine the form
of such license, which shall be subject to
regulations established by this act and sub-
sequent acts or treaties of the United States.

Section 3 states that such apparatus while
in use be under the charge of a licensed per-
son under. supervision of the Secretary of
Commerce and Labor.

In Section 4 it is specified that to prevent
interference with messages relating to vessels
in distress or naval and midtary stations
and private or commercial stations, the
President shall establish regulations by
designating wave lengths or otherwise.

Section 5 makes interference with the
regulations of the act a misdemeanor.

By Section 6 the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor shall prescribe the form of appli-
cations for licenses.

Section 7 specifies license fees, no fee being
required for licenses for the conduct of ex-
perimental stations.

Section 8 defines "radio -communication."
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Sections 9 and 10 regulate messages re-
lating to ships in distress, and prohibit
fraudulent messages.

Section II concerns radio -communication
on foreign ships in territorial waters.

Section 12 states where trial for offences
shall be held.

Section 13 states that the Act shall be in
force on and after July I, 1911, except that
the 4th, 5th, 9th, loth, and nth sections
shall be in force four months after the pas-
sage of the bill.

On March 26, 191o, Mr. Green intro-
duced a bill in the House (H. R. 23595,
Union Calendar No. 177). This bill has
13 sections and in substance is the same as
the Depew bill in the Senate.

Finally on March 29, 191o, Mr. Roberts,
from the Committee on Naval Affairs, re-
ported a joint resolution in House (H. J.
Res 182, Union Calendar No. 17o), which
was committed to the Committee of the
whole House on the State of the Union.
This in substance is the same as Joint Reso-
lution .95 and the board therein provided
for is to submit its report and recommenda-
tions to Congress not later than the first
day.of December, 191o.

Now there are all these bills and resolu-
tions pending in Congress. They have been
talked over and talked over in the various
committees. Experts have come before
these committees and given their reports.

In reading over the proceedings of these
committee meetings the reports show that
the committees have given careful thought
to the point that restrictions should not be
made so as to crush out the amateur and
deprive the art of any service which he may
extend in the way of development and im-
provement.

Of the bills outlined above affecting ama-
teur operation there is no certainty that any
of them will be passed as they are. Con-
gress is simply working toward some equit-
able means where:iy wireless may be put
on a sound and sane basis.

It would be well for every member in
Popular Electricity Wireless Club to write
a letter to his congressman pointing out the
fact that the rights of the amateur are to
be respected in the forthcoming legislation;
show how wireless clubs and associations

are being formed all over the country the
object of which is to help bring about these
bettered conditions; impress upon him that
a law simply specifying a few wave lengths
or restricting interstate operation is not going
to better the situation, that something
broader is necessary, something sufficiently
flexible to adapt itself to the ever changing
state of the art; point out to him as many
instances as you can think of in which an
amateur has actually made a valuable dis-
covery and above all make plain that every
right-minded amateur is ready and. willing
to accept any just regulations which may be
necessary so that all may work together.

Lightning and the Aerial

It is worthy of comment that although
through Popular Electricity Wireless Club
we are in touch with hundreds of wireless
equipments we are in receipt of the first
letter telling of damage done to such an
outfit by lightning. 7 he letter is as fol-
lows:

On the afternoon of June 26 lightning struck
my wireless station located in the rear of my home,
doing damage to the extent of about twenty-fivedollars. The lightning struck the wires at the top
of the pole, following the leading -in wire to the
aerial switch which was open about a quarter of
an inch; jumping the gap it passed to the instru-
ments, wrecking them and fusing a No. 12 wire
running from the detector to the ground wire. In
striking the antenna. it broke off an insulator and
buried it a foot in the ground fifteen feet from thepole. The following day with the help of a friendI put things in order and our first move was to
install a double -throw switch on the outside of the
building so that during a storm or when not in
use the aerial could be grounded, as I do not care
for any more experience with lightning.

C. M. DAVID.
So far as we are able to learn the under-

writers do not impose an increased rate
where wireless equipments are in use in a
building because no fire loss has been
incurred on this account. However, most
inspection bureaus enforce rules in this
matter similar to those of the Boston Board,
requiring a No. 4 B. & S. gauge copper
wire so arranged that the aerial may be
thoroughly grounded through a too -ampere
knife switch; ' or, instead, connect the
aerial to ground through an approved short -
gap lightning arrester.



A High -Power Wireless Equipment
By ALFRED P. MORGAN

PART V. -OSCILLATION CONDENSER

Condensers usually receive so much at-
tention when discussing wireless telegraphy
that their construction and principle are
well understood. However, in order to
make this series of articles, as far as possible,
each complete in itself and of value to the
lay reader it will not be amiss if these
points are taken up.

A condenser ordinarily consists of two
coatings of tinfoil separated by an insulating
substance termed a dielectric and  most
commonly composed of paper, mica or
glass, depending of course upon the use to
which the condenser is put. If the opposite
tinfoil coatings are connected to a source of
current having a high E. M. F. such as a
static machine or induction coil, they will
become sufficiently charged so that when
connected to a small spark gap, the current
will leap across in the shape of a brilliant
white spark. To the ordinary eye, such a
spark appears to be made up of a discharge
which passes in one direction only. But by
examining the image cast in a rapidly re-
volving mirror, it is found to really consist
of a large number of sparks passing alter-
nately in opposite directions. It seems as
if the first passage of current served to more
than empty the condenser and it became
charged in the opposite direction, that is,
the conducting coatings change their polarity.
A second discharge which passes in a re-
verse direction and also oversteps itself,
immediately occurs. This action repeats
several times but the oscillations or reversals
of current die away or become damped very
rapidly. The actual time consumed by
the discharge may take only a fraction of
a second but the frequency of the oscilla-
tions may vary from 15,000 to I,000,000 per
second.

If a piece of cardboard is perforated by the
spark from a condenser it will be found that
the hole has a slight burr on either side as if
it was formed by an object which passed in
both directions. If a card is pricked with a
pin, the burr will be found only on one side
and on that opposite to the pin.

The charge of a condenser resides on the
surface of the dielectric and not on the tin-

foil or metallic coatings. If a condenser is
charged and the coatings are removed and
tested they will not appear to be electrified
to any extent. However, upon putting the
condenser together again it will be found to
be highly charged. If a condenser which
has been charged and discharged several
times is examined, it will be found that the
temperature of the dielectric has increased.
The dielectric has actually undergone a
strain and expanded or contracted, depend-
ing whether it is glass or some resinous
body. A condenser does not store elec-
tricity but rather energy.

A condenser used to generate the electrical
oscillations for transmitting wireless mes-
sages must withstand a voltage reckoned
up in the thousands. Only a few substances
are available, commercially, as a dielectric
for such a condenser and of these hard or
flint glass is by far the best.

Where condensers of small capacity are
required for high tension work they are
usually made in the form of a cylinder or jar
having the inside and outside surfaces partly
covered with tinfoil. They are then known
as leyden jars. This brings into notice a
point which is worthy of discussion, that is,
the merits and demerits of leyden jars and
the form of condenser usually built up out
of sheets of glass known as a plate con-
denser. The former are by far the most
common but are surely giving place to the
latter in whose favor lie economy and com-
pactness.

If the condenser is built up of tin foil sheets
interposed between glass plates, it is possible
to cast it in a solid mass of insulating ma-
terial or to immerse it in oil and so eliminate
all brush discharges from the edges of the
tinfoil. Absence of brushing makes it
possible to time a station more accurately
and save considerable energy which other-
wise would be lost.

Another deciding factor in favor of the
plate condenser is the lack of blistering.
In stations paving a capacity of one K. W.
or over, the tinfoil on leyden jars quickly
becomes covered with blisters so that they
must be recoated or their capacity will be
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FIG. 51. RACK CONDENSER

so altered as to throw the circuits out of
tune.

The condenser illustrated in Fig. 51 is
the one built by the author for use with
the induction coil which has already been
described. If overworked, it will develop
blistering and brushing, but the author has
found it to operate with entire satisfaction.

It consists of eight glass plates 18 by 24
inches- mounted on a rack which perm'
of their e'!sy removal or inspection. The
tinfoil measures 12 by 18 inches which allows
a three-inch margin all around the edge.
Both si'e. of each plate are coated.

In selecting the plates take care that they
are very good glass, free from lead. Only
plates which are of equal thickness through-
out should be laid aside for use. Many
will be found which are considerably thicker
in the middle than at the edges. This is a
serious weakness, for condensers are more
apt to puncture at the edges than at any
other place and so the use of such plates
should be avoided.

Before coating the glass plates they should
be thoroughly cleaned with warm water and
allowed to dry. Cut the tinfoil which
should be very heavy, preferably No. 35
gauge, with a sharp knife and a straight
edge. Pure shellac varnish made up of
anhydrous wood alcohol and white shellac

is the only adhesive which should be used
for sticking on the tinfoil. Almost all other
adhesives will cause trouble. The shellac
may be applied with a wide paint brush
which is clean. One side of each plate is
quickly brushed over with shellac and the
tinfoil applied. Immediately roll it down
smooth with a rubber squeegee roller such
as is used for rolling out photographic
prints upon mounts or ferrotype plates. Use
great care to exclude all air bubbles. Then
coat the tinfoil with shellac along the edges
so as to cover a margin about one inch
wide all the way around. Do not coat it
for any greater distance than this or consider-
able trouble from sparking between the tin-
foil and the connecting clips will be experi-
enced. Each one of the plates is treated
in turn until all have been coated on one side
only. They are then allowed to stand and
the. other side coated when the shellac
on the first side has dried. Otherwise if
the plates were turned over while the shellac
was still wet, they will pick up innumer-
able particles of dust, etc., which will
cause brushing and loss of energy. Fig. 52
shows one of place.

The frame of the condenser is illustrated
in Fig. 53. The wood is quartered (Salt,

L4
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j
Glass

FIG. 52. CONDENSER PLATE:

which has been filled and varnished. The
four legs (AAAA) are 25 inches long and
1+ by I} inches in cross section. The side
pieces (CCCC) are 211 by 11 by 1 inches.
The four members (BBBB) which support
the plates are 19 by t1 by 1 inches. Each
contains eight grooves 5-32 of an inch wide
and 1 inch deep. The outside grooves are
located 21 inches from the ends. The others
are all spaced two inches apart between
their centre lines. The two strips (DD)
which support the connecting clips are 171
by 1+1 by 1 inches. The frame is fastened
together with dowel pins and glue.
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The glass plates are slid into the grooves
in (BBBB) and held in place by a small
wedge of wood which also serves to keep them
from rattling.

Connections to the tinfoil on the plates
are established by a set of nine adjusting

B D

FIG. 53. CONDENSER FRAME

rods and brushes. The brushes are shown
in detail in Fig. 54. They are formed out
of strips of No. 24 gauge spring brass, of
an inch thick and six inches long. The

Brush
N0. 24 GA f/GE BRASS

dj usfer
FIG. 54. ADJUSTER AND BRUSH

ends are rounded as in the illustration.
Seven of this size are required. They are Lent
until they coincide with the circumference
of a circle having a diameter of three inches.

Two small brushes three inches long
bent into a quadrant of a circle having the
same diameter are necessary to make con-
tact with the outside plates, as shown farther
on in Figs. 57 and 58. Four }-inch brass
rods 18 inches long are soldered to the cen-
ters of four brushes as in Fig. 54. The
opposite ends of the rod are threaded with
an 8-32 die to receive a small composition
knob which acts as a handle. The details of
'the knob are illustrated in Fig. 55. They
are obtainable at almost any electrical
supply house. The remaining five brushes
are soldered to similar rods 12 inches long.

Knobs on these
are unnecessary.

T h e adjusters
and brushes are
supported by nine
small connectors
shown in detail
in Fig. 55. They

ts

Dovb/e Connector
é
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are formed byeompo, f/on Knob
cutting an ordl- e -SL METAL BUSH/N6

nary double con-
nector in halves
with a hacksaw
and smoothing up the rough edges with
a file. The connectors are then sold-
ered to a long strip of brass, Fig. 56, 1- inch
wide and I -i6 of an inch thick. Four

Kno.ó

Connector,

1111111111111

'
ffi Binding

Post_

FIG. 56.

A
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FIG. 55. CONNECTOR
AND KNOB

,-Adjuster
Rod

CONNECTING STRIP

such strips are required-two for the top
and two for the bottom. They are mounted
on the wooden pieces (DD) Fig. 53, and
held in position by two or three small round .
headed brass wood screws which pass through
holes in the brass strip bored for that pur-

pose. A large
A g binding post is

soldered to the
end of each strip
as shown in Fig.
56. A hole must
be bored through
the wood and
brass directly un-
der each connec-
tor so that the

C rods may pass
through.

T h e adjusters
having a knob at
one end should
pass through the

upper strip (D). The brushes should
come between two plates as shown in Fig.
57 and make a firm contact with the tinfoil
coatings. To adjust the capacity of the
condenser it is merely necessary to draw
one or more of the adjuster rods until the
brushes no longer make contact with the

FIG. 57. ASSEMBLY OF
PLATES AND CON-

NECTORS
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tinfoil. A better idea of how this may be
done is shown by Fig. 58.

The best way to use the condenser in
connection with the to -inch induction coil
is to have all the brushes in place and use
the binding posts (A) and (B), Fig. 57, as
the terminals. When used in this manner
the plates are connected in series multiple
and are not subjected to as great a potential
as a simple multiple condenser. When used
with the transformer all the brushes should

FIG. 58. SQUARE CONDENSER
ASSEMBLED

be in place and (A) and (B) connected to-
gether as one terminal. The post (C) forms
the other. The plates are then in parallel.

The condenser illustra-
ted in Fig. 59 was built to
determine the advantages
resulting from the use of
oil immersed plates. After
considerable experiment-
ing it was decided that
the "rack" condenser just
described was perfectly
suitable and gave excel-
lent results as long as it
was not overworked.
Whenever in an attempt

FIG. S9 to increase the transmit -
OIL IMMERSED ting range it was forced,

CONDENSER brush discharges at once

FRAME

commenced which normally did not take
place.

Four units similar to that shown in Fig.
59 were built to form the complete
condenser. Each one has approximately

FIG. 6o. CONDENSER UNIT

twice the capacity of one of the plates
forming the " rack" condenser. The
containers are rectangular glass battery
jars, measuring 24 by 8 by 12 inches inside.
There is apparently no standard for such
jars, each manufacturer of storage batteries
using his own size. In case it is impossible

FIG. 61. CONDENSER CONNECTIONS

to secure jars of the dimensions mentioned
above, others may be used providing that
the conducting coatings are arranged and
cut so as to furnish the same amount of
opposed siirf ace.

Each unit contains eight plates, II
inches long, which are just wide enough to
slide into the jar when a strong rubber band
is placed around them. The conducting
coatings which number nine to a jar are
cut out of thin sheet copper. They are six
inches wide and nine inches long, irrespec-
tive of the lug at one corner. This allows
approximately a one -inch margin on all
sides of the coatings. The units are as-
sembled as in Fig. 6o so that the lugs on
alternate coatings come at opposite corners.
The plates are bound firmly together by
means of three large rubber bands. The
lugs are bent down at right angles and a
hole bored through into which a to -24
machine screw may be passed. The screw.
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passes through the base and into the bottom
of a large binding post on the cover. The
cover is a piece of hard rubber by 3¡ by
nine inches.

The jars are poured full of boiled linseed
oil until the plates are well covered. The
four units are all placed in multiple when
used with the transformer and in series
multiple in connection with the induction
coil. Fig. 61 shows the connections

(To be continued.)

Chicago Wireless Club

Meetings of the Chicago Wireless Club
are held on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month in Room 74, Auditorium
Building, at 7:3o p. m. A talk bearing upon
wireless telegraphy is given at each meeting
and is usually illustrated by chalk drawings.

The Club was organized Dec. 12, 1908,
with a membership of 94. Officers: R. C.
Dickson, president; John Hair, vice-pres.;
H. S. Ayers, treas.; E. W. Muellner, corre-
sponding secretary; Seldon Stebbins, re-
cording secretary. Motto: "Let us all be
one." Secretary Muellner, 6603 Langley
Ave., is desirous of getting in touch with
persons interested who live within a ra-
dius of 200 miles of Chicago.

WIRELESS QUERIES
Answered by A. B. Cole

 Questions sent in to this department must
comply with the same requirements that are
specified in the case of the questions and
answers on general electrical subjects. See
"Questions and Answers" department.

Long Distance Equipment; Rewinding
Receiver; Fixed Condenser

Questions. (A) What instruments are needed to
receive Soo to óoo miles with an aerial consisting
of 4o wires, 5o feet high at one end and 7o feet at
the other? (B) What size ground should be used
with above instruments? (C) What size and how
much S. S. C. wire would be required to rewind
a 75 -ohm telephone receiver to 1500 ohms? (D)
How can I make an efficient fixed condenser of
4x5 glass plates and tinfoil?-A. R. P., Sterrett,
Okla.

Answers.-(A) Perikon or silicon detec-
tor, either straight coil or variable coupling
tuner, good variable condenser, and a good
pair of 50o -ohm wireless receivers.

(B) A gas or water pipe will do for a
ground. connection, and if neither of these

is available, a sheet of copper or zinc may
be buried six or eight feet below the surface
of the earth in as damp a spot as you can
find. The surface of the sheet should be
not less than 25 square feet.

(C) Since the bobbins of various tele-
phone receivers are of different sizes, we
cannot say. Probably, however, the size
of wire best suited to your purpose is No. 46,
of which ounce will be required.

(D) In the series of articles on "High
Power Equipment" a description will be
given of an efficient plate conaenser, which,
we believe, will answer your question very
well.

Spark Coil on rro Volts
Question.-I understood from your answer to

E. S. G., page 45 this volume, that a spark coil
could be operated direct from a ro -volt, a. c.
circuit by screwing down the vibrator. I cannot
make it work. When I close my switch a second
I blow the fuse. When I put a i6 -candle -power
lamp in series I get no spark, though my coil is
built to give a one -inch spark. What is the trouble.?
-H. D., JR., Bergen Beach, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Answer.-No doubt the reason that your
fuse blew is because the carrying capacity of
the fuse was too small. We have connected
one -inch coils as described, and they have
run without blowing a ten -ampere fuse. It is
never a good plan to operate a coil on r10
volts, whether in series with an electrolytic
interrupter, or direct connected to the mains,
if the coil was designed for battery power.
We have seen more coils damaged by this
procedure than by any other means, and we
never recommend doing this. When you
screw down the interrupter, and run the coil
direct on rro volts, it is running as a trans-
former of the open core type, and it is very
inefficient. A short flame will be produced
at the secondary terminals, but the current
consumption will be high. On the other
hand, if the coil is connected in series with
an electrolytic interrupter, the current con-
sumption is also high, and the high potentials
produced in the secondary winding as the
current is made and broken by the interrupter
are exceedingly dangerous to the insulation
of the secondary. An example of the in-
efficiency of this combination is shown by the
fact that the ordinary cheap electroyltic
interrupter connected in series with a coil
requires at least zo amperes, or about two
K. W., for its proper action. Since good
one -inch coils should not consume more
than it amperes at 6 volts, or about r-ioo
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K. W. it is not surprising that some coils are
damaged by careless owners.

In your second instance the resistance of
the lamp was too high.

Tuning Coil Wave Length; Potentiometers
Questions.-(A). Does the wave length increase

as the diameter of a tuning coil decreases? (B)
Is a graphite rod potentiometer better than German
silver wire? (C) Give dimensions of an IS per
cent German silver wire potentiometer having a
resistance of 300 ohms. (D) When building a tun-
ing coil as described in the January, 1910, issue
would doubling or trebling the dimensions increase
the wave length proportionately ?-M. R. R., Mer-
chantville, N. J.

Answers.-(A) The wave length to which
the tuning coil will respond varies approxi-
mately as the square of the diameter.

(B) We believe that the latter is as effec-
tive as the former.

(C) 167 feet No. 3o single cotton covered,
wound on to inches of a wooden core 12
inches long and one inch in diameter.

(D) Yes, as pointed out in Question (A).

Connections of Receiving Instruments;
K. W. Transformer

Questions.-(A) Please show diagram for connect-
ing two tuning coils, both double slide, one having
620 meters and the other 140 meters, fixed and
variable condensers, potentiometer and battery,
silicon and electrolytic detectors, former to be used
with or without battery and with 300o -ohm re-
ceivers. (B) Would my receiving radius be in-
creased by using a perikon detector? (C) What
would be the sending distance of a I k. w. trans-
former, helix, condensers, etc., presuming sensitive
apparatus at the distance station and fairly level
ccuntry with favorable atmospheric conditions?
-E. R. L., Pittsburg, Pa.

CONNECTIONS OF RECEIVING INSTRUMENTS

Answers.-(A) See diagram. To use
without battery move the slider of the po-

tentiometer to the end of the resistance rod
corresponding to no voltage.

(B) Your receiving radius might be in-
creased as much as ro per cent, depending
on the quality of the zincite of the perikon
detector.

(C) The average transmitting distance of
this set would be about 3o miles under the

'above mentioned conditions.

Looped Aerial and Connections; Anchor Gap
Questions.-(A) Please give diagram 'showing

how to connect a looped aerial, antenna switch, de-
scribed in May, 1910, issue, fixed condenser, re-
ceiving transformer, silicon detector, double head
phones. (B) Also show connections for two-inch
spark coil, anchor gap and helix with same aerial.
(C) How is an anchor gap made?-H. A. T.,
Artesia, Cal.

(A), (B) See diagram.
(C) An anchor gap may be made by

mounting on a base three double screw
binding posts, such as are used on the small
zinc spark gaps. These posts in an anchor

LOOP AERIAL AND CONNECTIONS

gap are generally mounted i ao degrees
apart, so that the ordinary zinc rods, as
used in the zinc spark gaps, meet at the
center of a circle drawn through the binding
posts. An anchor gap with three such rods
meeting at a point is generally used in con-
nection with a loop aerial. If the gap is to
be used with a straightaway aerial, an ordi-
nary zinc spark gap will do very well as an
anchor gap.
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Use of this department is free to readers'of Popular Electricity, but atten-
tion will not be given to questions which do not comply with the following
rules: All the questions must be written in the form of a letter addressed to
the Questions and Answers Department and containing nothing for the
other departments of the magazine; two -cent stamp must be enclosed for
answer by mail, for space will not permit of printing all answers; the. full
name and address of the writer must be given.

Polarity of Induction Coil; Grounding of
Lightning Arrester

Questions.-(A) How can I tell which 'is the
positive pole or electrode of a high -frequency in-
duction coil? (B) Is it safe to ground a telegraph
lightning arrester to a gas fixture ?-J. R. H.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Answers.-(A) If a disk be used as one
terminal of an induction coil capable of
giving a spark across an air gap, and a ball
be used for the other terminal, the polarity
of the terminals may be determined from

°illillVüiid'

POLARITY OF AN INDUCTION COIL

the behavior of the spark. At the top is
shown path of the spaik when the ball
electrode is positive, and at the bottom its
action when the disk is positive.

Another way to determine the polarity is
to use fine iron wire for the electrodes.
With a short thick spark the wire attached
to the negative electrode becomes very hot
and may fuse at the end.

(B) No.

Making Fuse Wire
Question.-Will you tell me what metals are

used in making fuse wire and how it is done?-
W. T., Kenova, W. Va.

Answer.-Lead containing a certain per-
centage of tin is used for fuses on account
of the low temperature at which it melts.

Tin fuses at 235° C. and lead at 325° C.
Fuse wire is not drawn like ordinary wire
but is squirted under pressure after the
method used in making incandescent lamp
filaments. The dies used are long enough
so that the fuse wire' on emerging is suffi-
ciently cooled to retain its form.

To Prevent X -Ray Tubes from Breaking
Question.-Kindly advise me how to prevent an

X-ray and Crooke's tube from breaking; I- have
just ruined one of each. The former was

melted at one point and the air admitted. How
long can they be operated? Must you stop when
the cathode becomes red hot?-F. J. R., San Jose,
Cal.

Answer.-In answer to your question
concerning the life of an X-ray tube, or a
Crooke's tube, as all X-ray tubes are Crooke's
tubes, it is impossible to know just how
long , tube will last, but there are several
factors upon which its life. depends. If your
tube and the generating apparatus are
properly adjusted, the target should not be-
come red hot while being used for treatment
purposes, but if you send a good deal of
current through it in taking a picture it will
produce enough heat at this point, as the
result of the bombardment of the cathode
stream, to make it become red hot.

If the current is still sent through, finally
enough heat will be evolved to melt some
portion of the tube. The heavier the target
the greater the amount of current the tube
will take without heating up.

In all probability you have too light a
target for the apparatus you are using, or
the material employed in the target is not up
to grade. With proper apparatus the tube
will stand sufficient current to enable you to
get a picture before it has become too hot to
endanger the tube. If the apparatus gener-
ates so much current that it heats the tube
before this takes place, the only remedy is
the purchase of a tube with a very heavy
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target, such as is made for the heaviest
coils. A tube which is punctured may be
repaired, and all of the tube factories do this
work.

Therapeutic Solenoid
Question.-Please give instructions for building

a solenoid for therapeutic purposes.-C. H. M.,
Sandusky, Ohio.

Answer.-To build a solenoid in the form
of a cage to be used for the administration
of the D'Arsonval current by the method of
auto -condensation it is necessary to use about
number four or six copper wire. It need not
be insulated but must be solid copper wire.
The best results are obtained when the
length and size of wire are properly adjusted
to the capacity of the generating apparatus.

'I he easiest way to construct one of these
solenoids is to make a collapsible one. The
coils of the spiral should be about three
inches apart, there. ore, in making. a six-
foot solenoid, there should be approximately
24 turns of wire. The solenoid ought to he
from three to four feet in diameter so that
the it come
contact with the wire. For one three feet
in diameter it would take about 25o feet of
wire. This should be wound around a
drum of that size and allowed to remain
there for a few hours so that it will retain
its shape, when it is removed and cotton
belting is sewed on in strips running length-
wise of the solenoid and about four inches
apart, while the turns of wire are kept at
a distance of three inches from one another
as stated above. If these strips of belting
are sufficient in number the spiral will hold
its shape nicely. The upper and lower
spirals are preferably passed around a
wooden hoop or the upper one may be at-
tached to any wooden frame that will hold
it firmly. This may be suspended from the
ceiling and by means of a rope running to
the lower turn of wire, the whole may be
collapsed like an accordion or like the old-
fashioned hoop -skirt.

Another method is to construct a cage
with a sufficient number of upright posts to
make it hold its shape, the bottom part being
open. The wire is run .around the outside
of the cage as before, being held in place by
wooden fasteners or metal staples driven
over a thick piece of rubber. The whole
cage is suspended from the ceiling so that
it may be raised and lowered over the pa-
tient.

To attempt to construct a door such as is
present in apparatus on the market is too
difficult for home construction. The upper
end of the wire in the solenoid is attached
to one pole of the D'Arsonval apparatus
and the lower end to the other.

Torque; Induction Coil Connections
Questions.-(A) What is meant by torque? (B)

Why in spark plug ignition is one terminal of the
secondary coil connected to the primary as in the
diagram?-W. C. S., Biloxi, Miss.

Answers.-(A) By torque is meant the
force or pull exerted on the armature of a

7E- /7, motor which
causes the arma-
ture to revolve.
In a dynamo it
is the f or c e
whose applica-
tion causes the
armature to ro-
tate.

(B) By so do-
ing one le s s
binding post,
Sr, is required,
connections be-
ing made inside
the coil box. A
ground wire to
the engine frame

INDUCTION COIL
CONNECTIONS

is then run from Pr.

Electrolyte of Edison Primary Cell
Question.-What is the electrolyte of the Edison

primary cell and in what proportions is it used?-
G. S., Greensburg, Kansas.

Answer.-Place water in the jar of the
cell and sprinkle in granulated potash,
stirring until the potash is all dissolved and
the solution saturated.

Bunsen Battery
Questions.-(A) What is the construction of a

Bunsen cell? (B) What is the amperage and volt-
age of this cell? (C) How long will this cell last
under ordinary conditions? (D) Could it be used
to run a medical coil?-E. C., St. Louis, Mo.

Answers.-(A) See "Common Electrical
Terms Defined," July, I9Io, issue.

(B) This cell will furnish a strong current
for two or three hours. Voltage, 1.9.

(C) Requires frequent attention. Diffi-
cult to state how long this cell could be
depended upon.

(D) Yes, a small medical coil.

i
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BOOKREVIEWS

TWENTIETH CENTURY HAND BOOK FOR STEAM EN-
GINEERS AND ELECTRICIANS. By Calvin F. Swingle.
Chicago: Frederick J. Drake & Co. 1910. 153o
pages with 696 illustrations. Price $3.00.

Thoroughly revised and greatly enlarged
from Soo pages in the original edition of 19o3,
the present volume is one which the practical
steam engineer can ill -afford not to have as
a part of his working library. The worth
of the engineer in any plant is measured by
his ability to make tests and calculations
which will show where efficiency may be
made higher. The author has placed the
manner of conducting such investigations
and tests in a form to enable the average
engineer to understand how to make them.
Boilers, boiler setting, draft, stokers, steam,
evaporation tests, care and operation of
boilers, condensers, valves and valve setting
are thoroughly discussed 'while numerous
tables assist calculations. The indicator is
well taken care of in 81 pages telling how to
use it, with several diagrams of indicator
cards on engines of various types, problems
being solved for further illustration. Recog-
nizing the present status and the future out-
look for the steam turbine the various types
are described and illustrated by sectional
drawings leaving the reader with a clear idea
of this type of motive power. Gas engines,
ice machines, electric and hydraulic elevators
are given proper attention. For many en-
gineers who are expected to look after the
electrical as well as the steam end of a plant,
the 476 pages of "Electricity for Engineers"
are filled with plain, practical information
on the installation and care of electrical
equipment from the generators to the lamps
and motors-enough for a book in itself.
Each subject is followed by a set of questions
and answers on the matter considered.

A BRIEF GUIDE TO VIBRATORY TECHNIQUE (Sec-
ond Edition). By Noble M. Eherhart, A. M.,
M. S., M. D. Chicago: New Medicine Publish-
ing Company, 1910. 16o pages with Io diagram-
atic plates. Price, $1.00.

The present edition of this book has been
considerably enlarged and a number of

plates added, as well as a glossary. The
technique for treating various conditions is
brief but progressively arranged and easily
comprehended. The theory of vibration is
concisely but clearly set forth and the book
should be in the hands of every physician
employing vibration in his practice.

DYN'.MO BUILDING FOR AMATEURS. By Arthur
J. Weed. New York : Norman W. Henley
Publishing Co. 1910. 83 pages with 64 illustra-
tions. Price, paper, 5o cents; cloth, $1.0o.

This is a book well suited to giving the
amateur a working plan such that he may
without further instruction build a fifty -watt
machine. The one described weighs five
pounds and at 4,000 revolutions per minute
has a capacity of io volts and about five
amperes. The general and detail drawings
illustrating the text are good, while 14 pic-
tures show how to use a turning lathe in the
construction.

ELECTRIC WIRING DIAGRAMS AND SWITCHBOARDS.
By Newton Harrison, E. E. New York: The
Norman W. Henley Publishing Company. 1909.
272 pages with 1o5 illustrations. Price $1.50.

This is a thoroughly practical treatise
covering the subject of electric wiring in all
its branches, including explanations and
diagrams which are thoroughly explicit and
greatly simplify the subject. Practical every-
day problems in wiring are presented and
the method of obtaining intelligent results
clearly shown. Only arithmetic is used.
The fundamental principle of drop of po-
tential in circuits is illustrated with its
various applications. The simple circuit
is developed with the position of mains,
feeders and branches. They are treated as .
a part of a wiring plan, and their employ-
ment in housewiring is clearly illustrated.
Some simple facts about testing are included
in connection with the wiring. Moulding
and conduit work are given careful con-
sideration; switchboards are built up and
illustrated, showing the purpose they serve
for connection with the circuits, and to
shunt and compound wound machines.
The connections of the various instruments,
including the lightning arrester, are also
plainly set forth. Alternating current wiring
is treated, with explanations of the power
factor, conditions calling for various sizes of
wire and a simple way of o'.htaining the sizes
for single-phase, two-phase and three-phase
circuits.
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How to Be- Almost every mail brings us
come an letters from boys and young

Electrical men asking the question:
Engineer. "How can I become an

electrical engineer?" Many of these in-
quiries come from boys who say they have
had only a grammar school education;
many are from young men now in other
lines of work who would like a change, and
the title "electrical engineer" sounds well
to them; some are from anxious fathers and
mothers, seeking to select a vocation for
their sons. Almost all of these letters, how-
ever, imply almost utter lack of knowledge
as to what the title "electrical engineer"
implies, and indicate that to the general run
of people it means a man who can do wiring,
trim arc lamps, -wind armatures, run dyna-
mos, etc. Such a man is an "electrician" or
an "electrical worker," not an engineer.

In the first place it should be understood
that electrical engineering is now on as
high a plane as the older branches such as
civil and mechanical engineering. It is a
profession in the same sense that Medicine
and the Law are professions, and no one
can become an electrical engineer unless he
is prepared to spend as much time, money
and effort as he would to become a doctor
or a lawyer.

An electrical engineer in the true sense of
the word is the man who is capable of plan-
ning, executing or supervising the operation
of great electrical undertakings.

There are a great many branches of this
electrical engineering profession. For in-
stance, there are designing engineers versed
in mathematics and the principles of elec-
trical machines, whose work it is to develop
new types of dynamos, motors, transformers,
lamps, accessories of all kinds, etc., and be
ever on their guard to discover new ways
and means to bring out more.efficient and less
costly apparatus. They are mostly employed
by the large manufacturing concerns. In
ability, productive power and pay they
range over a wide field from the young man
but a short time out of college, with a good
ground work of theoretical knowledge, but

as yet with little practical experience, to a
Steinmetz, of the class of great research
engineers of long experience and great
originality who can command salaries as
great as a President of the Union.

Then there are operating engineers who
have under their supervision the operation
of great electric power plants, electric rail-
way systems, etc. They are not the men
who start up and shut down the machines
or rewind the armatures in the repair shops.
They are the men to whom the president or
manager says: "Here is a million -dollar
power plant," or, "Here is the electric rail-
way system of this icity. You are respon-
si'31e for the operation of the electrical end.
You are to see that there are no interrup-
tions to service; you are to make such and
such reductions in expenses without impair-
ing service; you are to plan how to build
up and increase this system as fast as re-
quirements make necessary."

There are construction and installing
engineers on the job where electrical ma-
chinery is to be put in and for whom the
intricate system of heart and nerves of a
great set of steam or water turbine -genera-
tors with their countless controlling devices,
network of conductors, switchboards, oil
switches, lightning arresters-all that and
more-have no terrors.

The above are only a few kinds of elec-
trical engineers, there are in addition tele-
phone engineers, electro -chemical engineers,
laboratory and experimental engineers, elec-
tric signal engineers-and many others, for
the profession has many ramifications with
room for all manner of specialists.

This in a manner suggests the type and
qualifications of the man who is privileged
to call himself an "electrical engineer."
"How shall I become an electrical engineer?"
you ask. There are two ways by which you
can attain your heart's desire, if you have
the courage and the tenacity of purpose
to spend the necessary years at the prepara-
tory work-and good average brains.

One way is by the college route, and as
time goes on and the necessity for minds
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trained to consecutive thought increases
it may be said, with very little dissenting
opinion, that the college route in the long
run is the best one, even if it is necessary to
borrow every cent of money which the four
years' course will require. Not that the
young man who graduates from a technical
school at 20 to 23 years of age is a real elec-
trical engineer, but he has received a ground-
work of theoretical knowledge and has been
taught to use his mind in a way which will
enable him to outstrip his chum who sought
the same end by a different means.

The other 'way to become an electrical
engineer is the "self-made" way, if so it
may be termed. Every electrical engineer
is not a college graduate. Thdse who de-
cry a college education as a useless waste
of time and money can point to many exam-
ples of electrical engineers who have no
Alma Mater. These men have become
electrical engineers by obtaining the same
knowledge by a different method. Each
one of them first set his mind on the goal
and went after it without the advantage of

a "professional trainer." Before he at-
tained that goal by virtue of which his
fellow men looked upon him as an electrical
engineer and entrusted their work to him,
he had put in as much time, as much study,
and had burned as much midnight oil, and
probably more, than his chum who went the
college route. If he had taken a college
course he would have more quickly arrived
at the pinnacle of his ambition :and could
have had to look back upon, all his life, the
"golden haze of student days."

So much for the "electrical engineer"-
the man who by hard effort and long ex-
perience is entitled to a position among
professional men. But the electrical in-
dustry with its billions of invested capital
requires additional tens of thousands of
men whose qualifications are lower but who
nevertheless find lucrative and agreeable
employment. Just a few examples may
be mentioned to show the great latitude of
choice. Let us note, for instance, the
variety of electricians and electrical workers
required in the telephone industry. In the
great factories where telephones and tele-
phone switchboards are made there are
first required electrical draughtsmen who
make the drawings for the various parts of
the apparatus and the complicated switch-
boards. These drawings go to the various
departments of the factory where the equip-

ment is made up by men of whom more
or less electrical knowledge is required.
The equipment then goes to the testing de-
partment where skilled electricians, look
for and remedy the thousand and one
troubles which come up before everything
is letter perfect. Then the equipment is
shipped and anywhere from a dozen to loo
skilled men are put to work for several
months to install it and test out the com-
pleted exchange. Then the exchange is
turned over to the telephone company and
under its manager are line men, wire chiefs,
"trouble shooters," etc., all having a cer-
tain amount of knowledge of the practical
working of electric currents, and it may be
added, as a proof of the fascination of
electricity-all eager for more knowledge.

The telephone is of course only one field.
There are the electric lighting field, the elec-
tric railway field, the telegraph and wireless
telegraph fields, and many others which
we can observe on every hand, 1.1l of which
require skilled electrical workers.

To those who find it absolutely impossi-
ble to prepare themselves for the electrical
profession by a special education, these
various lines of practical electrical work
offer stepping stones to the higher positions.
Many electrical workers and electricians are
able to advance themselves by constant
study and it is from the ranks of these prac-
tical men that the "self-made" engineers
come. Right at this point the correspon-
dence and trade schools are doing a great
work. They teach the working man the
principles of electricity, if he follows the
courses carefully, and help him to direct
his efforts at self-improvement intelligently.

To become an electrical engineer' at the
same time that you are earning a living at
the occupation of an electrical worker or
electrician is therefore not impossble, but
your mind must be made up to a long, hard
grind. It means that you must study out-
side of working hours. There is a certain
amount of theoretical electrical knowledge
necessary, a certain amount of mathematics,
some chemistry, a great deal of business
ability and a hundred and one other things
that enter into the composite electrical
engineer. This knowledge and these quali-
ties must be developed through personal
effort-by reading, attendance at night
schools, correspondence courses, by con-
tinually keeping your eyes and ears open
and by close application and hard thinking.



SHORT CIRCUITS
The young Scotchman never liked his mother-in-law,

and this weighed heavily on the mind of his wife, who
was ill.

Calling her husband to her bedside, she said to him:
"Sandy lad I'm varra ill, and I think I'm gang to dee,
and before I dee I want you to gie me a promise."

"I'll promise," said Sandy. "Whit is it?"
"Weel, I ken that when I dee I'll have a fine funeral,

and I want you to ride up in front in a carriage with
my mither."

Weel,' sadly responded Sandy, "I gied ye my
word, an' it's nae me that's gang back on that; but
I'll tell you one thing, ye've spoilt the day for me."

* * *

"May I see my father's record?" asked the new
student. "He was in the class of '77.

"He told me when I left home not to disgrace him,
sir, wish to see how far I can go."

* * *

"Is there any portion of the fowl you prefer, Major?"
asked the hostess, blandly.

"The left wing, if you please."
"The left wing?"
"Yes," returned the major, gazing dubiously at the

platter. "I believe it is always good military tactics
to bring the left wing of a veteran corps into action."

* * *

"Papa," said tha beautiful girl, "George and I are
two souls with but a single thought."

"Oh, well, don't let that discourage you," replied
her father kindly. "That's one more than your
mother and I had when we were married."

* * *

He made a big hit when he sent her six American
beauties and wrote on his card, "You're another."

* * *

A traveler in Arkansas came upon a dilapida` ed farm
house back of which was an orchard. In the orchard
were a number of razorbacks rushing madly from tree
to tree. Puzzled at this strange performance on the
part of the hogs, he stepped up to the old woman sit-
ting in the doorway and inquired the cause. Remov-
ing the cob pipe from her mouth she said: "Wall,
Mister, my of man, bein' deaf and dumb, learned
them hawgs to come fur their feed when he pounded
on a tree. But some woodpeckers hey, got into the
orchard and the hawgs hey been plumb crazy ever
since follerin' their pesky rappin'."

* * *

Teacher-Why, Willie, what are you drawing?
Willie-I'm drawing a picture of God.
Teacher-But, Willie, you mustn't do that; nobody

knows how God looks.
Willie-Well, they will when I get this done.

* * *

She signed herself "Your affectionate knob." He
didn't catch on till she told him a knob was something
to a -door.

"Wh did-you quit coming to Sunday school
James?"

"Aw, I had to-I was losin' me standin' wid de
gang."

* * *

"Life ain't nothin' but disappointment," groaned
the Chronic Grouch.

"Cheer up!" urged the Cheerful Mutt. "Didn't
you git $50 for puttin' yer picture in the paper as
likivin's ben cured o' all yer ills by Bunk's Pills?"
$"Yes, I did. An' now all my relatifs are askin'

me why I don't go to work, now th't I'm cured!"
* * *

Brother Attix, the Brooklyn contractor, created a
disturbance. Said he had hay fever so bad he had
to sneeze every time he passed a grass widow. You
should have seen Brother Simes rubber.

* * *

A belated traveler who was compelled to 'stay all
night in a backwoods cabin down in the Little River
country in Qklahoma says that soon after the frugal
meal a tall, gaunt youth of eighteen and an equally
sallow and gaunt girl of seventeen, both barefooted
took their hats from wooden pegs in the wall and
prepared to go out, whereupon the mother, taking her
pipe from between her teeth, said reprovingly:

"Go long an' wash your feet, Levi; you and Looly,
both! Hain't you 'shamed to. go off to an evenint
party without washin' your feet?'

They obeyed, but as Levi took the washpan from a
bench by the door he said with a grumble:'

"I'd 'bout as soon stay home from a party as to
have to fix up for it."

A woman fell in love with a homely, shiftless,
brainless dub, and she,married him.

She told her friends: "He's so handsome, so ener-
getic, so clever!"

That was during the honeymoon. But after a while
the honeymoon was over. What then?

Why, she'd said the old stuff so much that she be-
lieved it herself. He proved even a ,worse mut than
he appeared to be to outsiders, but what difference
does that make? Suggestion and auto -suggestion had
done their work.

This is how God makes matrimony successful.
* * *

Ethel-Poor Harold-he has brain fever.
Bertie-Impossible. Could a worm have water on

the knee?
* * *

Little Ethel had been very thoroughly impressed
with the idea that God could see everything she did,
and that she must always be good, for He would know
every time she did anything naughty. One day she
started out for a walk and her little dog wanted to
follow her. She was seen to drive him back several
times. Finally she was heard to remark: "Spot you
must go home. It is bad enough to have God follow-ing me all the time without having you tagging
along.

1
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COM1ON ELECTRICAL TERMS DEFINED
In this age of electricity everyone should be versed in itc phraseology.
By studying this page from month to month a working knowledge
of the most commonly employed electrical terms may be obtained.

BATTERY, WOLLASTON.-A
battery consisting of a plate of
zinc surrounded by a thin sheet
of copper. Electrolyte, dilute sul-
phuric acid. (See cut.)

BELL, ELECTRIC.-Bells Iung
by electricity are classed either
as vibrating or single stroke. In
the vibrating type the armature
of an electromagnet is attached
to a spring which holds a con-
tact on this armature against
a back contact. When current is turned on
the armature is attracted, the circuit is broken
at the back contact but the hell has been
struck, after which the armature spring draws the
armature back closing the circuit and causing the
operation to be repeated. On a single -stroke bell no
make -and -break contact is provided, the bell being
struck only as many times as the circuit is closed
by a push-button or switch.

BEADED CABLE.-The wires of such a cable are
incased in wooden beads, the whole being enclosed
in a leaden sheath.

BECQUEREL RAYS.-Light rays possessing some
of the properties of X-rays. They are invisible -and
verge on the ultra -violet.

BIMETALLIC WIRE.-Wire made of steel overlaid
with copper thus providing for strength as well
as conductivity. Called also copper -clad or com-
posite wire.

BINDING POSTS.-Metal posts having holes for
receiving wires, and screws for securing the wires.
Found on cells of battery and electrical testing
instruments.

BIPOLAR.-Having two unlike magnetic poles.
Applied to motors and generators having two field
poles.

BLASTING, ELECTRIC.-The ignition of powder or
other explosives by an electric spark or by the heat-
ing of a piece of wire placed in the powder and
connected in series with the electric circuit.

BLUE-STONE.-The trade name applied to crys-
tallized copper sulphate used in Daniell and Crow-
foot (gravity) batteries:' Also known as blue
vitriol.

BORDER LIGHTS.-Lights arranged in a row in
a reflector and suspended between the curtains
above the stage in a theatre.

BOUND CHARGE.-Experiments show a state of
electrification suggesting two kinds of electricity.
Rub a glass ball with silk and bring it near an
insulated metal rod. A charge of negative elec-
tricity is "bound" on the rod nearest the glass ball
while "free" positive electricity is driven to the
other end of the rod and may be taken off by touch-
ing the rod with the fingers or a conductor. The
negative electricity is "bound" by induction from
the glass ball and remains.

BOXING THE COMPASS.-The compass has thirty-
two points designating directions. Naming these
points in order from any point called, or naming

C

the intervening points between two given points
is termed "boxing the compass."

BRAKE, ELECTRO-MAGNETIC.-A shoe so ar-
ranged as to be drawn against the face of a wheel
by the attraction of an armature for its magnet,
thus stopping the rotation of the wheel by friction.

BRANCH BLOCK.-A block of porcelain or slate
used to take off a branch circuit from a light or
power circuit, and arranged to hold the fuses re-
quired to protect the branch.

BRANCH CIRCUIT.-One of the secondary circuits
into which a main circuit is divided.

BRANCH CONDUCTOR.-One Of the wires of a
branch circuit. Also a wire in parallel with or
forming a shunt with another wire.

BRANDING, ELECTRIC.-Burning in an imprint
upon the surface of any object by pressing upon
it an electrically heated iron.

BREAK -DOWN SWITCH.-A switch so arranged
on a three -wire system supplied by two dynamos
that one of the machines can be shut down and the
positive and negative leads connected to one ter-
minal of the remaining machine and the neutral
to the other terminal by this switch, thus continuing
the service. Only one-half the former load can
be carried.

BREAK -DOWN VOLTAGE.-The voltage at which
the insulation such as air, oil, rubber, etc., used on
electrical apparatus can no longer stand the stress
and breaking down permits leakage and arcing to
adjacent material. The exact voltage at which
the dielectric strength of an insulating material
fails when subjected to electric pressure.

BREEZE, ELECTRIC.-Applied to the administra-
tion of electric treatment in which the patient
sitting on an insulated platform is connected to one
pole of an influence machine while the other elec-
trode is attached to a metallic crown suspended
several inches above the head. Numerous brush
discharges take place between 'the patient's head
and the numerous points on the crown.

BREEZE, STATIC.-The silent discharge of high
tension electricity. (See Breeze, Electric.

BRIDGE.-The heavy conductors iii a direct
current power plant connecting the dynamos in
an overhead circuit to the bus bars. Sometimes
used also to designate Wheatstone's bridge.

BRIDGE, INDUCTION.-An apparatus to detect the
presence of concealed metals. The device con-
sists of primary and secondary coils arranged like
a Wheatstone bridge with a telephone across the
circuit in place of a galvanometer.

BRIDGE, INDUCTANCE.-Synonym.-Bridge In-
duction.

BROKEN CIRCUIT.-A circuit which is open either
by disconnecting a wire, by breaking same or by
opening a switch.

BROWN AND SHARPE GAUGE.-The gauge to
which the size of wires is referred in the United
States. Its range covers 0000 wire =.46 inch
diameter to 4o wire =.00314 inch. Abbreviation,
B. & S. G. Also called American .wire gauge.
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Indirect Illumination
The Great Success

Living room, 15 x 23 feet, beautifully illuminated with two Eye -Comfort units containing 100 -watt
tungsten lamps. Every detail and color brought out with distinctness.

Who has not had in mind perfect diffused illumination with the source of light,
the irritating glare, entirely covered from range of vision.

Indirect illumination is now available-within the reach of all. It is the great
success of the lighting field.

Thousands of installations being made in auditoriums, lodge and club rooms,
stores, offices and homes.

If you are skeptical about the " Eye -Comfort System" we are prepared to lay
before you convincing proof of its charm and desirability from every viewpoint. Send
for booklets and illustrations. If your fixture dealer cannot supply you write direct to us.

Send in your plans and your problems-without expense to you our engineering de-
partment will furnish your architect, dealer or yourself with report and recommendations.

National X -Ray Reflector Co., 2Boulevard, Chicago
Do not change your present system or specify new installations without fully investigating.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Eleetrielty when writing to Advertisers.
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Electric Light
is Now Cheaper
Equivalent of 40 Ounces to the Pound Given in Light

If the butcher offered you 40 ounces of meat
for the price of a single pound-if the grocer
billed a 62 pound sack of flour at the price you
used to pay for a 25 pound sack, would it ap-
peal to you ?

In the Mazda lamp you have exactly the
same offer made to you. You can, by using Mazda
lamps instead of the old style Carbon, increase
your illumination 212 times and at the same time
benefit by the white brilliance of Mazda Light.

For those who now use electric light the
Mazda Lamp means more and better light.

For those who have hesitated to use electric
lights-fearing the cost would be too great-the
Mazda Lamp is the means of giving you the
cleanliness and convenience of electric light, at
a cost no greater than any other practical
illuminant. Electric light is the most economical
of all illuminants.

Burn Mazda light and get the most and the best for the
least money.

Buy Mazda lamps made by any of the companies listed on
the opposite page to assure yourself of best lamp value.

National Vertrir tamp Assnriation
CLEVELAND

d

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The following is a list of the Member Companies of the

NaUmtal Etertrir Limp Assuriattnnt
CLEVELAND

Call upon any of them for your lamp supplies.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO.,
Youngstown, O.

THE BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO.,
Cleveland, O.

BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY,
Central Falls, R. L-Chicago, IlL

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.,
Cleveland, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC
LAMP CO., City of Mexico

THE CLEVELAND MINIA.
LAMP CO. Cleveland, O.

THE COLONIAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Warren, O.

THE COLUMBIA INC. LAMP CO.,
St. Louis, Mo.

ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC
LAMP CO., New York City

THE FOSTORIA INC. LAMP CO.
Fostoria, O.

THE GENERAL INC. LAMP CO.
Cleveland, O.

THE JAEGER MINIA. LAMP
MFG. CO., New York City

THE MONARCH INC. LAMP CO.,
Chicago, Ill.

MUNDER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Pawtucket, R. I.

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY,
Warren, Ohio

THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.,
Shelby, O.

THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO., Warren, O.

THE STERLING ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO., Warren, O.

SUNBEAM INC. LAMP CO.,
Chicago, Ill.-New York City

THE SUNBEAM INC. LAMP CO.,
of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Can.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO.,
Warren, O.

il

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Chicago's
Electrical Show
Each year the greatest Electrical show of the season is
held in the Coliseum, which is one of the largest Ex-
hibition Halls in the world. Here thousands of people
come from all parts of the country and have ample
room to inspect the products of numerous manu-
facturers and dealers of electrical devices which could
not be so prominently displayed in any other place or
manner.

The exhibitors who have been present at this
show for the past few years and who are convinced
that it is to their best interests have already made
reservations for the next year's space. Have you?

Address

Electrical Trades Exposition Company
115 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

For our )I tit ual Advantage mention Popular Elect rieitV when writing to .--advertisers.
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Salaries Raised

Eve Month
Just to prove that we can raise your salary.
And if one thing more than another proves the ability of the International Correspond-

ence Schools, of Scranton, to raise the salaries of poorly paid but ambitious men and women
it is the monthly average of 300 letters voluntarily written by students telling of salaries
raised and positions bettered by I. C. S. Training. In one year I. C. S. trained men quali-
fied for increased earnings amounting to over twenty million dollars! These results mean
something. They prove that I. C. S. training is the most powerful force for promotion
in the world.

I. C. S. Training will help you if you have the
will power to start-if you are not counted in the
ranks of the "put it offs." Mark and mail the cou-
pon. If you have the least spark of ambition in you,
you certainly do not wish to stay at the same old
wages all your life. Some time you will wish to
secure a better position and if you do you should at
least investigate the plan for promotion that has been
more successful than any other the world has ever seen.
It puts you under no obligation to use the coupon;
it merely gives our experts a chance to explain our
Courses and our system, and tell you how they can be
adapted to your personal needs and income. You do
not have to lose time from your present work, leave
home, or buy books. Only a small part of your spare
time is required to secure an I: C. S. Training. Decide
now to secure a raise in salary; then mark and mail
the coupon-send it now.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my 
part, how I can qualify for employment or advance-
meat in the position before which I have marked X.

Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Ad Writer
Show -Card Writer
Window Trimmer
Commercial Law
Illustrator
Civil Service
Chemist
Textile -Mill Supt.
Electrician
Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Drafts.

Telephone Eng.
Elec.-Light. Supt.
Mechanical Eng.
Plumb. and Steam

Fitter
Stationary Eng.
Civil Engineer
Building Con.
Architect'] Drafts.
Architect
Structural Eng.
Banking
Mining Engineer

ame

St. and No

City Stare

For our Mutual Advantage attention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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AGENTS BOOKS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON

MINIATURE ALARM CLOCKS-SMALLER
than a dime. Sample ioc prepaid. W. H. Garner,
B. 559 South Lafayette St., Evansville, Ind.

POCKET ADDING MACHINE-LIGHTNING
seller. Agents write us. Cincinnati Specialty Manu-
facturing Co., Cincinnati,,;,Ohio.

AGENTS WANTED-TO SELL THE HI -LIFE
Storage Battery, 6 -volt, 6o amp. hour. Guaranteed
the best. Send $6.00 for Sample and Terms. Eller -
man Storage Battery Co., 5247 Wells, Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS-EVERYONE-TO WEAR AND
sell our Famous Bokara Diamonds. 'Write for free
sample offer and catalogue or send $5 for sample
scarf pin or stud, r or 2 K. stone. North-Western
Jewelry Co., 8o North-Western Bldg., Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED-TO SELL ELECTRICAL
device, used wherever there is electricity. Easy seller.
Big profits made. Hagstrom Bros. Mfg. Co., Linds-
borg, Kans. Chicago office, 5712 Michigan Ave.

AGENTS WANTED-BIG MONEY! NO EX-
perience required. Portraits, Bromides, Photo Pillow
Tops, 3oc. Frames at our factory prices; credit given.
Catalogue and samples FREE. Dept. 5 H., RITTER
ART STUDIO, Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING OUR
new gold letters for office windows, store fronts and
glass signs. Any one can put them on. Write today
for a free sample and full particulars. Metallic Sign
Letter Co., 400 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED-HUSTLERS TO
handle our attractive combination package of soap
and toilet articles --$5.25 premium with every 5oc sale.
Our Texas agent sold loo boxes in one and a half
days-profit $35.00. Write today for illustrated cata-
logue and profit-sharing plan. Davis Soap Company,
27 Union Park Ct., Chicago.

WONDERFUL INVENTION-CANCHESTER
Kerosene Incandescent Lamp burns with or without
mantle; 6 times brighter than electricity, gas, acety-
lene or gasoline at r -5o cost. Burner fits any lamp;
saves 75 per cent oil. No trimming wicks. $5o daily.
Beware of imitations. Handsome outfit furnished.
Canchester Light. Co., 26 State, Dept. P. E., Chicago.

STIX, STOCKTON, CAL.-BOOKMENDA, toe.

BULLY BOOKS; "MAIDEN WIDOW," 25c.
"Bailiff's Maid," 25c, illustrated. Catalogue for
stamp. Ross Company, 373 Dearborn St., Chicago.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS. ALL SUB JECTiS.
Write for our new illustrated book catalog. Free.
Popular Electricity, Book Dept., Commercial Bldg.,
Chicago, Ill.

SEND FIFTY CENTS FOR "THE MOTION
Picture, Its Making and Its Theater," 150 pp., illus-
trated. The Nickelodeon, 5460 Monadnock Bldg.,
Chicago.

FOUR TWENTY -FIVE -CENT BOOKS FOR
5o cents. Gouge Work and Indented
Wood -Carving for Beginners, Designing and Drawing.
Dyes, Stains, Inks and Lacquers. Sampson Publishing
Company, I140 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTIONS - BOOK
tells how to run and adjust them, explaining all gaso-
line automobile engine troubles, etc. 25c. stamps or
coin. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
GEO. N. PEARSON, Desk E., Bala, Pa.

FOR FORTY CENTS WE WILL SEND OUR
five excellent 5oc books on Tempering Steel, Making
and Fixing Electric Bells and Batteries, How to Grind
and Set Edge Tools, How to Make an Annunciator,
Small Electric Motor to be Built Without Castings, all
practical and well illustrated. Sampson Publishing
Company, 554o Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

FOUR SEPARATELY BOUND LESSONS ON
Electricity postpaid 25c, or send 5oc for lessons and
complete instructions on conducting a money -making
spare time electric business and start in for yourself.
No experience necessary. Not one dollar capital re-
quired. Satisfaction guaranteed. Simplified Science
System, Abrams Bldg., Chester, Ill.

BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED FOR 25C-
Wireless Telegraphy Made Simple, by Victor H.
Laughter. Including also "Wireless Telephone Re-
ceivers,""Construction of a Wireless Telephone Trans-
former," and "How to Make a Polarized Relay."
In plain English-fully illustrated and with codes and
diagrams. Edition limited-better order at once.
Popular Electricity Book Department, Commercial
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON

"FORMULAS FOR ANYTHING," 5oc EACH.
Procesco, 25o W. 125, N. Y.

MAKE MORE MONEY! SEE OUR AD UNDER
"Electric Material." NORTHERN SUPPLY CO.

I CAN START YOU IN A MAIL ORDER BUSI-
ness in your own home; conducted in your spare
hours; big profits; everything furnished; valuable free
booklet tells how. W. E. Foote, Box 254, Muskegon,
Mich.

GIVEN AWAY FREE-FOUR DIFFERENT
publications about the wonderful California Oil In-
dustry, to those making the request within 3o days.
Address Sagar-Loomis Co., 918 Phelan Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.

EASY MONEY-LOTS OF IT, FOR OUR REP-
resentatives. Special opportunities for superintendents,
timekeepers and all employees of electrical concerns.
Salary and commission. Write for particulars. Popu-
lar Electricity Circulation Dept., Commercial Bldg.,
Chicago.

IF YOU CAN PLACE A FEW SHOW -CARDS
in store windows displaying a book that costs only
$3.00 and calculates better than any machine, address
the inventor. G. A. Christensen, Civil Engineer, 116-E
Alpine St., San Francisco, Cal.

YOU CAN MAKE FROM $2o0.00 TO $2500.00
in addition to your regular salary under our new salary
plan. Special opportunities for employees of elec-
trical concerns, telephone, telegraph light and power -
companies, etc. Particulars free on request. Circu-
lation Department, Popular Electricity, Chicago, Ill.

WE START YOU IN A PERMANENT BUSI-
ness with us and furnish everything. We have new
easy selling plans and seasonable leaders in the Mail
Order line to keep our factories busy. No canvassing.
Small capital. You pay us out of the business. Large
profits. Spare time only required. Personal assistance.
Write today for plans, positive proof and sworn state-
ments. Pease Mfg. Co. 1185 Pease Bldg., Buffalo, N.Y.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROFITS
with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror, costs $2.00
to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for 2oc.
Send $1.00 in stamps or money order and we will send
you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS how to do it; also
how to emboss, grind, foil, gold leaf, frost chip, and
make imitation stained glass. How to transfer photos
on glass, bore holes in glass and cut skylights. George
L. Patterson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

COINS AND STAMPS

75 DEALERS STOCK ONLY. 30 GREAT BAR -
gains. H. E. Wolke, Murray Ave., Louisville, Ky.

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL

"FORMULAS FOR ANYTHING," 5oc EACH.
Procesco, 25o W. 125, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL, WIRELESS MATERIAL, tools,
rough stock, etc, Catalogues for stamp. Woodside
Electrical Shop, 38-4o Bryant St., Newark, N. J.

YOU CAN MAKE BIG MONEY RENEWING
old dry batteries; cost very small. Send 25c. and we will
send you our complete $r.00 instructions. Guaran-
teed correct method. NORTHERN SUPPLY CO.,
3451 North Hamilton, Chicago.

EXCHANGE

3o LIGHT GENERATOR COMPOUND WIND-
ing and One Steam Engine. Will exchange both for
screw cutting foot power lathe. Box 34, Tyre, Pa.

WANTED-STEAM TURBINE ONE H. P. OR
less direct connected to alternating current generator
110 volts, at reasonable price. John D. Clark, Bartow,
Fla.

FOR SALE

"FORMULAS FOR ANYTHING," 5oc EACH.
Procesco, 25o W. 125, N. Y.

FOR SALE-MOVING PICTURE FILM rc.
per foot. H. Davis, Watertown, Wis.

I. C. S. INTERIOR WIRING COURSE, $25.00.
One electric motor, 1-4o H. P.; one static machine
and a ra-pint Leyden jar. Roy Sloyer, 206 W. Cedar
St., Boyne City, Mich.

I BUY AND SELL ALL KINDS OF MANUFAC-
turing machine shop equipments, dismantle whole
plants. Fred. C. Dickow, 31 So. Desplaines St.,
Chicago.

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE WE WILL SELL
jobbing foundry and Sleigh Business for $5,000 cash,
balance any reasonable terms. Beach Brothers, Ad-
ministrators, Millington, Mich.

LUBRICANTS, ASBESTOS, GRAPHITE AND
mica candles for loose pulleys and shaftings; no drip;
no dirt; economical. Swain Lubricator Co., 25o E.
Lake St., Chicago.

FOR SALE-COMPLETE SET OF CASTINGS,
with blue prints of 3-4 h. p. gasoline stationary engine;
includes governor and timer, screws, etc. $ro. Comet
Motor Works, 512 W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.

INSTRUCTIONS

STAMPS, 200 ALL DIFFERENT, FOREIGN
roc. 1,000 well assorted 16c. 3o Sweden roc. F. L. "FORMULAS FOR ANYTHING," 5oc EACH.
Z'oupal Co., Chicago Heights, Ill. Procesco, 25o W. 125, N. Y.
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INSTRUCTIONS

WILL TEACH MECHANICAL DRAFTING
for 25C a lesson. Box 625, Berwyn, Ill.

BUILD A FOOT POWER WOOD -TURNING
lathe. Blue prints with complete instructions for 5oc.
SIMPLE and PRACTICAL. S. D. Willard, Redwood
City, California.

MISCELLANEOUS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON

ELECTRIC TATTOOING MACHINES-SEND
sty:: p for price list. H. M. May, Buffalo, N. Y.

ACCOUNTS COLLECTED ANYWHERE-
Fidelity Credit Co., 8o8 Clay, Richmond, Va.

GINSENG. SEND FOR PRICE LIST. BEN
I. HERMANSON, Utica, Minn.

MAKE MONEY. SELL OUR "FORMULAS
FOR ANYTHING," at 50c each. We pay big
commissions. Procesco, 25o W. 125, N. Y.

WE CAN SELL YOUR PROPERTY-SEND
description. Northwestern Business Agency, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

RUBBER STAMPS AND NOVELTIES-
Agents wanted, send 4c for catalogues and full par-
ticulars. A. S. Mankin & Co., Alexandria, -Va.

NO HOME IS COMPLETE WITHOUT A
Self -Winding Clock. $I0.00 and upwards. Agents
wanted. Send for circular. Imperial Clock Co.,
Granite City, Ill.

BROTHER-ACCIDENTALLY DISCOVERED
Root will cure both tobacco habit and indigestion.
Gladly send particulars. F. F. STOKES, Mohawk,
Fla.

HOW TO READ MUSIC AT SIGHT. 5oc.
postpaid, or send for free descriptive booklet. Evans
Co., 42 Peoples Bank, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE TELE-
PHONE BUSINESS? Write for our premium offer.
Western Telephone Journal, Vinton, Iowa.

YOUR NAME ON 12 LEADPENCILS, 25c.
Rubber Stamp Catalogue free. W. M. Stuart Co.,
Marshall, Mich.

INCORPORATE UNDER SOUTH DAKOTA
laws. Save Expense. No franchise taxes, safest,best. Drexel Investment Co., Drexel Bank Bldg.,
Chicago.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS WITH
-ny simple zinc etching process; price, $1; specimens
pnd particulars for stamp. T. M. Day, Box E., Wind-
fall, Ind.

TEN ORE SPECIMENS-GOLD. SILVER,
iron, lead, zinc, tin, nickel, graphite, sulphur; also
interesting mineral booklet, 25c. McLaughlin. Civ.
Eng., Box 143-D, Sharpsville. Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

RUBBER STAMPS AND SPECIALTIES-BEST
prices-prompt delivery-Most complete line. Don't
buy till you see my big catalog. Free. Theo. Helbling,
708 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

SIX MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION WITH THREE
back numbers, for fifty cents. Special limited offer.
All back numbers contain strong practical articles.
Electrician and Mechanic, 1140 Beacon Bldg., Boston,
Mass.

CYCLONE DISH AND VEGETABLE WASHER.
Labor saver for women. Washes dishes clean. Ab-
solutely guaranteed. Particulars free. One Minute
Washer Co., El Reno, Okla.

MAKE YOUR OWN FURNITURE, ONE-
fourth cost. Full size patterns; complete ,siirections.
Send roc. for Hall Seat pattern. Catalogue free.
Home Furniture Pattern Company, 412 Potter. Build-
ing, Birmingham, Ala.

BOYS, BECOME PRACTICAL. BUILD ONE
of our Little Hummer steam engines of 1-16 h. p.
Engine has governor on cutoff principle, rotary valve
and adjustment for wear. Blue prints and instruction
sheets 25 cents. Castings and all material $1.5o. Pat .

Novelty Co., Box 193, Elgin, Ill.

"ABILITY," MAGAZINE
of Business Education, and general good reading, for
the progressive workers of all trades and professions.
Especially instructive and entertaining to all people.
io cents a month, 5o cents a year. Same price to
foreign countries. Stamps accepted. The "Ability"
Company, 210 Caswell Building, Milwaukee, Wis.

WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER. PLAIN
glass windows made to look like real stained glass.
Easily applied and beautifies the home. Something
new for agents. Two sheets of this glass paper sent
as a sample with catalogue in colors and complete
instructions on receipt of 10 cents. S. H. Parrish &
Co., 216 Clark St., Chicago.

MUSHROOMS AND PLANTS-MAKE MONEY
-only spare time, latest practical invention. Multiply
your crop to times (same space), modern system, start-
ing seedlings, plants, grow vegetables, flowers, MUSH-
ROOMS, all year, BY ELECTRICITY. Pure
Tissue Culture Spawn, Scientific sterilized process,
many years' experience, book free. Challenge Mush-
room and Spawn Co., 6961 Gravois Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
U. S. A.

ALCOHOLISM-SOME CAN AND SOME CAN
not be cured of the liquor habit. Mark you, it is not
a question of age or of sex, of the quantity you consume,
or how long the habit has controlled you. Let me
tell you something. The information will COST
YOU NOTHING, nor will I trouble you further with
uninvited correspondence. Address JOHN C. EARL,
M. A., 1534 Gates Avenue, Montclair, New Jersey,
U. S. A. Sole Agent for The Antol Treatment for
Alcoholism.
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PATENTS SCHOOLS

MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. .LOW $200 TO $boo MONTHLY EASILY MADE FIT -

prices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md. ting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course: Reduced
tuition. Big demand 'for opticianá. Write today. for
free "Booklet 0," National Optical College, St. Louis.

TWO BOOKS FREEALL ABOUT PATENTS
and their cosi. Shepheij & Campbell, Patent Attor-
neys, 500 D. Victor Blág., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS SECURED-INVENTOR'S POCKET
Companion free. Send description for free opinion
as to patentability. W. N. Roach, Jr., Metzerott
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU AN IDEA? WRITE FOR OUR
books, "Why Patents Pay," "roo Mechanical Move-
ments." Mailed free. F. P. Dietrich & CO.,
Patent Lawyers, Washington, D. C.

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS-INVENTIONS
gotten before Patent Office at low cost of $20. Free
booklet. Milo B. Stevens & Co., Attorneys, 8co
14th St., Washington, D. C.; 356 Monadnock Blk.,
Chicago. . Established 1864.

PATENT-ADVICE AND BOOKS FRFE
Highest references. Best results. I procure patents
that protect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
612 F. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

TELEGRAPHY, BOTH MORSE AND WIRE-
less, taught quickly. R. R. train wire and complete
wireless station in school: Big demand for operators.
Living expenses. earned. Correspondence courses
if desired. Catalogs FREE: Dodge's Institute, iCtil
St., Valparaiso, Ind. Established  1874. '

PLUMBING,. ELECTRICITY., BRICKLAYING
and Mechanical Draughting, taught' by. expert .work-
men. Short time and small cost. Positions always
open. Catalogue free. Write today. Coyne Na-
tional Trade Schools, 1692 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago.

AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL-LEARN THE AU-
tomobile business, repairing and driving, in which
you can earn good wages and have healthful and pleas-
ant work. We give a thorough and practicalcourse
in road work and repairing. For full particulars
address Academy of Automobile Engineering, 1420
Michigan'Ave., Dept. "C," Chicago, Ill.

TYPEWRITERS

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PERSONS
C. L. PARKER, PATENT ATTORNEY, EX- who are about to buy a high-grade typewriter, and

Examiner U. S. Patent Office, 912 G St., Washington, paying the high prices generally asked by
D. C., Inventors' handbook, "Protecting, Exploiting manufacturers and dealers. Any make on approval.
and Selling Inventions" sent free upon request. Catalogue, bargain list and valuable information sent

.
free: A. E. Atchison, 4125 West 21st St., Chicago.

PATENTS-H. W. T. JENNER, PATENT 4T-
torney, and mechanical expert. 6o8 F. Street, Washing-
ton, D. C. Established 1883. I make an investiga-
tion, and report if patent can be had, and the exact
cost. Send for full information. Trade -marks regis-
tered.

PERSONAL

WANTED-INFORMATION IN REGARD TO
Fred Merrill, formerly of Leadville, Colo. When last
heard of was in Ely, Nev. Electrician by trade.
Three years since he has been heard from. Address
his mother, Mrs. O. B. Squires, Twin Lakes, Colorado.

POST CARDS AND PICTURES

PHOTOS-"PRETTY GIRLS" FROM LIFE.
10 for 25c. Curtis Co., 7149 Union Ave., Chicago.

5o POST CARD VIEWS, ALL KINDS, roc.
Stewart, Box No. 619, Providence, R. I.

12 VIEWS OF LONDON OR LIVERPOOL
(carton and colored) for 30 cents. Views of streets,
buildings, etc. Address C. R. Porter, Fairfield, Conn.

POSTCARD TOUR OF CHICAGO, 5c.
15 pretty art post -cards, roc. (2 for 5c. kind). Ward,
5033 Lake Ave., Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS; CALIGRAPH, $6.00; HAM-
mond, Yost, Densmore, Williams, $10.00; Remington,
$12.00; Smith Premiers $15.00; .Oliver, $24.00; Under-
wood, $30.00; all makes on hand;. fifteen days' trial
allowed, and a year's guarantee. Send for catalogue.
Harlem Typewriter Exchange, Dept...89, 217 West
125th St., New York City.

WIRELR.SS

See what I say under "Typewriters."' ATCHISON

WIRELESS APPARATUS, CATALOG FOR
stamp. Walter W. Hartman, Clay Center, Kans.

GUARANTEED 8 INCH SPARK STATIC MA -
chine, 30 inch plates, coated with our wonderful wet
weather enamel. Price $20.00. Hertzian Elec. Co.,
3316 Ave. L., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1,000 -OHM BIPOLAR WIRELESS RECEIVERS
$1.75. Thoroughly guaranteed and extremely sensi-
tive. .002 Micro Farad Receiving Condensers 3oc.
3-16 Square Brass Rod roc a foot. Sliders, 12c each.
Send stamp for circular A. Alden Wireless Co.,
Campello, Mass.

STATIC MACHINES AND' PLATES OF ALL
sizes, coated with our wonderful wet weather enamel.
Stamp for catalogue. Hertzian Elec. Co., 3316 Aye.
L., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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WIRELESS

SPECIAL PRICES -1.000 -OHM WIRELESS
receiver, double pole, special thin diaphragm, hard
rubber case, wound with copper wire, $1.75. Leather
covered head -band, double, $1.00; single, óoc. "Nation-
al" receiving condenser, 3oc. Waterhouse Bros.,
Bourne, Mass.

WIRELESS, REMARKABLE COMBINATION
electrolytic and mineral detector, completely nickeled,
rubber base, introductory price 75c. Complete Soo
mile receiving set with above detector, $1.40. Stampfor catalogue. Hertzian Elec. Co., 3316 Ave. L.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

HELP WANTED
See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON
DINING CAR CONDUCTORS' SALARY $75-$125. Correspondence School Conductors. 50o Im-

perial Building, Chicago.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE BIG MONEY?-
Here is your opportunity, representing in your locality
large, reliable, established business house; no ex-perience or capital required. Write for free particu-
lars. Dept. M., DANIEL H. RITTER CO., Chicago,
Ill.

CIVIL SERVICE GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
are very desirable for young people. Full informa-
tion and questions recently used by the Civil Service
Commission free. Columbian Correspondence Col-
lege, Washington, D. C.

NO NEED TO BE WITHOUT MONEY. OUR
new plan gives you a chance to earn lots of money,
whether you have only a little spare time or wish to
devote all of your attention to our interests. Don'twait, but write at once for our salary proposition.
Popular Electricity Publishing Co., Commercial Bldg.,
Chicago.

WANTED-MEN BY LARGE CONTRACTING
company. Can learn trade of plumbing, electricity,
bricklaying, automobiles, in few months. No appren-
tice or helper's work and no expense. $20,000.00
contract work going. Catalogue free. United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

EARN $5 A DAY-LEARN PLUMBING-EARN
while learning by actual experience on new buildings,
which feature of instructions cannot be obtained from
any other school in the country. Tools furnishedFREE. Address MASTER PLUMBERS TRADE
SCHOOL, 3664 Finney Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

GET A BETTER PLACE?-UNCLE SAM IS
best employer; pay is high and sure; hours short;
places permanent; promotions regular; vacations with
pay; thousands of vacancies every month; all kinds of
pleasant work everywhere; no lay-offs; no pull needed;
common education sufficient. Ask for free Booklet
I 5o, giving full particulars and explaining my offer of
position or money back, Earl Hopkins, Washington,
D. C.

WANTED-RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS,
Clerks at Washington, D. C., City Carriers, and Post -
office Clerks. High salaries. Annual vacations.
Steady work. Common education sufficient. Sep-
tember examinations everywhere. Preparation free.
Write immediately for schedule showing dates and
places. Franklin 'Institute, Dept. A 56, Rochester,N. Y.

HELP WANTED

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE WANTED-Splen-
did income assured right man to act as our represen-
tative after learning our business thoroughly by mail.
Former experience unnecessary. All we require is
honesty, ability, ambition and willingness to learn a
lucrative business. No soliciting or traveling. This
is an exceptional opportunity for a man in your section
to get into a big -paying business without capital and
become independent for life. Write at once for full
particulars. Address E. R. Marden, Pres., The
Nat'l Co-op. Real Estate Co., Suite 56o, Marden
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

SALESMEN AND SALESWOMEN WANTED-
Thousands of good positions now open, paying from
$1,000 to $5,000 a year and expenses. No former
experience needed to get one of them. We will teach
you to be an expert salesman or saleswoman by mail
in eight weeks, assist you to secure a good position
and you can pay for your tuition out of your earnings.
Write today for full particulars and testimonials from
hundreds of men and women we have placed in good
positions paying from $roo to $5oo a month and ex-
penses. Address nearest office. Dept. 423, NATION-
AL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Kansas
City, San Francisco.

AGENTS Piic. Sheetcturaesl ]S 7115o.e, StereoscopME ISView, le.SO Days' ( redit. Samples and Catalogue Free.
CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT. Dept. 1408, 1027 W. Adams St., CHICAGO

MAGIC POCKET TRICK FREECatalog included, send 4c stamp
St.,

How's your Job
Alongside of His?

óooc=2:57,

You can take 4 place
He earns mighty big money-works very

short hours-and his "work" is certainly a
cinch. But, remember, he's an EXPERT
driver. Such experts earn all the way

FROM $35 TO $50 A WEEK
Let us train you right in your own home, with veryfew hours' effort on your part (while you keep your

present job), to become an expert Chauffeur, Demon-
strator, Repairman, etc. There are not, today, enough
competent men to fill the demand. A Small Down
Payment Starts You. Ask for our free prospectus
with Samples of our lemons.

We are constantly in touch with owners and garagesthat require competent men.
BUFFALO AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL

34 FranklinhStreete
Auto schoot That Comes to FA` Y.V' `I.
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VIBRATION IS LIFE!
Here are a few of the hundreds of unsolicited tes-

timonials from people who have used the White Cross
Electric Vibrator and know what it has done. it may do
the lame for you.

PARALYSIS TREATED BY VIBRATION
Upon the request of my sister, who urged me to use her great

Electric Vibrator on my son when I was thoroughly hopeless of
his cure from physicians' treatment, I write you this realm-
mondation. My eon is 16 years old, and eight months ago be-
came paralysed from the after-effects of diphtheria. He was
so badly afflicted that his arme and limbs were twisted out of
shape and was confined, all doubled up, in hie bed. Medicine
and attention did no good, and I had become discouraged in all
ways. After treating first his spine at the base and then his
limbs with your vibrator he felt such relief that I kept op the
treatment regularly, with the result that we soon had him
around in a wheel chair. Next he was going around on
crutches, and now, after three months' treatment, he is going
around with a cane and will soon be entirely cured.

312211ndiana4Ave., Chicago. MRS. C. KNIGHT.

WHAT A DOCTOR SAYS
I have received your Vibrator, and to say that I am well

pleased with It is not enough. I wish I could tell every physi.
cian just h. w bad he needs one in hie office. I am sure he
would not hesitate to place his order for one at once.

Longmont, Colo. DR. W. H. EASTER.

VIBRATOR BEST FOR RHEUMATISM
My husband rise, your vibrator for rheumatism and says he

never had anything so good in all his experience. I would not
be without it myself, as I find it Is good to relieve stomach
paine, back ache, and besides 1 continually use It for face
massage. I used to go down town for that, while now I ease
the money and the time, besides being comfortable in my own
home. MRS. S. H. BROWN,

2985 Vernon Ave., Chicago. Ill.

Read What Others Say The secret of the ages has been discovered in
Vibration.

Great scientists tell us that we owe not only our health but
even our life strength to this wonderful force.

Vibration promotes life and vigor, strength and beauty.
Vibration is one of the most marvelous curative agents known. It is the remedy

provided by nature for illness and disease. It's effects have been magical. Simple,
sure and inexpensive-it brings relief from nauseating drugs.

Here Is a Picture of the wonderful
WHITE CROSS ELECTRIC VIBRATOR,
the only vibrator in the world which combines the three great
Laces of Vibration, Galvanic asid Faradic Electricity. This is
the very same machine which has relieved hundreds of cases
which have been looked upon as very serious Read the
Letters above, then send the free coupon at once.

The White Cross
Electric Vibrator
On Free Trial!
This wonderful instrument gives yon the three
greatest natural curative forces in the world-
Vibration, Faradic and Galvanic electricity.

We want to prove to you at our expense what the great ,sa
White Cross Electric Vibrator will do for you. We want you
to actually feel its invigorating, health -giving thrill coursing
through your own body. We want you
to see for yourself how quickly it re-
moves pains and aches-what marvel-
ous results it gets. W e take all the risk.

Treat These
Diseases

Rhea nlatisnl, Headache,
Backache, Constipation,
Kidney Disease, Lumbago,
Catarrh, Scalp Diseases,
Skin Diseases. Deafness,
Weak Eyes, General Debil-
ity, Nervousness.

A Vibrating Chair Free
With the White Cross Vibrator you can make

splendidvibrating chair out of any chair. Achair
which will give you the same result, as the kind
used in the biggest hospitals and eanitari-
ums. You cannot do this with any other vibra-
tor in the world Swedish Movement right
in your own home. You can give yourself the
very same treatments for which specialists and
sanitarium. charge from $2.00 to $3.00 each.
The nervous, irritable, worn-out man or woman
will obtain quicker and more permanent benefit
from a few minutes each day in the vibrating
chair than from hundreds of dollars worth of
medicines.

This Valuable Book, "Health
and Beauty," NOW
SENT FREE This wonderful

book describes
the human body in health and disease so
plainly and clearly that anyone can un-

derstand. It tells how to get healthy and
beautiful and how to keep so. This book

tells you what vibration will do for you and
how you can get the White Cross Elec.
trio V ibrator sent right to your home
for an actual free trial.

SIGN this COUPON
pet this valuable free book at ones. No matter how

healthy you may be now, the time will come when you
may need th is book badly. It may save your

life or the life of some of your
ones. Learn all about our offer-
the most astounding and generous Poffer ever made. Don's wait. oDon't delay. Signthecoupon
Novel

LINDSTROM /p0'
SMITH CO.,
253 LaSall^ r. -eat,/

Dept. 1406 +O
CHICAGO,

ILL.

LINDSTROM
SMITH CO.,

253 La Salle St..
Dept. 1406

CHICAGU, ILL.
Without obligations on me please

Bend me free your special re-
duced price offer,free Book on Health

and Beauty, treatment of disease by
vil ration and electricity, and complete

catalog.

Address.................

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Made at the central station,
transmitted by wire and served in a

cool glass bulb. Ready when you turn the switch
-any rooni, anywhere, anytime. A clear, white light that

gives off no heat and doesn't flicker when the evening breeze comes up.
These are some of the exclusive features of electric lighting. With

general
Mazda

all the advantages of electric light
are retained and the only possible
objection-that of cost-removed.
G -E MAZDA Lamps have more
than cut in two the former cost
of electric lighting because they
produce more light on less current
than any other type of electric
incandescent.

Your lighting company will
gladly supply the number and size
of G -E MAZDA Lamps that ful-
fills your requirements. If your
home' isn't wired already, 'phone

Electric
Lamps

your electric light man for an
estimate. The Summer season is by
far the most convenient time to
have your use wired. Then
you'll be prepared for the long
evenings which will soon be
upon us.

The "Dawn of a New Era in
Lighting," tells all you want to
know about electric lighting with
G -E MAZDA Lamps. If your
lighting company's supply is ex-
hausted, write us for it.

General Electric Company
Dept 30, Schenectady, N. Y.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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-r F;1' I C COM PAIVY

On Your Piano
You have long needed an electric lamp that would satisfactorily

light the music and would not offend your taste by its conspicuous
or ugly appearance.

We have designed this attractive lamp for just this need. It lights
the music perfectly and its handsome art glass lantern screens the eyes
of the pianist from the glare of the lamp.

Federal Piano Lamp

The metal parts of the lamp are finished in dull black. The
heavy square base supports the lamp firmly, no matter how near the
edge it may be placed.

Just the lamp you have been wanting during the Summer even-
ings, when the glare and heat from ordinary chandeliers is intolerable.

Complete with Cord, Plug and Lamp, - - $6.90
Shipped direct from factory on receipt of price.

Our booklet,"Federalettes," describes many more useful and low-
priced lamps for the home. A copy will be sent free to any address.

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

Lake and Desplaines Streets, CHICAGO

I'ur our :1lutunl vantan it Ii, ii Popular El I .\d,,rti...r,
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SPECIAL RdOutionOFFER
THE DYNAMO

¶ Most unique book of the kind.

Its Growth and
Construction

Simply
Explained

BY

Joseph G. Branch, B.S.M.E.
Author of "Conversations on Electricity,"

"Stationary Engineering," etc.

Appeals to all interested in electricity.

¶ The author, who is one of the best known practical writers of the day, considers this
little work his masterpiece.

¶ It is written in the simplest and clearest language, contains no mathematics, and yet
is so practical and thorough that it will start you right in your work as a practical
electrician.

¶ Every part of the dynamo is shown in nine full page, beautifully colored illustrations,
each part being numbered, with full explanatory text in connection, so that the complete
anatomy of the machine can be seen at a glance.

¶ Through a special arrangement with the publisher, we are able to offer this popular,
useful work at a 30% reduction from the regular price as follows:

REGULAR LIST
PRICE

50c-Strong paper covers
75c-Handsome cloth covers

30% REDUCTION
PRICE
35c
52c

¶ As the number of copies we can furnish at this price is limited, those desiring to take
advantage of this unusual opportunity should act promptly. Use the coupon.

Our Illustrated Book Catalog Free on Request

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
100 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Gentlemen:-Enclosed find 35c for paper edition -52c for cloth edition-(show which) of "The
Dynamo," by Joseph G. Branch, which please send me postpaid, as per your special 30% reduction offer.

Name

Address.-_-

Town _Stale_

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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am ashamed at the number of things
around my house and shops that are
done by animals-human beings, I mean
-and ought to be done by a motor with-
out any sense of fatigue or pain. Here-
after a motor must do all the chores."

-THOMAS A. EDISON.

WHEN you remember that it is only a generation since elec-
tricity began to do any "chores," you will not think Mr.
Edison's forecast incredible.

It is only about two decades since the central distributing stations
of the big cities began supplying electricity to a handful of customers.
Today electricity is demanded for nearly every modern home, not
only for lighting but for a multitude of other uses-in heating, cook-
ing, etc. It turns the wheels of countless factories and shops and
moves cars on more than 40,000 miles of street and elevated
railways.

Think, for instance, of the progress implied in the growth of
the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago-the greatest
central station organization in the world-with an investment that
has increased from $500,000 in 1887 to $60,000,000 in 1910 and
with sales of electricity that have multiplied 40 times in the course
of 12 years.

Yet this Company is supplying only one-third of the demand
that could be developed within the corporate limits of Chicago in
the near future.

And when other facts are considered-the steady application
of electricity to all kinds of "chores," the certainty of the electrifi-
cation of the steam railway terminals within the city limits, the
apparent destiny of Chicago to become the greatest city in the
United States-the stockholders of the Commonwealth Edison
Company may confidently expect a future growth of business surpass-
ing even the wonderful development in the past. And the subscrip-
tion rights of stockholders give them a vital interest in this growth. ($'',

To those interested in getting the facts regarding Corn- ,..

monwealth Edison stock, paying 6` . per annum, we will o4j
be glad to send full particulars and answer all inquiries. . c.°,.

The stock is listed on the Chicago Stock Exchange. 4.%

') Fill out and mail us this coupon. ,.vrtii
Russell, Brewster & Company '.....

~
Memb New York Stock Exchange 137 Adams Street, ,O,

Chicago Stock Exchange Chicago, Ill. c/Io e+); 114-P 4°ata

Popular Elec.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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17 Jewel Elgin-Our Great Special $ 75
Sent Anywhere on FREE TRIAL 13_

Guaranteed to keep accurate time. Fitted in double sleek ealdfilled ease, ~rented tar 20 y
You do not pay one penny until you have seen and examined this High -
Grade 17 -Jewel Elgin Watch, in hand -engraved case, right In your own
home. You are to be the Judge. Let us send it to you, all charges
rr:Vitts yóú PAY ONLY $1.50 A MONTH
We trial every honest persaa. No matter how far away you live, or how small your salary or income,
we will trust you for a high-grade Elgin Watch, in gold case, warranted for 25 years, and guaranteed
to pass any Railroad inspection. Write lar eur hig tree Watch and Diamond Cataip. It tells all about our

LU

Easy Payment
Watches 10, 16, 12,

p (s
CO.Dept. K 685 921.98 STATE ST., CHICAGO lU.

and "O" sizes, 19, zt, and z3 Jewel, any-

BROS.
ere fr the wSeld ort

the
r one

I; ranches: Pittsburg.i'itL8arD. Pa., St.I,ouis,Mo. cent E eposit. Bend for Lords 1 ,slap Free.

Geisha Diamonds
T11E LATEST SCIEN'rIFIC DISCOVERY

Bright, sparkling, beautiful. For brilliancy
they equal the genuine, standing all tests and
puzzle exports. One twentieth the expense.
Sent free with privilege of examination. For
particulars, prices, etc., address

TEE R. GREGG MFG. & IIMPT. CO.
Dept. 18, 51719. Jacks*. Beal. CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE
GOOD AGENTS WANTED LIGHT
Bystrom Lights most up-to-date on market. Convenient as gas or
el cctricity-brighter-cheaper-safer. Endorsed by Insurance Cam.
t aisles. Burns 96 per rent air, 4 per cent gasoline. 400 C. P. light.
Costs one-third of a cent an hour. Write today for free booklet.
BYSTROM GAS LAMP CO., 920 S. Clinton St., DEFIANCE, O.

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC

WASHER
Is the simplest machine to

operate you can possibly im-
agine, as all parts are very
accessible.

We guarantee this machine
to be the most substantial in
construction, and by far the
most convenient for its user.

Send to day for our booklet of information.

Automatic Electric Washer Co., - Newton, la,

BOY HIS OWN TOYMAKLR
GREATEST BOYS BOOK EVER WRITTEN

Tells bow It. more e STEAM ENGINE rAMERA. WINDMILL.
MICROSCWL. ELECTRIC TLIEGiaaI. TEILMIONE. MADICLANTtRN.
BOATS of every Lmtl. RITES BALLOONS. TOYS. WAGONS.
BOWS end ARROWS. STILTS. ANIMAL TRAPS. ti,
OVER 200 PICTURES. THIS BOOK
ILNe CATALOOUE ONLY 25G0^u POSTPAID.

ELECTRIC KEUN MAKERSILL
De t 11

THE 20TH CENTURY WONDER
Miniature X -Ray

Mailed with full Instructions for 25c
An instructive and scientific device for old

and young. Shows the bones in your hand,
lead in a pencil, etc., same as a $150 machine.

SEND FOR MY CIRCULAR
STAR ELECTRICAL CO., 1034 Boway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HESS FURNACE

TN..esd..I.. OkraNod ~mewphd.. $49
..ea a.,,, Om.. awl
rd.r a.a.r..,..

We will deliver a complete heating
equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.

The entire outfit must satisfy you or
you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
into? Could we offer such liberal terms
if we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy ?

We are makers-not dealers-and will
save you all middlemens' profits. So room
for more details here. Write today for free
48.page booklet which tells all about It.

Your name and address on a post card
is sufficient.
HEBB, 912 Tacoma Bldg., Chleago

BUY YOUR PLUMBING AT WHOLESALE PRICES

DOING BUSINESS FOR
25 YEARS AT SAME
ADDRESS.

JOHN HARDIN CO.,

for complete bath
room outfit. Five
foot roll rim por-

cchlin enameled bath, porcelain enam-
eled lavatory, low pattern syphonic
closet, $39.00. Hardin's warranty
beats any other guarantee.

Save 35 to 70%
Complete Heating Plants and Water
Systems for Country Homes. Get our
150 -page Money -Saving Catalog No. 9,
Free. Write today.

4553 Cottage Grove Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

$24.95

For our Mutual .N.dv..ntage mention Popular Electricity When Writing to Advertisers.
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f.A.Yeziú to .

or Yvúr FURNTTTURL'.
" e give customers over a year's time in which to pay for their pur-' 1ts71,..,._i.er,.

chases. You are welcome to this splendid credit service no matter VJjl t<1I'Ill1ü1
where you live. You may enjoy the full use of the goods you buy of us - $®$
and pay for them in small amounts from month to month as you earn
the money. We charge absolutely nothing fór this credit service-no interest-no extras of / L ,41AfLEDany kind. So low are our prices that we couldn't allow any discount even if you sent cash with

your order. We have 22 great stores and sell more homefurnishings than any other two concerns
in the country. We own and control factories-sell on a closer margin of profit and at lower prices 0ir jj
than your local dealer or any other mail order houseonearth. We guarantee satisfaction ormonc y back.

Write for our Big New Catalog
today. It tells all = -BC- -1i0
about our most gen-

erous
`pr

monthly payment credit plan. It's an Immense volume, handsomely o
illustrated in colors. It quotes factory prices on everything to furnish and E Iii T I J
beautify the home, including Furniture, Stoves, Carpets, Rugs, Curtains.¡ur0 tl4.',,

Pianos. Crockery, Pictures, Lamps,Clocks, 1fll IMirrors, Silverware, Refrigerators, Sew
ing Machines, Washing Machines, etc.
No matter what catalogs you may have
seen in the past, and no matter w hat

) catalogs you may have in your home at the
CC-e l7 d present time, don't spend a cent for home- 1

furnishings until you have received this
wonderful furniture book which we offer tt E t ae (f- rL to mail to you absolutely free. Write for
it at once-write today.

CATALOG NT(/* 19 FREE

BASE BURNER
$

f;tt.m , ,
",rj.117+Z t.

$2 Permonth

grate,

Cash with order.
balance $2 monthly.
A powerful double

eater,self feeding,
raw center ate

elaborately trimmed in nickel.
No. S 501 11 in. fire -pot $19.85
No. S 502 12 in. fire -pot 22.75
Terms $3 cash; $2 monthly.

223 is 229 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
Largest, oldest and best known homefumishing concern in the country-estab-
lished 1855--55 years of success --22 big stores --over 700.000 customers-capital and
resources greater than that of any similar concern. Write for our big catalog at once,

?r'?se N.Y' ?t
IKTORYC t ,,

_ - .s,THro auau N,\

HARTMAN Furniture & Carpet Co
Dept.

Get the BooK!

The Lid can be Raised
While the Washer Runs

This exclusive feature of the
Elmo Washer means quicker,
more economical washing,
and saves frequently stopping
and starting the machine.

The lid is light and easy to
raise. You don't have to
lift a lot of heavy machinery.
Besides

The Elmo
has positive action wringer, back gear drive
principle-noiseless and power -saving, pro-
tected motor and other desirable features too
numerous to mention here. We tell you all
about them in our free booklet. Write for it
and learn how a perfect washer works.

Grinnell Washing Machine Co.
GRINNELL, IA.

CANADIAN TRADE SUPPLIED BY
THE GEM MOTOR CO.

419 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

urniture&C etCo.
higao

*IRONING MADE EASY
Your bed and table linen,

plain clothes, fiat pieces, 8o per cent of family
wash, can he ironed Easier (no backache

or tired feet), Quicker
(in 1-5 the time), Better,
with finish far superior to
hand work, by using the

r } ct. per hour to
heat by gas or gaso-
line. Price within
reach of all. Sizes
for small homes and large, I rrute Ly nand, or small Trashing
machine mote-. Illustrated booklet sent free on request.

Write for our 30 day free trial offer and nearest dealer.
American Ironing Machine Co., 25 E. Lake St., Chicago

IMPLEX IRONER

Pelouze Electric iron
Consumes less cur-

rent than other
irons

Keep Cool and
Comfortable

No Fire
No Dirt
No Odor

Every Iron Guaranteed

41b. 6% lb. 91b. 20 lb.
$5.00 $5.00 $7.00 $12.50

For Sale by Lead-
ing Dealers

PELOUZE ELECTRIC HEATER CO.
232 East Ohio Street CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Why Not Keep Cool
and Comfortable

All the Time
It doesn't make any difference what kind of weather

it is a person can always be comfortable when the Hughes
Electric Cook Stove is used, because the heat is all con-
centrated to the point where it is needed the most-as a
result you economize and at the same time enjoy the
luxury of electricity.

The Cost is No More
than that of an ordinary gasoline or gas stove, and does
away with the unpleasantness of
handling fuel and the odors of gas
which creep into every corner of
your house no matter how care-
ful you may be. The usual dust
and dirt which goes with all other
stoves is prevented and the re-
sult is everything is clean and
wholesome.

The Three Sizes
of this stove, one, two and three
burners, makes it possible for
them to be used for everything
from the chafing dish to the cooking of a large dinner,
and are made_to suit any of the commercial voltages.

Write today for our booklet and prices.

Hughes Electric Heating Co.
224 West Superior Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

Have you a
Little Junior

in Your Home?
For residence door bells, buzzers and
all classes of light work the Junior Type

Thordarson Bell -Ringer
develops more power front less current than any
other transformer on the market. Get rid of the
battery nuisance. Can't burn out if short circuited.
Price $3.00. Get it from your Electrical Jobber or
direct from us.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
214 South Jefferson Street CHICAGO

It Winds Itself

t;

- . ;,

== '
''

© 1

And keeps perfect time.
Vehicles, Washing Machines
are Self -Propelled. WHY
NOT THE CLOCK?

We have it-$ro.00 and
upwards. For home or
office. Also secondary clocks.

SEND FOR LITERA-
TURE.

_

-) Agents or Dealers WANT-
ED where not represented.

I IMPERIAL CLOCK COMPANY
Granite City, M.

6 Preserve your Copies of
POPULAR ELECTRICITY
WITH OUR PATENT BINDER

Stout board covers, in beautiful black Levant
grain cloth finish, with extra heavy black duck
back, making it cractically indestructible. Popu-
lar Electricity stamped in genuine gold leaf on
front cover. Holds one complete volume (sa
issues). Will last for years. :: .. .. ..

Price, only 75 cents, Postpaid

Popular Electricity Book Dept.
s Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL. s

I
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POPULAR ELECTRICITY

THE
GERNSBACK
ELECTROLYTIC
INTERRUPTER
has been declared to be the
most efficient interrupter of
modern times. This inter-
pttpter has been described in
the August issue of Popular
Electricity, page 245, where
particulars may be found.

igui-t No. 2 shows spark
obtained of a 2H coil on a 6
volt battery. Figure No. 3
of the same coil on 110 volts
with the Gernsback inter-
rupter. A FLAME one
quarter inch thick is obtained
such as you never saw before.
EfcIency of coil is increased
fully 500%. No resistance
necessary, hook up the inter-
rupter in series with the coil
and 110 volts for operation.
Coils from }rr up to 12rr
spark length are used suc-
cessfully with the new inter-
rupter. Price complete 32.50.
Send two cent stamp for our
wonderful 120 page electrical
cyclopedia containing im-
mense quantity of informa-
tion especially WIRELESS.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
86B W. Broadway, N. Y.

3 "Everything for the Experimenter"

Something New
PAINT YOUR OWN

SIGNS AND SHOWCARDS
We furnish our Complete System of Sign
and Showcard Writing and guarantee that
anyone can go right ahead painting all
kinds of Signs, Cards, etc., without any
previous experience.

Complete System $5.00 Prepaid

MODERN SIGN AND SHOW CARD SYSTEM

1628 Stout Street, Denver, Colorado

ELECTRICITY
THE BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

is the oldest and best school in the world
teaching ELECTRICITY exclusi.cly.

Theoretical and practical course complete

IN ONE YEAR
Students actually construct Dynamos. Motors
and Electrical instruments. Graduates hold good positions throughout the
world. Eighteenth year opens Sept. 21. Send for free Catalog to
Bliss Electrical School, 10 Takoma Avenue, Washington. D. C.

The Complete Kit
No matter how fine the car you own, or drive, or
manufacture; no matter how thoroughly it is
equipped, your outfit is not complete unless you own
the new

Cyclopedia of
Automobile Engineering
Four large, handsome volumes bound in half morocco,
1200 illustrations, full page plates, diagrams, etc., 1500
pages 7x10 inches, crammed with interesting and very
necessary information concerning automobiles, aeroplanes,
and motor boats; knowledge that you've got to get some
way or other before you can thoroughly understand or
enjoy the automobile "game."

CONDENSED TABLE OF CONTENTS
VOL I-GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES: Running Gear, Power,
Operation, Repair. AUTOMOBILE MECHANISMS: Carbureters,
Starting Devices, Clutches, Gears, Brakes.
VOL. II-STEAM AUTOMOBILES: Flash Boiler, Engines,
Operation and Repair. COMMERCIAL VEHICLES: Selection. De-

livery Trucks, Upkeep, Mileage. Capacity. TYPES: Selection.
Price, Demonstration, Speed.
VOL Ill-ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES: Battery, Motor, Trans-
mission, Control, Tires, Capacity, Driving. Elements of Electric-
ity. Electric Current. AUTOMOBILE DRIVING: Starting and
Stopping, Gear Changing, Use of Spark and Throttle, Care of Car,
Road Repairs.
VOL. IV-AERIAL NAVIGATION: Dirigible Baloons, Aero-
planes, Airship Motors. GAS AND OIL ENGINES: Ignition,
Testing. MOTOR CYCLES: Construction, Operation. MOTOR
BOATS: Types, Fu ines, Inst,ll::liun.

Read This Free Examination Offer
You can examine these books for five days in your own
home or office, free of all cost. Don't risk missing this
offer by stopping to think it over now. Order now and
do your careful thinking with the books before you. That
costs nothing. Mail the coupon.

Here's Our Liberal Selling Plan
If you like the books after examination, send us $2.00;
then $2.00 a month until the special price of $12.80 is
paid. If they are not satisfactory, advise us and we will
have the books returned at our expense.
Order promptly, and we will include for one year, as
a monthly supplement, the TECHNICAL WORLD
MAGAZINE, a regular $1.50 monthly, full of interest-
ing scientific topics written in popular form.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO. U.S.A.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
American School of Correspondence:

Please send set Cyclopedia of Automobile Engineering for 5 days'
free examination: also Technical world for 1 year. I will scud
12.00 within 5 days and $2.00 a month until I have paid $12.80; or
notify you and hold the books subject to your order. Title not to
pass until fully paid. Pop. Elect. 9.'10

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

EMPLOYER ..

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Don't Wait Until the
Fixture Falls!
Now is the time to actl Take
down all those objects that
are fastened with ordinary
screws or with lead. They
look unsightly and above all,
they are insecure. Some day
you will find your hat rack,
cup holder or some other fix-
ture lying on the floor and a
few large gaping holes in the
wall. Better write now for
some samples of

Star Screw Anchors

N

D1

They won't cost you any-
thing. We just want to show

you by actual proof that they
are the only secure, economical

and altogether satisfactory means
of attachipg all kinds of objects

to walls of plaster, tiling, marble,
brick, stone, concrete, granite, and
similar material. Sit down and

write now and we will send you
with the samples our latest 7o -page
catalogue to of specialties.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.
Catalogue Dpt. 10

147 Cedar St. NEW YORK CITY
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4-1 TOOLS

K L E I N L If KLEIN Tools are

Sought and Bought
by experienced me-
chanics, it is for theirI"N intrinsic value, as

E capable instruments
of utilityin their
hands. If you follow

E electro mechanical
Pursuits, we wish that
you know KLEIN
'POOLS. Our cata -
1 og will introduce
them to you. Send
only 3c stamp for
mailing and address.

N

In Hoc Signo Pinata
MATHIAS KLEIN  SONS, Station OE, CHICAGO, ILL.

USE
an

+I "N -D"
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON
All irons are guaranteed fora period of 6 months constant service.

Write today for particulars, and our 10 day free trial offer.
NILSONDILLENBECK CO., 411 Boaadaoek Blk., CHICAGO, ILL.

41~

FUEL BILLS REDUCED
TO. A MINIMUM

WHEN THE

Economic Gas Producers
ARE USED FOR POWER AND FUEL

PRINCIPAL FEATURES

Simplicity-No valves to adjust.
C Automatic air and water vapor control for

different loads.

Rich gas immediately upon the start of
the engine.

Radiation losses reduced to a minimum.
41 Large overload capacity.

Superheated air and water vapor supplied
to the fuel.

Easy to clean and examine-
CLEAN GAS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS
Our catalog will be sent free to inquirers

it made on business stationery.

DORNFELD-KUNERT CO.
WATERTO W N WISCONSIN

HESS`DIARYSANeTARY L KER
THE only modern Sanitary Steel Medicine

Cabinet or Locker. Handsome beveled
mirror door. Snow white, everlasting enamel,
inside and out.

FOR YOUR BATHROOM
Coste less than wood and is better
Should be in every bathroom. Is dust, germ and

vermin proof and easily cleaned with warm water.
Made in four styles and three sizes Price $7.00

and up.
Send for illustrated circular.

HESS, 912 L Tacoma Bld., Chicago
it/akers of the Hess Steel Furnace
Sold on approval. Free Booklet

Schug Electrical Specialties
Storage Batteries, Electric
Lighting outfits.
BEST BY EVERY TEST
Send 4c postage for our il-
lustrated catalog ; freeto deal-
ers. Write us today.
SCHUGELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Detroit, Mich. 'Dept W."

STAR CHUCKS here Chucks have three steel jaws carefully
adjusted in a socket to keep them in place and
so arranged as to open and close with the loosen-

ing and tightening of the chuck upon the spindle. They are thoroughly good
and substantial chucks, handsomely polished and nickeled and at low prices.

No. 5 holds from O to inclusive; has shank 14-x4. Price each $1.00
No. 6 holds from O to indusive; has shank 3Ix1J. Price each 1.5o
No. 7 holds from O to I inclusive; has shank 4lxt. Price each 2.00

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY, 28 Warren St., New York, N. Y. PUT UP ONH IN A BOX. ASK FOR CATALOGUE
to

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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1'1900 -'71
DRY CELLS

Are especially recommended for
 the operation of all small electri-

cal apparatus which find their
way into the home as

Birthday Presente
No spilling or over -turning of
battery solutions to stain and
ruin garments or anything it
might come in contact with when
this battery is used, as it is the
battery of

Known
Quality

The 1900 Dry Battery has also
won high merits for all kinds of
experimental and research work
because of its high electro -motive
force, as well as great of kiency.
Write today for catalogue which
gives you full particulars regard-
ing sizes and prices.

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, 01110

General Salsa Offloo:-.112T W. Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO

ANI)//1 1. Direct and Alternating
12 8 Current Motors

VARIABLE SPEED - SINGLE PHASE

MOTORS THAT WILL
ABSOLUTELY NOT HEAT

"The Barnes Motors" are especially
adaptedforWashing Machines,
Vacuum Cleaners, Air Purifiers,
Ventilating Devices, Coffee Mills, Meat
Choppers, Printing Presses, etc., etc.
-Dental and Medicalwork a specialty.
Positively the best motor for use
where motor driven work is necessary
-greatest power, highest efficiency.
We want Reliable Agents everywhere
-write at once for prices and catalog.
Let us figure on your requirements.

BARNES MPG. CO., SUSQUEHANNA, PA.

"The Stre linger" Fr re
E yhrs o"lTreE-

lable 4 -cycle Manor Motor,
for the best In Marine Gasoline En-
gines. The Most Reliable, Durable and
Economical Marine Motor made. Jan -nary, 1910, we purchased the United
Manufacturing Co.'s Plant and will con-
tinue the manufacture of the "Little
Bleat" 2 -Cycle Marine Motors. We can
furnish you engines from 1 1-2 to 60 H.P.
Agents wanted. The tit relingerMarine Engine Co.,
171.176 Woodbridge St., W., E. Delrelt, aleh.,

Electric Light
Complete 50 Light
Outfit for $500.00

including FAIRBANKS -MORSE Special Electric Engine
and Dynamo, Storage Battery and Switchboard, fixture,
and Tungsten Lamps.

This outfit will operate as steady and reliably as a cis v
plant. It offers a relief from the dirt, danger and un-
sanitary conditions arising from old methods of illumina-
tion, and gives an economical light that is both safe, con-
venient and healthful; in fact, there is no substitute for
the soft, white light diffused by Tungsten Lamps; it
even said to rival day light.

Same engine can be used for operating pumping plant
or other machinery. Engine operates on gas, gasoline,
kerosene or distillate.

Larger plants in proportion up to 50o H. P.
Mention this publication and send for descriptive cata-

log No. 1163 CB.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
481 Wabash .t t,. ('Ilk -ago, Ill.

Ch:ld's Play to Run This Engine
yet it develops greater power and speed than any other of a
given type. One crank and she's off. Smooth-regular-precise
action. Never misses. Never necessary to yell for a tow. Our
2 H. P.

PERFECTION ENGINE

Requires no tinkering-no jockeying or coaxing. $48 complete
ready for installation. First cost is your last Simple construction
makes them most efficient. Durable and
reliable. Never shows a weak spot.
All sires, 2 to 25 II. P. Handsome,
interesting booklet for boat lovers ex-
plains perfection advantages. Write
for it. It's free,

The Caine Perfection Motor Co.

12 Amsterdam Avenue
Detroit, Michigan

GRAY MOTOR CO.,

For Farmwork, Irrigation
ior Pumping, Factory use

and Electric Lighting.
3 to 20 h.p.-perfectly governed
-guaranteed by a responsible
firm. Write for full description.

128 Leib St., DETROIT. MICH.

Do You Want Electric Light or Power for
Your Country Home or Farm?

If you are out of reach of central station current and wish to
install a gas engine electric outfit, either with or without stomp'
battery, write for our Handbook, here illustrated. Alamo Elec-
tric outfits are standard. Our prices are as low as consistent
with high-grade machines suitable for permanent installations.
Investigate our proposition, it places you under no obligatlon. Alemo-Weatlsghou,e

THE ALAMO MANUFACTURING CO., 73 South St., Hillsdale, Midi.
Lew voltage Storage
flattery Clint

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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BUILD YOUR OWN MOTOR
We are now prepared to furnish a complete set of motor parts, all care-

fully machined, and of the latest improved design, with a full set of direc-
tions enabling any one to produce a complete motor also 1 power battery,
and a beautifully illustrated book covering the subject of electricity, for 'only 83.2ó express prepaid.

By assembling your own motor, winding your own armature and field
magnet you are taught both the practice and principle of motor construction,
which is the most valuable asset to the young electrician and experimenter.
The motor, when completed, may be used to drive mechanical toys, etc.

The power battery consists of three cells connected in series. The book
on Electricity has over 270 pages and contains over 100 Illustrations and
Wiring Diagrams on the Elementary Principles of Electricity, Magnetism,
Batteries, Bells, Dynamos, Motors, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways,
Electro -Plating, Telephone, Telegraph, Wireless Telegraphy, X -Rays, Elec-tric Welding, Electricity Applied to Medicine and a Dictionary on Electrical
Terms, together with Wiring Tables and Estimating, etc.

With each order we will furnish FREE, 1 book covering the study of
Motor Construction, Power Developed, etc.

REED ELECTRIC CO., (Not lac.) 1315-17 Dearborn Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Wizard
House
Lighting
Plants

Above cut shows power plant
but not the battery

Price complete with battery,
$315 and up.

KNOP BATTERY CO.
65 Atwater St. E. DETROIT, MICH.

Rock Island Dry Cells

KIsL
nr'W PATQT

DAlI

8511155 THE
1.4T.k 7'ROo1

CN.[0 OM,Y

Island Ball
Y41ATL0.uLL
ti,. ..w a. ,row

Have you seen our new
Booklet? Tells all about
these modern Hand -Made
batteries.. As carefully
tested as a watch. Give
Reliable Service, because
they possess-
Highest Voltage
Longest Life
Greatest Current Capacity
Least Internal Resistance

Our Standards: No. 6 (21x6
in.) and No. 8 (31x8 in.)

Booklet N-"Best on Every
Test"-sent FREE

Write TODAY

THE ROCK ISLAND

BATTERY CO.
Winton Place Station CINCINNATI, OHIO

TESTED APPARATUS
Means the Elimination of
Faults in Your Product.

Electrical and Z,hotometrical tests of every description.
Checking electrical instruments of all kinds and classes.
Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at factories and after Installation.
Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made anywhere.
Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil.
Illumination tests made anywhere.
Secondary standards of candle -power furnished.
Facilities furnished to experimenters and investigators.

We have recently added to the above, coal testing, and are now prepared to make proximate analyses
and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80th Street and East End Avenue NEW YORK, N. Y.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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"' Belden Magnet Wire
#? Our SILK and COTTON covered

- ----- -- MAGNET WIRE is accurate to gauge

31
lI1 with insulation of perfect uniformity

L and continuity and is put up one piece
only per spool.

Beidenamel Magnet Wirels insulated
n RICA' with several layers of tough elastic

enamel separately applied and baked
_ _ - on. It possesses the highest insulat-
- -- - ing strength and will not become

brittle and flake off.
We quote the following net prices to

readers of this paper and will ship postage or express prepaid on
receipt of cash. No orders filled amounting to leas than $1.00,

Prices are par pound.

Size Cotton Beldenamel SingleDouble
Sillk Cotton

Doable

16 .48 .61
17 .49 .62

19 .52 .65
20 .35 .48 .53 .38 .67
21 .36 .49 .54 .42 .69
22 .37 .51 .55 .44 .73
23 .39 .53 .58 .47 .77
24 .41 .56 .61 .50 .83
25 .44 .60 .66 .55 .89
26 .48 .66 .72 .60 .99
27 .52 .71 .78 .66 1.11
28 .55 .77 .84 .72 1.20
29 .59 .84 .92 .78 1.33
30 .65 .93 1.02 .85 1.54
31 .74 1.06 1.15 .92 1.85
32 .77 1.19 1.30 .98 2.04
33 .86 1.35 1.48 1.13 2.40
34 1.04 1.60 1.74 1.32 2.76
35 1.12 1.88 2.03 1.60 3.17
36 1.27 2.16 2.35 1.80 3.59
37 1.62 2.56 2.80 2.58 4.42
38 2.16 3.07 3.35 3.42 5.06
39 2.82 3.72 4.05 4.32 5.85
40 3.60 4.48 4.88 5.40 6.92

No. 18 AnnoneiatoorWire $0.18 per pound

Belden Mfg, co., !90 CHICAGO. ILL.AVe.

[PIS°
SC

PRIMARY BATTERIES
are, in the first place the most reliable batteries
you can use, for no matter what purpose. For
the elements are so placed that polarization is
absolutely impossible and internal resistance is
reduced to a minimem.

In the second place, they are by far the most
economical batteries you can use. For, while
the first cost is as high or perhaps higher than
that of most other batteries, the inactive parts
are permanent, and the cost of renewals is far
below that of any other batteries made. Re-
newals are much more simply made than in
any other batteries -simply loosen the thumb-
screw:on the cover, let the exhausted elements
fall and supply new elements.

No matter what your requirements are,
Edison BSCO Primary Batteries will do your
work better.

Write us today for the booklet that tells all
about them.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
43 Lakeside Avenue, ORANGE, P. J.

Insure Your Apparatus with
THE "VAC -M" LIGHTNING ARRESTER

11 t
'

W1

t ,
lk

It is a well-known fact that a partial vacuum presents a very low resistance
to static current such as lightning.

This is the principle of the "VAC -M" arrester, the electrodes being enclosed in a
glass bulb from which the air has been exhausted.

No exposure to the air where it might fire curtains or draperies.

trodes as In the ordinary carbon block type arrester.Absolutely

no grounding, which occurs from particles lodging between the elec-
trodes as In the ordinary carbon block type arrester.

No loud reports so terrifying to the feminine mind.Small static discharges pass as readily as larger ones -they do not PILE UP in
passing through the arrester.

Write today for our circular which explains fully the construction of our arresters.
I. writing, advise us that you saw this adv. In Popular Electricity.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.
504-A St. Clair Building .. .. .. Toledo, Ohio

$2 50 THIS MAGNETO -GENERATOR AND OUTFIT $2 50
EXPRESS PREPAID DIRECT TO YOU e

West of the Rocky Mountains and Canada $1 extra.
Will test Io,000 Ohms. Bronze Bearings, Brass Gear Drive, Oil

Cups and Silk Wound Armature. Weight 5 lbs. Will excite coils,
light small lamp and give a very heavy shock.

Finished in bright red and nickel.

Cut This Ad. Out and send it to us with your order
and we will send you FREE two

Brass Binding Posts, Incandescent Lamp and Socket, Permanent
Magnet, Pair Electro -Magnets Silk Wound and large set Ringer
Coils complete.

Special-
350 Watt 15 Volt Transformer with blue prints and Instrnc-

p Lions, price $6.00; 110 Voit a. c. or d. c. Motor complete
In parts ready to assemble, price $2.60; Bell Transformer with blue
prints and Instructions, price 52.00.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SALVAGE CO.
(Edgar P. Hazazer, Pres., Formerly Chief Electrical Instructor at

the Coyne National Trade School) 1224 South Washtenaw Ave., Chicago. M. P. E.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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SPARK COILS
For Gas Engines, Motor Boats and Wireless Stations.

TYPE G WIRELESS
will deliver a spark j- to 2" long. Operating radius 20 miles.

Substantial-Scientific-Low-Priced
"Made by Engineers"

MUSKEGON COIL CO.
Dept. G-MUSKEGON, MICH.

Wireless Apparatus

List 1V°. 462-1 inch Coil.

WE make the most efficient spark coila on the
market. Our one inch coil consumes only

I 1 amperes at 6 volts, as against 4 to 6 amperes in
other coils. The spark at rated length is heavy and
and the flow is even. We make coils giving from
1-4 inch to 4 inch spark.

A full line of reliable wireless apparatus and parts
at reasonable prices, is described in our new
Instruction Book No. lE and Catalogue.
Send for it.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK, 17 Park Place CHICAGO, 188 Fifth Ave.

ENAMEL ;' /Y%ic^í MAGNET
INSULATED V'' WIRE
ENAMEL MIRE is supplanting silk and cotton covered because
The lusulatioa Is better, because It requires leas spate, because
Ms i s cheaper.

FEVAL WIRE. has a dielectric strength in excess of 75 volts
Per .00011 nch of Insulation. The evenly distributed enamel
covering adheres tenaciously yeti s resistant and elastic, never
cracking. No change at400 to 500° F. Al ]sizes, Nos. 16 to 40.

MANUFACTURERS, We have an attractive contract proposal
to offer covering your requirements for 12 months.

INDIVIDUALS; We will furnish small quantities for spark
coils and magnets.

FEVAL ENAMEL INSULATED WIRE CO.
129 N. Curtis Street CHICAGO

Wireless Experimenters
We carry the finest and largest stock of wireless and electrical
goods. Send us your order and see how quick we ship goods.
No waiting; goods sent same day order is received. Don'tfail to get our large catalogue which contains a large page ofMorse, Continental and Navy Codes.

Bend 2 cent stamp for oataioque.
THE 1. W. T. WIRELESS CO.

726 1-2 Broadway BROOKLYN, N. Y.

PERMANENT MAGNETS
MADE TO ORDER

Tungsten or Manganese Steel
Write for quotations sending drawing and specifying

gia'tity wanted.

HERCULES ELECTRIC CO.
Indianapolis Indiana

FRANKLIN LOOSE ,COUPLE TUNER
We take great pleasure in herewith presenting to our patrons

our new Loose Couple Tuner which has met with the approval
of all who have had occasion to inspect same. This instrument is
of the same pattern as those used by government and commercial
stations All wooden parts are of quartered oak highly finished.
The primary and secondary are wound on absolutely non -shrink-
able tubes with highest grade enameled wire. $10.00Introductory Price,

Announcement
Owing to the broad expanse of our business

and in order to save our patrons express charges
we have opened a SOUTHERN BRANCH at
214 West Howard St., Biloxi. Miss., and a
WESTERN AGENCY at the Levey Electric
Co., 648 Sacramento St., 1205 Polk St., 318
Market St. San Francisco. Cal, Send requests
for catalogue and orders to nearest office.

Franklin Receiving Set No. 6
During the month of September only we will send out

for approval our Receiving Set No. 6 consisting of large
tuner variable and fixed, condenser, mineral detector
stand with set of high grade 2000 ohm, double pole receivers. Price $17.00After October Ist 14.00Sand 2c stamp for large illustrated catalogue

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC NOVELTY & MFG. COMPANY
848 Ninth Menus - - - - - NEW YORK, N. Y,

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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MURDOCK WIRELESS APPARATUS
VARIABLE CONDENSER, No. 361 YOU ARE WISE

-;_._ If you think twice about "Quality" to once about price.
The Instrument ;shown here Is one that is "Quality" all

tie' through. Hard rubber top and bottom, 23 aluminum
plates, nickel -plate finish on supporting rods and binding
posts. Besides being a thing of beauty, it is an efficient
electrical instrument.

Ask us about Murdock "QUALITY" APPARATUS
EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS

MURDOCK CO.WM. J.
50 Carter Street, CHELSEA, MASS.

$8.00 162 Minna St., 521 So. Clinton St.,
SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

Complete Wireless 250 Mile Outfit for $5.00. Tuning Tran,-
ormer wound with bare copper wire thread separation com-

plete for $7.50, it's abargain-Don't BUY ANY goods till
you get our price. CATALOGUE FREE. Send for it.
WOODS ALLIS CO., 24 Exchange St., Boston, Mass.

Stung ? ? ?
Let us send you a pair of our re-
ceivers on trial. Let us prove to you
that we make the best receivers.
Write us without fail. Corre-
spondence cheerfully answered.

C. BRANDES
111 Broadway New York

"Everything In Wireless"

BARGAINS - WIRELESS - BARGAINS
"BROOKLYN WIRELESS" Mark of Quality

SPECIAL FOR SEPTEMBER-Fixed Condenser No. gro (like cut) en-
closed in tine Mahogany case with High Grade Insulating Binding Posts, only
65s. WIRES: We are headquarters on wires. We handle none but the best.

No. 22 B. & S. Enamelled Wire on 1 lb. spools, per lb. $ .50
No. 0 Helix Aluminum Wire .50
No. 14 Aerial " " .50
No. 14 " Bare Copper Wire ' ' .40
No.22

Send stamp for New Catalog and Wireless Book

BROOKLYN WIRELESS COMPANY, Inc.,"Manufacturing Inventors"
766 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wireless Telegraphy
Use the ALTERNATING CURRENT for Wireless
Transmission. Our 2,, coil with special interrupter
will send as far as a 1-2 KW Transformer. Price
complete $15.25. Send stamp for our latest printed
matter on Wireless.

INTERNATIONAL WIRELESS CO.
LIMA, OHIO LOS ANGELES, CAL

Don't Buy Wireless
Apparatus until you have seen -our list of Bargains
for September. Send 2c Stamp for Catalog.

N. E. WIRELESS SUPPLY CO., W. LYNN, MASS.

Price $10

NEW WIRELESS
LOOSE COUPLE COIL

Tunes out unwanted inter-
le ring signals. Equalizes
different height aerials.
Desired signals brought
in loud, sharp and clear.
ETHERIC ELECTRIC CO.
275 Lenox Ara. Cor. 124th St.
fel"room and yaotory.71 INr
clay Sr., NEW YORE. N. Y.

BEST WORK ON THE SUBJECT EVER PUB-
lished. "Operators Wireless Telegraph and Tele-
phone Handbook," by Laughter. z8o pages, 87 illus-
trations. Price $1.00 postpaid to Popular Electricity.
Commercial Bldg., Chicago.

Remarkable Feat for Wireless
Boy

"With a wireless station that cost him
just $19, Elmer Lamb, an 18 -year Toledo
bay living on Erie near Galena St., on
Friday picked up the
U. W. Co.'s 2 K. W.
station at Atlantic
City N. J., and a few
minutes later picked
up the station at
Cape Cod, Mass.
The feat is regarded
as remarkable here.
The Boy's Instru-
ments complete
stood him just $19.
Station is equipped Ferran 0.6.010r, Pris. 66.00
with a 50 -foot aerial. Ferron Detector, tubular con-
denser, tuning coil, and 2,000 ohm head set.

-From Toledo News -Bee of Sept. r8th, 'op.

The Celebrated Ferron Detector
The Ferron Detector is fast becoming the acknowledged detector for high class

wireless work. Guaranteed to be excelled by none for sensitiveness, and far superior to
any detector in existence selling for $5.00. With our highest grade receiving set, it has

a proven range exceeding 2,000 miles. Because of its extreme sensitive-
ness, no battery or potentiometer is required. It will withstand the
strongest signals and remain adjusted for weeks. The users of electrolytic
detectors will appreciate this point. The base is of finely polished Italian
marble, and the metal parts beautifully nickel plated. The following
enthusiastic letter unquestionably proves the Ferron to be much more
sensitive than any silicon:

"My profound felicitations; your detector is certainly a bird, and as the president
would say, it has all others done to a frazzle. While in Beverly, Mass., I tested it
out with a silicon, and I could get P. C. (35 miles) as loud as I could get P. G. (15
miles) on the other.

Receiving ant with a pp!on range of 100 to 300 miles $12.76
800 to 1000 19.00

" " 1000 to 1200 " 29.00
" " " " " 1500 to 2000 " 69.00

Send 3c STAMP for our Now Big Catatng of Anything Electrical
J. J. DUCK, 428 St. Clair Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Sound Focusing Receiver
If you don't

hear well
over

the telephone
use this.

Adapted to any Make or System of Telephones

Anyone can attach it easily
This Receiver is designed and made expressly for hard -hearing and partially deaf people.
It concentr&tes and amplifies the sound, excludes all outside noise. It is extremely sen.

skive, reproduces the sound loud and distinct. (We also make this in the shape of head band or
watch case receivers for Wireless Telegraph use, wound to especially high resistance.

SENT PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS IN UNITED STATES
Price for Telephone use, as per cut, including cord .. - $2.00 each
Price for Wireless Telegraph, Watch Case type, including cord 3.00 each

SWEDISH -AMERICAN TELEPHONE COMPANY
1741-1751 Berwin Avenue CHICAGO, ILL

ELECTRICITY
BOOK FREE

Profusely Illustrated with Photos from Life.
Write for it today.

This splendid book is compiled from the best authorities
In the world. Explains how electricity as supplied by inex-
pensive batteries cures Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Insomnia,
Liver and Kidney Trouble and all nerve affections and dis-
eases due to poor circulation. Explains how to enjoy the
famous electric baths and beauty and health massage at
home at little cost.

This book also lists the latest improved Batteries (Prices $1.95
to d19.50), which we send Prepaid and allow 10 days free trial.
DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.

999 Majestic Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
Write today for our free book.

JUST OUT!
THE WIRELESS OPERATOR'S

POCKETBOOK OF INFORMATION
AND DIAGRAMS

LEON W. BISHOP

An up-to-date new book on this most up-to-date
subject.

Intended for those who already have some knowl-
edge of wireless, but in plain language so you
can understand it.

Gives the use of each instrument in a wireless set,
so you will know exactly what its effect is on
the ether waves.

Describes construction of apparatus and tells
what is necessary for good results.

Discusses all prominent types of instruments and
tells how to judge them.

Includes the result of the author's experiments
and inventions on Breaking -in Systems and
the Wireless Telephone.

Has a full chapter (15 pages) of diagrams of con-
nections and aerials.

Includes in convenient form all the tables neces-
sary for the wireless operator. Among others,
a table to show just how the sending and re-
ceiving distance of a station may be found.
No other book has it.

Full index and glossary of wireless terms.
Latest call book in pocket of leather edition
Bound in flexible leather. Price $1.00 net

Postage, 5 cents.

BUBIER PUB. CO.
134 MARKET STREET, LYNN, MASS.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular E1eiririlc \clu n vriling 10 Adv l'ii ''>-
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MECHAN/CS

N

,

MECHANICS
TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH

HANDBOQ1
ENGINEERS'

HANDBOOK

isTERNAT[®N/nL
1.1(T80oEt. Co.`...-.

PLUMBERS
AND

FITTERS'
HANDBOOK

Salary Raisers
50c

BUILDING BUSINESS mARINERS ELECTRICAL

TRADES MANS ENGINEER'S

HANDBOOK HANDBOOK
HANDBOOK

HANDBOOK

These little
pocket-size books

are compiled from the Courses of the International Correspond-
ence Schools. You will therefore have no difficulty in under-
standing their great value as promotion gainers for ambitious
men. They contain facts and figures needed in every -day work,
and that cannot be found easily in ordinary textbooks. They can
be readily understood even by men having no knowledge of
higher mathemetics. No books in existence contain in so small a
space so much knowledge about the mechanical trades and
engineering professions.

Principles are treated in a clear and simple manner. Rules and
formulas are fully explained, and illustrated with practical
examples. The tables most commonly employed are given
together with explanations regarding their use. Inasmuch as the
little books have been written by the highest authorities in the
country, they are consulting experts of the highest rank for fore-
men, superintendents, managers, and executives. Having been
made up from the Courses of the I. C. S.-recognized everywhere
as the most powerful force in the world for the advancement of
ambitious men-the value of the books to employes in subor-
dinate positions must appear at once. They are an indispensable

help to the quicker and better work that commands advancement. The books are
printed in clear type on a high-grade book paper and are durably and handsomely
bound in cloth with gilt titles
and tops. They contain on
an average 364 pages and
175 illustrations, and are reg-
ularly sold for $1.25 each.

SPECIAL OFFER: To
make better known the
valae of I. C. S. Textbooks
and I. C. S. Training, we
will forward these books
for a limited time to those
returning to us this coupon
and for each book 50cts.

 INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY 
Box 1102.P, SCRANTON, PA.

I enclose $ , for which please send me the
books before which I have marked X.

_Telephone & Telegraph Handbook _Building Trades Handbook
. _Plumbers and Fitters' Handbook _Business Handbook
 _Mechanics' Handbook _Mariners' Handbook

_Electrical Engineers' Handbook

 Name

 Street and No

 City State

r F* ,I For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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LEÇTRc1Ty
The most wonderful and fasci-
nating scientific study of the
age. Every Boy, Girl ass
Grows -up should know about
it. The new VOLTAMP
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS"-

our 112 Page Catalog now ready, the most complete and interesting book
ever issued-is full of Illustrations and descriptions of the latest VOL*
TARP Electrical Novelties-Motors, Dynamos, Toys, Machine Models.
Telegraph and "Wireless'. Instruments, Ruhmkorf Coils, Spark Coils,
Geissler Tubes, Switches, Meters, Lamps. Flashlights, Transformers,
Tools, etc. The greatest line of Malabar* Eleetrle Hallways evershown,
Anything Electrical for Anybody. Prices consistently low.
Send for this Catalog -6 cents in
stamps or coin, which will be re-
funded on first order of So cents
or over. No postals answered.
VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Park Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

e1358 W. Adams St. 136 Liberty St.
Chicago, III, New York City

BOTH
ELECTRIC MOTORS

POLISHING LATHES

FORGE BLOWERS

SPECIAL MACHINERY

ROTH BROS. & CO.

5-N. P. GREEN EGG motorcycle $225.00.
4-H. P. BLUEBIRD motorcycle $200.00.
21-H. P. GEER MODEL 4 motorcycle $150.00.
Used motorcycles $40.00 up,

We have the largest line of
new and used motorcycles in the

country at the lowest prices. Repairs a specialty.
Send for catalog.

HARRY R. GEER CO., 333 McLaran Ave., St. Louis, Ivlo.

Your Picture in a Postal Card
IN ONE MINUTE

The pictures are developed, toned and finished in
a single developing solution. No experience is nec-
essary. Price of machines 47.50 and $15.00-circulars
describing our machines sent free. We are also head-
quarters for supplies for all minute picture machines.

American Minute Photo Company
Dept. Q, 780=748 W. 18th St., Chicago, 1111.01.

The lamest manufacturer. and dteMbutere of minute
picture meohines end supplies In the world.

BRAINY DIET
Stop making yourself ill from eating the indigestible vege-tarian foods. Cure yourself by taking more of the easilydigested nerve and brain foods of your everyday diet. Tryit. No preparations to buy. Correct combinations taught.Instructive Teats of Brainy Diet,' FREE.

G. H. BELNKLER, Food Expert, Dept E. Washington, D. tl,

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
to the shortest possible time. The Omnigraph Automatic

Transmitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph mes-
sages at any speed just as an expert opera-
tor would. Five styles. $2 up) circular free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
89 H Cortlaadt Street New York

Rider Agents Wanted
in each town to ride and exhibit sample
ion bicycle. Write for Special Offer.
Finest Íuaroalue eed$10 to $279with

CoasterBrakes and Puncture -Proof tires.
1909 & 1910 Models @

W 7to $ 2all or best makes
100 Second - Nand Wheal*
All makes and modt!s, !3 to $good as new ............. +D
Great FACTORY CLEARING SALE
we Ship on Appproval

ht e t aÍta
S FREE

acent deposit.
TEN DAY' STRIAL.
TIRES, coaster brake rear wheels.tamps, sundries, half usual prises. Do not buytill you get our catalogs and offer. Write now.

MEAD CYCLE CO.. Dept. 0.234 Chicago

H. M. Byllesby & Company
ENGINEERS

Examinations and Reports
218 La Salle Street

Chicago

VACUUM wDasDhaer3y Trial
To prove to every reader of this magazine that she canwash clothes with least work and wear with

Syracuse "EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 3o days' trial and pay freight
both ways if you do not find it far better than
any you ever tried. Easy pumping motion. Water
heated in rustproof tub. Cleanses laces, clothes, carpet,
Write for free booklet; valuable recipes and trial
offer. DODGE & ZUILL
539 C Dillaye Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.

1 of onto Branch, L. ii. Brrhe, Her., 92 Olive A.e.

$54.9 11 Ile Camera -Scope
And we can prove It, Anyone can operate it. Makes 6
finished buttt.n photographs a minute. Price of Camera -
Scope, with supplies for making 300 pictures (enough to
pay for the complete outfit) 525.00. Extra buttons
fl per hundred; extra frames. $1.50 per gross, Be inde-
pendent and make money for yourself. Write today.

The Mountford Mfg. Works 96 MoldenÑ
Y.

Selling The Magazine of
ElectricalElectricity Progress

A Text Book fur the Electric Light and Power Solicitor.
The Clearing House of New Ideas-Where to Look for Business-

How to Get it-Ways to Hold It-Who has Done it. 51.00 per year.
SELLING ELECTRICITY

74 Cortlandt Street - - New York City

THE MAN WHO MADE A MILLION
FROM NOTHING

An unusually interesting interview with John W. Paris,
President of the Real Estate Exchange of Long Island.

This remarkable story of wealth acquired by solving
the puzzle of New York City real estate, appeared in the
July number of Popular Electricity, and will now besent to any reader free. Simply send your name today
to the MUTUAL PROFIT REALTY CO., Room 426,
1316 Broadway New York.

ELECTRI

FOOT AND ELECTRICAL DRIVEN
Power and Turret Lathes,
Planers, Sharpeners, and

Drill Presses.
Write today for our Complete Catalog.

Shepard Lathe Co.
B. 131 W. 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio

(l GOODS FOR EVERYBODY. World's head-s quarters for Dynamos, Motors, Fans,
Toys, Railways, Batteries, Belts, Bells,

Pocket Lamps, Telephones, House Lighting Plants, Books. If it's
electric we have it. Undersell AU. Fortune for agents. Catalog sc.
OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, . . Cleveland, Ohio

"How to Construct a Practical
Wireless Telegral"

With illustrations, diagrams and fine copy of the Codes, 25 cents.
CHICAGO WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.

Room 520, Auditorium Office Bldg. Chicago, III,
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Let Electricity Make Pure Air for You
Sufferers from many ailments travel thousands of miles to breathe the OZII\E 1,1

the mountains and pine forests. Yet a recent scientific invention enables everyone to
have-RIGHT IN THEIR OWN BEDROOM-air constantly as pure, refreshing
and exhilarating as the purest oxygen -filled atmosphere of the pin woods and moun-
tain peaks. This little apparatus is operated by electricity and 'ozonizes" the air of
the closest room just as an electric storm purifies the out -door air. The

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER
Is of greatest benefit in the treatment of Asthma, Hay Peter, Catarrh, Inaomnla, Nervous.
eese, Paramecia, Typhoid mad Scarlet Fevers, Diphtheria, Bronchitis, Tuberenlosia, etc.
Endorsed by highest medical and scientific authorities-a thoroughly tested and
demonstrated success.

Central Station, EleetiglJabber and Dealer, this IS the latest Electrical Appliance
on the market. Write now for illustrated eaiclegue, pelee oat and deserlptive matter
and plan of plaelnt for liberal triad.

Fe want distribution throughout the Baited States In Every Plate 'there
Electrical Appliances are Sold.

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER COMPANY
30T-314 Rand McNally Bldg. Chicago, Iii.

Are You Deaf ?
You can hear a :-,i,,, whisper by using

the German Elec ;`.`-T ,, tric Pocket Tele-
phone now being ft, '':ti introduced in this
country. It does cf away with e a rtrumpets and other devices. The
satisfaction and ,i pleasurecannotbe
estimated in dol -,r tars and cents.
Those who are deaf should be-
come acquainted 11 . with this marvel-
ous Invention. First imported
from Germany, 1f ,; February 1910,
and is meeting \ - with the greatest
,uccess. 5000 to be sent out for ad-
vertising purpose, and sold for less than one-fourth
for what others ask for inferior instruments of this
kind. Send for circular on Hearing Apparatus.

M. BETZ COMPANY, HAMMOND, IND.

ALCOHOLISM
THE LIQUOR HABIT

No matter what your age or sex,
the quantity you consume or how
long the habit has controlled you,

I CAN SURELY HELP YOU!
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO

JOHN C. EARL, M. A.

THE ANTOL INSTITUTE
1534 Gates Avenue, Montclair, New Jeremy, U. S. A.

SPECIAL: Pleasant Restful Quarters and Good Wholesome
Board among the beautifully wooded hills o/ Montclair, for One or
Two Patients needing PERSONAL MEDICAL ATT ENT ION

VITAL POWER 1007, Added to your Men-
tal and Physical Capacity

The Swedish Electric Vibrator
will cultivate your system up to the top notch standard; it will CURE
nearly every ailment; it will give you VITAL POWER; it will throb
and thrill you into a tireless human engine with POWER to think
TWICE AS CLEARLY and DO twice as MUCH. When you
come in from a hard day 's work, it will SOOTHE, REST and
REVITALIZE you from head to foot;, it will cause your blood to go
LEAPING and BOUNDING through your veins and arteries;
cause the flow of nerve fluids to saturate the innermost nerve. You

can actually feel disease and weakness being driven from you
Operates on either Alternating or Direct

Electric Light Current or its own and NEW LIFE and power being generated.
Powerful Batteries IT SETS LOOSE in the blood and lymphatic vessels all stray

Prices, $12.50 to;30.00 and impure matter that CLOG UP the capillaries. These impu-
rities are poisoning and weakening your system and need only to be RATTLED LOOSE, combined
with blood so that it can and will be TAKEN OUT OF THE BODY through the excretory organs.

It takes a big, illustrated book, with charts and diagrams and instructions in PLAIN ENGLISH
to SHOW and TELL HOW OUR VIBRATOR will cure any ailment, correct any physical condi-
tion. We will send it to you FREE.

Write us today-and let us PROVE to YOU what we say-at our cost.

SWEDISH ELECTRIC VIBRATOR CO., FARRACUT AVNUE CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PATENTS THAT PROTECT and PAY
Send for FREE 85 -page book.
Advice free. Terms reason-

abje. Highest references. Best results.
Recommended Patent Lawyer in the Bankers' Register and special list of selected IaWysrs.

Also in Martindale's Law Directory, Sharp & Alleman's Directory of Lawyers, The
Gast -Paul Directory of Lawyers, and Kime's International Law Directory.

ALL BUSINESS GIVEN PROMPT AND PROPER ATTENTION
Member of the Bar of the United States Supreme Court and all of the other Courts in the District of Columbia

A large list of strong recommendations furnished free.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, 612 F St.,N. W., Washington, D. C.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS
Secured Electrical Engineer

by Patent Lawyer
Mr. Brown is a graduate Electrical Engineer and was for seven years an
Examiner in Electrical Division U. S. Patent Office, and is prepared to
render expert services in preparation and prosecution of Electrical cases

Send Sketch for Advice EUGENE C. BROWN, Suite 43, Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
OBTAINED OR NO CHARGE MADE

Easy Payments. 15 years official examiner U. S. Patent Office, over
quarter century actual experience, unexcelled facilities, highest refer-
ences, Electrical and Mechanloal Experts, Prizes for inventions,
Patents advertised for sale free. Send sketch for free search U. S.
Patent Office records and reliable report on patentability, also beauti-
fully illustrated Inventor's Guide Book and "What and How to Invent."

E. P. BUNYEA CO., Washington, D. C.

C. C. CHENEY, S. C. JENNINGS.
PRESIDENT TREASURER

COLUMBIAN
BANK NOTE CO.

533-539 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO

ENGRAVERS
FIRST CLASS SECURITIES

Bonds and Stocks
BANKERS

Drafts, Checks, Etc,

MANUFACTURERS
Letter Heads Vouchers

Insurance Policies
Diplomas

PATENTED Cutlery or Hardware Spe-
cialties with valid and satis -ARTICLES factory patents wanted by

WANTED old established concern.
Only thoroughly practical articles

or novelties can be used. Address with full particulars.
Address "CONSERVATIVE" care Popular ElrFtricity, r
Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Have You

Our Illustrated
Book Catalog?

No? Then send for one at once

IT'S FREE!

Full description and price list of
electrical books for beginners, ama-
teurs and electrical workers.

Explains how you can secure an
Electrical Library without cost.

Better write us TO -DAY

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
BOOK DEPARTMENT

CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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4 PATENTS
PATENT ATTORNEYS

P AT E N T S Secured Promptly and with special regard
to the legal protection of the invention.

HAND BOOK FOR INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS SENT FREE UPON REQUEST

C. L. PARKER, Patent Lawyer
Patents, Caveats, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Reports as to Patentability, Validity and Infringement.

Patent Suits Conducted in all States.
REFERENCES: American Tire Co., Automatic Vending Machine Co. Lippincott Pencil Co., International Ore Treating

Machinery Co. Globe Machine and Stamping Co., Metal Manufacturing Co., Builders Iron Foundry, Morgan Machine and Engineer-
ing Co., Berkshire Specialty Co., Stewart Window Shade Co., Macon Shear Co., Acme Canopy Co.,, Oaks Manufacturing Co. Cox
Implement Co., Columbus Buggy Co., National Index Co., Handy Box Co., Iron -Ola Co., By -Products Chemical Co., Alabama
Brewing Co. National Offset Co., Antiseptic Supply Co., Floor Clean Co., Fat Products Refining Co., Richmond Electric Co.,
Railway Surface Contact Supplies Co., National Electric Works, Modern Electric Co.

Mr. Parker on November 1, r9o3, after having been a member of the Examining Corps of the U. S. Patent Office for over five years
resigned his position to take up the practice of patent law.
Address 12 McGILL BUILDING - - - WASHINGTON, D. C.

PATENTS BOUGHT
Many deals closed by our clients-one recently for
;680,000.00-our proof of Patents that PROTECT.

Send 8c postage for nur 3 books for Inventors. '

R & & A. B. Lacey, Div. 62 %si estea, D. C. Etta. 18ió,

TURN your spare time into cash. No matter
where you are employed, you can make easy

money and lots of it working for POUPULAR
ELECTRICITY. Our salary plan is the most
liberal ever offered. Send stamp for particulars.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
Circulation Department

100 Lake Street CHICAGO, ILL.

( 1, ) ieterIl eI.9:s
 OM  óef al,, nls

ooMechanieaMo% nzeis
msffiov asaDo to obFainoaYeptsBooSs

tell a¢3®aat eeºe$úna
BY MAIL 5 CENTS STAMPSI,siLvcR

FDIETERICH61OURAYWASHDC

WHEN desirous of information in-
quire at the ,information Dept.

of Popular Electricity Pub. Co.

FhATE NUTs
TRADE MARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your invention for

free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.
Our Four Books mailed free to any address. Send for these

books; the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.
HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT

Our Illustrated So page Guide Book is an invaluable book of
reference for inventors and contains too mechanical move-
ments illustrated and described.

FORTUNES IN PATENTS
Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of successful

inventions. .,
WHAT TO INVENT

Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted and suggestions
cone. -ring profitable fields cf invention. Also information
regarding prizes offered for inventions, among which is a

PRIZE OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS
offered for one invention and $to,000 for others.

PATENTS THAT PAY
Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our clients

who have built up profitable enterprises founded upon patents
procured by us. Also endorsements from prominent inventors,
manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen, Governors, etc.
WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENTS' INVENTIONS

FREE
in a list of Sunday newspapers with two million circulation and
in the World's Progress. Sample copy free.

ELECTRICAL CASES A SPECIALTY
We have secured many important Electrical patents.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
(Formerly Evans, Wilkins & Co)

Victor Bldg., 724 9th St. E Washingron, D. C.

Write for our books
"The Protective Patent"

and
"Letters of Patent Success"

Send sketches and description
for free opinion as to
patentability of your ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Registeredinvention. 193-196 McGill Building, WASHINGTON, D. C.

PATENTS
BEELER & ROBB

Over a million dollars worth of
business was done with

inventions of our
client. last

year.

Trade -Marks

Messrs. REELER R ROBB: I have refused S.O",OOO for my two inventions.-A. W. ARNOLD, Portland, Ore.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



Opportunity Coupon
American School of Correspondence:

Please send me your Bulletin and advise me how 1 can
qualify for positicn marked 'X.'

....Book-keeper ....Draftsman

....Stenographer ....Architect

....Accountant ....Civil Engineer

....Cost Accountant ....Automobile Engineer

....Systematizer ....Electrical Engineer

....Cert'E'd Public Acdat ....Mechanical Engineer
...Auditor ....Sanitary Engineer
...Business Manager ....Steam Engineer

....Commercial Law ....Fire Insurance Eng'r

....Reclamation Engineer ....College Preparatory

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
Pop. Elect 9-'10

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

if

PROMOTION SURE
If You Are a Trained Man

Don't worry about the boss not having his eye on you and noticing the improve-
ment in your work. Remember he is always ran the look -out for a good man. His
success, and the firm's, depends on his ability to select the right one for promotion.

If your work is a little better than the other fellow's, if you have had the training
that will fit you for a better job, do you suppose you will be passed by when the time
for promotion comes?

Every ambitious man wishes for a better job. He longs to know more so he can
do more, and earn more. The American School will tell you how you can do more

and earn more if you will fill in and mail
the coupon below.

The American School's advice is based
upon the experience of it's successful
students and graduates, and will cost you
nothing. It may start you right and
change your whole future.

The American School of Correspondence is
an educational institution. We do not employ
agents or collectors. The merit of our work
makes this unnecessary. If you will send the
coupon, we will give free advice regarding any
work you wish, to take up, and send you our
complete Bulletin fully describing our courses.

Send the Opportunity Coupon
Today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO. U.S.A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



FREE TRIAL COUPON
RICHMOND SALES CO.,

Dept. 38 160 Broadway, New York City
I would like to have a "ItICHMOND" Electric Suction Cleaner demonstrated

in my home provided it places me under no obligation in any way. aly house
is wired for electric lights.

Name

\ddress
Cut Out This Coupon and Mail Today

Try This "RICHMOND"
Suction Cleaner Free

This free trial will give you an opportunity to find out all about
the suction or vacuum method of cleaning. This picture is an actual
photograph of the 'RTCHMoND- Suction Cleaner. Please note how small
and compact it is and how light and readily portable it must be. It
is of the simplest form of construction-being a small fan enclosed in
a highly polished aluminum case. This fan revolves nearly 10,000
times a minute, and is operated by a small electric high speed motor.
A powerful suction or current of air is created in this manner, which
sucks the dirt out of the rug, carpet or article to be cleaned and
carries it into the double cloth bag attached to the handle, just as
shown in the picture.

Try the 'RrcKMOND- just as the coupon printed above specifies-watch
it clean more thoroughly with one stroke than a dozen sweepings-
make it meet your cleaning problems -note that its use absolutely
eliminates all dust. Then if you want to continue to keep your home
dust -free and germ -proof you can buy a guaranteed 'RICHMOND- Suction
Cleaner for less than the cost of your Spring and Fall house-cleaning.

"RICHMOND" Points
-costs less per month for electricity than the average family

spends for brooms.
-after a year of consistent use you couldn't find a thimble-

ful of dirt in a fourteen -room house if you took all the
carpets up.

-no more spring or fall "house-cleanings"-no more "sweep-
ing days"-no more "dusty Fridays."

-its total cost is less than the cost of one single annual house-
cleaning-to say nothing of savinrr, the wear and tear which
house-cleaning brings to furniture.

-cleans furniture, walls, upholstery bedding, bottling, dec-
orations, book shelves, tile floors, hardwood ,,ors, nooks
and crannies, as well as making old carpets 1.,u6 'ike new.

-equally valuable in homes, offices, stores, hotels, hospitals,
libraries, schools, churches, theatres, public buildings.

-without any change or adjustment, uses either direct or
alternating current; universal motor of our own construc-
tion.

-thirty feet of electrical cord, with connecting socket, comes
with the cleaner-everything ready to start-any one can
do it.

-handsome in appearance-all exposed parts are highly
polished-operates with easy, gliding motion-no pressure
required.

-absolutely guaranteed for one year, and without abuse
should last as long as a watch.

How to Select the Best Suction Cleaner
Never buy any suction or vacuum cleaner without first trying it-this will prove its

real efficiency to you. Find out if it is truly portable-if it can be carried with ease from
room to room-up and down stairs by one person. Watch it clean-observe if it does
the work quickly, easily and thoroughly. Be sure that it is of the simplest construction-
that its mechanism is not complicated-hard to get at-hard to care for. Keep in mind
that weight is a serious objection because weight takes a woman's strength. Remember
that $100 is about twice as much as you need pay for a thoroughly efficient cleaner.
Look out that it is guaranteed by a responsible manufacturer.

Send for Illustrated Book and Address All Correspondence to

THE RICHMOND SALES CO. Dept. 38 160 Broadway, New York City

Mfg. By THE MMCRUM-HOWELL CO.
ark Ave. and 41st St., New York

Five Two at Uniontown, Pc.-One at Norwich. Conn.
Factories -On at Racine, W1e,-One at Chime,,. 111.

MANIIFAVTUSEMS OF "Ricnsonn" Boilers and Radiators,
"RiciutOnn" Enameled Ware, Bath Tubs, Sink Lavoratorles.
"Ricium D,' Suds Makers, "Weinman" Concealed Transom Lifts,'
and "Riminoan" Stationary Vacuum Cleaning. Systems.



Your customers wouldn't hire six men
to do the work that two could do with ease. Yet perhaps

they continue to use six horse power to drive distant machines
by old line -shaft methods, that only require about two horse power,

when driven by our adjustable speed motors.
Why not go after this trade? Its profitable and comparatively easy

to land. Here are the talking points.

FQfiVT WAYNE
MOTOR, DRIVES

eliminate friction losses -- provide wide speed adjustments -- allow you to locate
machines where work is -- increase the output and cut in half the cost of operation.

We have a bulletin "Motor Drives" that contains a lot of mighty val-
uable information and we want to send one to you. Write for it now.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
" WOOD SYSTEM"

1603 Broadway, Fort Wayne, Indiana
BRANCHES

Atlanta Cincinnati New York San Francisco St. Paul
Boston Grand Rapids Milwaukee Pittsburg Seattle Syracuse

Chicago Madison New Orleans Philadelphia
St. Louis Yokohoma


